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PREFACE 

"Je demande une seule chose, et je la demande 

humblement, bien que je sache qu'elle est exorbitante: etre 

lu avec attention", Camus said a few years before his death. 

The work of Albert Camus merits close attention indeed. At 

the very least we should respond to the honesty of his mes

sage.. The present study is an attempt to read Camus care

fully and to interpret him mainly on the basis of his own 

text. 

All the quotations from Camus' writings are given 

in French. The references in the text are primarily to the 

two volumes of his collected works, Theatre, Recits, 

Nouvelles (1962) and Essais (1965), published by Gallimard 
A 

as a part of the Bibliotheque de la Pleiade. The integrity 

of the texts of both volumes, in addition to the extensive 

critical comments, notes, and bibliographies, have been of 

great help in the research done on Camus' work. 

I wish to thank the College of Liberal Arts, the 

Graduate College, and all my teachers of the Departments of 

Romance Languages, and of German and Russian, for their 

guidance during the years of study at The University of 

Arizona. I also wish to express my appreciation for the 

support I. received from the NDEA Graduate Fellowship and 

iii 
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for the teaching assistantship I held in French. I want to 

acknowledge, with pride, my son Neil who, at the age of 

sixteen, typed the final draft of this dissertation. Most 

of all I am indebted to Dr. Charles Rosenberg for making 

me aware of the great value of contemporary French liter

ature and for his support and encouragement of this study. 
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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation represents an attempt to inter

pret the theme o£ justice in Camus1 three novels, 

L'Etranger. La Peste, and La Chute, The principal works 

of Camus are analyzed internally, first his two major 

essays (Le Mythe de Sisyphe and L'Hotnme revolte) as back

ground, and then the fiction. In this study Camus is 

approached as an artist and philosopher, but also as a 

man who was greatly concerned with the social problems 

of his age. In the years of Camus' literary career, 

justice was a disturbing issue that World War II and its 

aftermath posed in all its ambiguity. 
\ 

Camus' early concern with the relation between man 

and the universe — he chose the term "absurd" to express 

it — and his later concern with revolt are discussed in . 

i 

the chapter dealing with his essays. The purpose of this 

chapter is not to provide a complete survey of Camus' 

philosophy; it is rather to search for the intellectual 

background of the questions on justice raised in his fic

tion. The chapter will furthermore contain a discussion 

on Camus' concept of "engagement" (commitment) and on his 

definition of artistic creation. 
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The three central chapters deal with Camus' novels 

in chronological order. Each of these chapter starts out 

with a summary of the story to be followed by a discussion 

pf the main themes; especially emphasized are those aspects 

Which are relevant to the problems pf justice. Camus was 

greatly concerned with the administration pf justice and 

the legal systems pf pociety, Capital punishment is a 

central theme in bpth L1Etranger and La Peste. In all 

three novels, "judges" receive much attention and it is 

through his unfavorable treatment of the judges that Camus 

makes his view on justice known. 

Qamus' concern with justice was not restricted tc 

the pocial aspects, however. In concentrating attention on 

the problems of legal justice, he expressed a philosophical 

pspect of man's fate in the twentieth century. Each of the 

novels is closely bound up with man's sense of meaningless?-

ness and his protest against it. The legal world becomes 

an almost incidental (although significant) means by which 

Camus conveys his philosophical concerns. This is perhaps 

post obvious in L'Etranger where the complete lack of under

standing between the protagonist and the Court of Justice 

pymbplizes man's exiled condition in the world. 

In the.final chapter the general development of 

Ggmus' thought Is traced through the evolution pf his wprk. 

It is shown that the metaphysical pessimism which character

izes JilEtjtangejr is less evident in- the later novels. If 
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L'Etranger deals with the crisis of the individual facing 

a hostile world, La Peste is a call for action, a call to 

reduce, by united revolt, the injustices of the world and 

society. Related to the problems of action and revolt is 

Camus' concern with the existence of evil, and consequently 

with man's innocence and guilt. It is shown that Camus 

always held on to a certain innocence of mankind, but that 

he became more aware of man's participation in guilt in his 

later novels. Camus rejects man's obsession with his per

sonal guilt, however, as La Chute brings out. Guilt, in 

Camus' thought, is accidental and relative, never a proven 

reality. 

The concluding remarks of the dissertation suggest 

that Camus' concept of justice implied tolerance and com

passion, based on his belief in the community of mankind 

and the relativity of human affairs. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

% 

There is perhaps no other French writer of our time 

who has exerted so great an influence on the imagination as 

has Albert Camus. A recent bibliography of articles and 

books devoted exclusively to Camus lists more than three 

thousand items, coming from every part of the world and 

dealing with nearly every aspect of his thought and art.*-

Much has been written about the ethical and political con

tent of Camus' writings, and while his novels have been ex

amined from such well-known philosophical concepts as the 

Absurd and Revolt, less attention has been paid to their 

social commentary. 

Camus was greatly concerned with the administration 

of justice and the legal system of society. Hatred of cap

ital punishment is, for instance, one of the main themes of 

1. Simone Crepin, Albert Camus: Essai de biblio-
graphie (Brussels: Commission beige de bibliographie, 1962). 

1 



his work; it occurs in Le Mythe de Sisyphe^ and L'Homme 

revolte, is central to the meaning of L'Etranger and La 

Pes te, and dominates the whole of the essay Reflexions sur 

la Guillotine. This is not to say that Camus regarded prob

lems of social justice as isolated or distinct problems; 

questions of justice were, in his thought, closely related 

to moral questions, and moral questions in turn to metaphys

ics. A "man-sentenced-to-death" symbolizes the most univer

sally shared human condition that exists. 

Camus was, at the same time, keenly interested in 

the processes of the law for their own sake, so that these 

processes themselves play an important role in his fiction -

the almost incidental but significant handling of Meursault' 

condemnation in L'Etranger, Tarrou's direct accusation 

against his father the judge in La Peste, and the ironic 

criticism made by the judge-penitent of La Chute.^ 

References to justice of one sort or another are nu

merous in all of Camus* work; but yet Camus never analysed 

the concept systematically in the sense that Plato did, for 

instance, in his Republic, or Hobbes in Leviathan. This may 

2. Le Mythe de Sisyphe debates the question of sui
cide. Camus opposes the man who commits suicide to a man 
condemned to death. 

3. Execution, under whatever form, is depicted in 
L'Homme revolte as the chief symbol of man's inhumanity to
ward man. 

4. The same interest in justice can be shown in all 
of Camus' plays, with which I am not here concerned. 
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be explained by the fact that Camus was not a philosopher in 

the technical sense of the word; his approach to literature 

was that of an artist; to be more exact, he had the vision 

and the imagination of an artist. In addition, he was more 

interested in saying what he felt to be true and in re

maining true to his own experiences than in being logical, 

consistent and systematic. In the years of Camus' literary 

career, justice was a disturbing issue that the Occupation, 

Resistance and Liberation had posed in all its ambiguity. 

The value of Camus' approach lies in the fact that an impor

tant issue like justice is lived and experienced rather than 

just reasoned:"Je ne suis pas un philosophe, en*eff.et, et je 

ne sals parler que de ce que j'ai vecu."^ 

Even if Camus is not primarily a philosopher,'his 

writings can be best understood in terms of an overriding 

concern, which is distinctly philosophical. He is frequent

ly classed as an existentialist; this label is something to 

which one should give some thought since Camus himself de

nied any such association. The problem is, of course, that 

no one is quite sure what an existentialist is. The dimen

sions of the category vary all the way from the most broad, 

which may include Socrates or Jesus, to the very narrow def

initions of certain contemporary writers who are likely to 

5. Albert Camus, "Actuelles II," in Essais (Paris: 
Gallimard, 1965) p.753. 



Include just themselves and a few others. Camus objected to 

his own inclusion for two reasons,® He did not want to asso

ciate himself t/ith the extreme left-wing ideology of the 

Sartrian existentialists, nor could he accept the existen

tialist doctrine by which existence precedes essence. 

The first of these reasons concerns the projection 

of morality into political behavior. Camus was a member of 

the Communist Party for a short time but soon rejected it on 

both philosophical and practical grounds. The majority of 

French existentialists, without being official members of 

the Party, supported the Soviet Union by participating in 

the Marxist system. Camus' criticism of Marxism is based on 

his belief that anyone who intends to solve current injus

tice and evil by some shift to the future commits an act of 

escapism. According to Camus, not only Marxists, but Chris

tians do this as well. In fact, he maintains that the Marx

ists inherited from the Christians the hope for a Kingdom 

which men could realize and history could guarantee. Marx

ism thus replaced God with the future; it then identified 

the future with morality from which follows that the only 

values that exist are those which serve the future. By so 

believing, it can justify ignoble means in the name of an 

eventual good. 

6. For a general discussion on Camus and existential
ism, see Thomas Hanna, The Thought and Art of Albert Camus 
(Chicago, Henry Regnery Company, 1958) Introduction. 



The second point of difference concerns the existen

tialist doctrine by which existence precedes essence. Dur

ing the period of political and moral crises of World War II 

Camus came to the conclusion that man possesses character

istics which do allow a priori generalizations. The only 

explanation Camus could offer was his passionate desire for 

justice and the conviction that justice can only be affirmed 

by reference to some prior conception of human value. As 

will be seen in our analysis of L'Homme revolte, when man 

revolts he discovers something of value within himself which 

is Identical with something of value in other men. For re

bellion is more than a rejection of oppression; it is an af

firmation of a right. And the right affirmed is a universal 

right, based on the recognition of a limit of suffering. 

Thus revolt is not for the rebel himself, but for humanity 

outraged both in himseif and in all^others. In the world 

of oppression and misery, the act of revolt uncovers univer

sal value. 

Ultimately, Camus comes to stand upon a quite explic 

it conception of human nature, although he is careful not 

to dogmatize on this point: 

Mais il importe de remarquer deja que cette va-
leur qui preexiste a toute action de revolte 
contredit les philosophes purement historiques 
dans lesquelles la valeur est conquise (si elle 
se conquiert) au bout de l'action. L'analyse 
de la revolte conduit au moins au soupgon qu'il 

f 

I 
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y a une nature humaine, comme le pensaient les 
Grecs, et contrairement aux postulats de la 
pensee contemporaine.7 

Without being an existentialist in the narrow sense 

of the word, there are certain cbncerns in Camus' writings 

which are compatible with existentialism. First, he is 

deeply concerned with the finality of death. Secondly, he • 

shares with the existentialists a world of disunity and ab

surdity. Thirdly, by considering man as the creator of his 

own existence, he deliberatedly opposes the traditionally 

accepted view of life in which values are seen to be imposed 

from the outside, by church, society, or state. 

A further reason for including Camus with existen

tialism is the fact that he, along with Sartre, Simone de 

Beauvoir, Gabriel Marcel, and Merleau-Ponty, accepts "en

gagement" as a moral obligation for the artist. For Camus 

was not only a novelist, playwright and philosophical es

sayist; he was also a working journalist, expressing him

self from day to day on urgent questions of current life. 

He considered his work as a journalist Important enough to 

publish three volumes of collected editorials an'd articles.8 

Camus' publications are of interest not only because they 

contain a record, over a twenty-two year period, of Camus' 

7. Albert Camus, "L'Homme revolte," in Essais, 
p.425. 

8. They appeared under the title Actuelles I, II, 
III. Camus was working on a fourth volume at the time of 
his death. 



commitment, but also because they enable us to understand 

in which direction, and under what influences, his thought 

was moving during those years of moral and political crisis. 

The problem of commitment was a matter of great con

cern for Camus, and his personal concept serves as a sort of 

"art poetique". In Le Mythe de Sisyphe, and L'Homme revolte, 

in some of his journalistic articles,'in his acceptance 

speech of the Nobel Prize, and in the 1957 preface of 

L'Envers et l'endroit, in all these instances Camus probes 

into the question of the artist's place in society. He 

feels that the artist should speak out as a member of the 

human community on behalf of those who suffer injustice. 

On the other hand, the artist needs concentration, a dis

tance from events and a certain peace of mind in order to 

create. The greatness of a work of art depends on the art

ist's success in finding a balance "entre la beaute et la 

douleur, l'amour des hommes et la folie de la creation, la 

solitude insupportable et la foule harassante, le refus et 

le consentement."' 

The most eloquent statement on the artist's need for 

isolation is expressed in a short story, "Jonas", in which 

Camus describes the career of a talented young man who has 

one main interest -- painting. As he becomes more and more 

9. Albert Camus, "Discours de Suede," in Essals, 
p.1092. 
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famous, it becomes increasingly difficult for him to find 

a quiet place to work. A constant invasion by a host of 

friends and disciples, in addition to the noise of his fam

ily, drives Jonas to construct an elevated hide-out in a 

corner of his house where, one day, he collapses. On the 

canvas on which he had been working a friend finds a single, 

unfinished word. Whether "solidaire" or "solitaire" nobody 

can tell. 

Although Camus himself could not avoid the outer 

pressures so ironically described in "Jonas", he apparently 

managed in his own life and work the necessary equilibrium 

between commitment and aloofness, between a state of soli

darity and a state of solitude. One point stands out: 

Camus' plea is not for a monologue but for a dialogue. A 

dialogue Involves at least one other person and its aim is 

unity, not intimidation. Camus believes that writers by 

their very art are obliged to testify to human rights; the 

right they should defend above all is that of freedom which 

includes the right of other people not to be of their opin

ion. Time and again Camus criticizes the tendency of cer

tain contemporary artists to take sides as partisans of 

exclusive ideologies, thereby running the risk of subordina

ting their art to direct political involvement. It is 

likely that Camus* success in maintaining a balance between 

art and commitment was helped by the fact that he wrote 



separate polemic and journalistic articles without which hi 

novels and plays might not have been the classical works of 

art they are. 

As many commentators have noted, there is in Camus' 

writings a pattern of thought and evolution. Camus himself 

felt that his work had developed in a succession of cycles, 

each one treating a central theme and consisting of a phil

osophical essay, a novel and one or two plays. To the ques 

tion concerning the relationship of his essays to his 

fiction, he answered: 

J'ecris sur des plans differents pour eviter jus-
tement le melange des genres. J1ai compose ainsi 
des pieces dans le langage de l'action, des essais' 
a la forme rationnelle, des romans sur l'obscurite 
du coeur. Ces livres differents disent, il est 
vrai, la meme chose. Mais, apres tout, ils ont le 
meme auteur et a eux tous ils forment une seule 
oeuvre.10 

The first series, closely linked to the mythical 

figure of Sisyphus, deals with negation. The novel 

L1Etranger (1942), the essay Le Mythe de Sisyphe (1943)* 

and the two plays Le Malentendu (1944) and Caligula (1945) 

are later grouped together by Camus under the label of 

Sisyphus — the cycle of the Absurd.H 

10. "Derniere interview d*Albert Camus," (20 decern' 
bre 1959) in Essais, p.1925. 

11. The "Absurd" as translated from "11absurde". 
Camus uses the term in its original Latin meaning "discord" 
In his particular version: discord between man and his 
universe. 
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In the novel La Peste (1947), the first fictional 

work of a new group, Camus remains faithful to his analysis 

of the Absurd but shifts his focus to the problem of how to 

proceed toward a more positive form of humanism. The answer 

is to be found in revolt. The actual theory of revolt is 

developed in the essay L'Homme revolte (1951) and treated 

dramatically in the two plays L'Etat de Siege (1948) and 

Les Justes (1950). Camus grouped this postwar series to

gether under the label of Prometheus — the cycle of revolt. 

La Chute, Camus' last novel, published in 1956, 

marks a return to creative writing after a silence of almost 

five years. In many respects the book continues the ideas 

of the previous cycles and the protagonist remains the lucid 

and existential man of L*Etranger and La Peste. Different, 

however, is the unrelieved tension and irony of La Chute 

which makes it the most enigmatic of Camus' works. 

Camus' last literary work, a volume of six short 

stories entitled L'Exil et le royaume (1957), presents con

siderable variety in theme and form. It indicates perhaps a 

new orientation in Camus' fiction: greater realism in the 

portrayal of the main characters and less involvement in po

litical or social themes. 

Camus was in mid-career at the time of his death. 

The novel on which he was working, Le Premier Homme, was to 

be part of a third phase. It is said that there was also an 



essay in progress, Le Mythe de Nemesis, and a play, Don Juan, 

all devoted to the theme of love: "J'entrevoyais dgja une 

troisieme couche, autour du theme de l'amour. Ce sont les 

projets que j'ai en train."12 

Attention has been directed in the past to various 

fundamental themes in the works of Camus. Well-known are 

the studies of Rachel Bespaloff, Germain-Paul Gelinas, Andre 

Rousseaux who respectively characterize the philosophy of 

Camus by (1) death, (2) freedom, and (3) a search for hap

piness. Rousseaux' characterization of Camus' thought as a 

search for happiness is shared by Pierre-Henri Simon. 

The present study is an attempt to bring out the 

theme of justice. Students of Camus' writings, especially 

those interested in philosophical and social aspects, often 

mention justice as one of the focal point . of his thought. 

They do so in passing, however, restricting themselves to 

generalities about the author's deep concern with human 

13 rights. My purpose is more specific; it is, first, to ex

plore and evaluate the theme of justice by a careful analysis 

of Camus' three novels; second, to show the stages of 

12. Le Figaro litteraire, (12-21-1957), p.4. 

13. The exception is Pierre-Henri Simon who relates 
Camus' concern with human happiness to his concern with jus
tice. In his excellent book on contemporary theatre, Theatre 
destin (1959), he entitled the chapter on Camus: "Camus et 
la justice". 
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evolution that become apparent through the analyses; and, 

finally, to indicate the particular balance and nuance of 

Camus' attitude toward justice. 

As noted before, Camus is a novelist with serious 

philosophical concerns. The interplay between art and meta

physics is no doubt responsible for the richness and value 

of his writings. It also leads to misinterpretations, espe

cially by those readers who only know a few plays or novels 

and are ready to induce from this knowledge the author's 

philosophical position. The difficulty is that the ideas 

expressed in Camus' fiction are not explained or demonstra

ted, but rather implied by the particular tone and structure 

of each work. Sometimes only the consequences of these ideas 

are involved and one cannot grasp their real significance 

without prior knowledge of the thought from which they orig

inate. 

It must not be inferred that Camus' novels are sim

ply demonstrations of his philosophy. It would be better to 

say that they are illuminations of certain of his ideas. A 

too-frequent reference to the contents of his discursive 

writings would deprive the novel of the spontaneity of ac

tion and thought that Camus wanted to preserve in his fic

tion. From these observations we may learn, first, that an 

interpretation of Camus' novels must rest, at some point, on 

a clear understanding of his philosophical ideas, and second, 

that it is important to draw a line between the logical 
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development of the essays and the unpredictable, often am

biguous movement of human drama. Therefore, in this study, 

the chapter preceding the actual analysis of the novels 

contains an examination of Camus' major essays. The purpose 

of that chapter is not to provide a complete survey of 

Camus' thought; it is rather to search for the intellectual 

background of the questions raised in his fiction, of the 

ordering of those questions, and of the answers which he 

proposes. 

Chapters III, IV, and V deal with Camus' three nov

els in chronological order: L'Etranger (1942), La Peste 

(1947), and La Chute (1956). Each of these chapters starts 

out with a summary of the story to be followed by a criti

cal discussion of the main themes and of the meaning of the 

novel as a whole. Especially emphasized are those aspects 

which are relevant to the problems of justice, principal 

among them Camus' treatment of judgment and of human in

nocence and guilt. 

Chapter VI, entitled "Camus and his Critics", pre

sents a critical evaluation of the essays, articles, and 

books on Camus which have been consulted in preparation for 

this study. Realizing the impossibility of being complete, 

an attempt has been made to include the most important 

works on Camus and those which I considered to be of inter

est to the theme of justice. 



The concluding chapter indicates, first of all, the 

changes in the author's philosophical position from one 

work to another and, secondly, if and how these changes ef

fected his attitude toward justice. 



CHAPTER II 

MAJOR PHILOSOPHICAL ESSAYS 

On vit avec quelques idees familieres. Deux 
ou trois. Au hasard des mondes et des hommes ren
contres, on les polit, on les transforme. II faut 
dix ans pour avoir une idee bien a soi -- dont on 
puisse parler. Naturellement, c'est un peu dScou-
rageant. Mais l'homme y gagne une certaine famili-
arite avec le beau visage du monde. Jusque-la, il 
le voyait face a face. II lui faut alors faire un 
pas de cote pour regarder le monde face a face. II 
n'a pas eu le temps de polir l'idee de la mort ou 
de neant dont pourtant il a mache l'horreur. Ce 
doit etre cela la jeunesse, ce dur tete-a-tete avec 
la mort, cette peur physique de l'animal qui aime 
le soleil.l 

These words, written by Albert Camus at the age of 

twenty-four, are prophetic of the development of his thought 

and of the works that are to express it. At the source of 

his creativity are the two or three "idees familieres" that 

awakened his sensitivity and that are already sketched out 

in the paragraph quoted above: the beauty of the world, the 

fear of death, and the knowledge of the "nothingness" of 

life. 

Camus was born In 1913 into a family of poor, hard

working people who had settled in Algeria. His father was 

killed in the first world war, a few months after his son's 

1. Albert Camus, Noces (Alger: Chariot, 1938). 
Reprinted by Gallimard, Paris, in 1950; p.37 of the 1950-
edition. 

15 
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birth. Camus was brought up by his mother and his grand

mother in a home located in the Algerian working-class mi

lieu which, as described in L'Envers et l'endroit,^ appears 

poverty-stricken. L'Envers et l'endroit, a group of five 

short essays, already show Camus' awareness of the duality 

of life, a theme that will run through the whole of his work'. 

There is, on the one hand, the suffering that lies at the 

heart of human life and, on the other hand, the joy of that 

life itself. Experiences such as pity for his illiterate, 

suffering mother, for a lonely old man who tries to amuse a 

group of youths with his stories, or for a sick woman about 

to die, cut through Camus' own youthful acceptance of life. 

North Africa also led Camus to an immediate enjoy

ment of the physical world, beautifully described in the 

four prose poems of his second book, Noces. They are true 

manuals of happiness, celebrating the alliance between man 

and the earth. Camus speaks of places like Tipasa and 

Djemila; he tells about the heat of the sun, the magnifi

cence of the sea, the tanned bodies on the beaches, the riot 

of color and perfume of North African flowers. In one char

acteristic sentence he says: "II me faut etre nu et puis 

plonger dans la mer, encore tout parfume des essences de la 

terre, laver celles-ci dans celle-la', et nouer sur ma peau 

2. Albert Camus, L'Envers et l'endroit (Alger: 
Chariot, 1937). Reprinted by Gallimard, Paris, in 1958. 4 
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l'etreinte pour laquelle soupirent levres a levres depuis si 

longtemps la terre et la mer.".3. 

The early essays are inspired by the sharp contrast 

between joy of life and horror of death; as a result Camus 

searched for a means of reconciliation between the two ex

tremes which will eventually lead to his philosophy of 

"mesure" (that is proportion, moderation, degree). For the 

moment, however, it did not go beyond a provisional attitude 

of acceptance and stoical detachment: "Je tiens au monde par 

tous mes gestes, aux hommes par toute ma pitie et ma recon

naissance. Entre cet endroit et cet envers du monde, je ne 

veux pas choisir, je n'aime pas qu'on choisisse... Le grand 

courage, c'est encore de tenir les yeux ouverts surla lu-~ 

miere comme sur la mort."4 

In L'Envers et l'endroit and Noces Camus was acutely 

aware of the absurdity of life. Within five years time this 

awareness will be developed rationally in Le Mythe de 

Sisyphe, published during the Occupation in 1942. 

3. Camus, Noces, p.19. 

4. Camus, L'Envers et l'endroit, p.124-5. 
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Le Mythe de Sisyphe 

Le Mythe de Sisyphe,5 the first of two major philo

sophical works by Camus, is almost entirely devoted to an 

analysis of the absurdity of existence. By this Camus gen

erally means man's exiled condition on earth which is caused 

by. the lack of correspondence between man and his universe. 

Our desires conflict with the world; We love life, and the 

universe only promises death. We have an instinctive need 

for clarity and unity, but the world is incoherent and frag

mentary. We search for a meaning of life, yet we do not 

find meaning as part of our existence. 

In the preface of Le Mythe de Sisyphe, Camus admits 

that the notion of the Absurd was not original with him. It 

is true that he neither invented the term nor introduced it 

into literature. Malraux and Sartre had already used the 

notion in their novels to designate the meaningless and "im

possible" aspects of life. Camus points out, however, that 

for him the Absurd is the starting point, whereas for the 

others it is considered a final conclusion. Another unique 

feature of Le Mythe de Sisyphe is Camus' line of reasoning. 

He speaks quite consciously as a modern man for whom the 

5. Albert Camus, Le Mythe de Sisyphe (Paris: Galli-
mard, 1942). Subsequent references to Le Mythe de Sisyphe 
are denoted by MS and the page number in the body of the 
text and are to the Pleiade Edition of Camus' collected 
essays: Essais (Galllmard, 1965), pp.98-211. 
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traditional values are unavailable. His discussion is nei

ther idle nor academic. He feels that our century is suf

fering from a sickness of spirit and a certain type of 

ideological nihilism. By analysing these phenomena and 

understanding them for what they are, Camus attempts to come 

to terms with our time. 

"II n'y a qu'un probleme vraiment serieux, et c'est 

le suicide." With this statement Camus opens Le Mythe de 

Slsyphe. In his view, the problem of living in the absurd 

relationship takes precedence over all others; once a person 

becomes aware of the purposelessness of life, he must decide 

whether or not life is worth living. One does not normally 

arrive at this awareness through the study of philosophy; 

rather the notion makes its appearance on the level of feel

ing and emotion. From a philosophical point of view it has, 

as Camus suggests, "un commencement derisoire". (MS, 106) It 

happens that the very banality of life strikes us one day: 

Lever, tramway, quatre heures de bureau ou d'usine, 
repas, tramway, quatre heures de travail, repas, 
sommeil, et lundi mardi mercredi jeudi vendredi et 
samedi sur le meme rhythme, cette route se joue ai-
sement la pliipart du temps. Un jour, seulement, 
le "pourquoi" s'eleve et tout commence dans cette 
lassitude teinte d'etonnement (MS, 106-7). 

We then become strangers to our world. The feeling 

of alienation may become so overwhelming that the objects 

around us begin to lose all familiarity and even become 
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(L 
hostile. We may also approach the Absurd through a sudden 

rebellion of the flesh, when we realize that we are growing 

old, that' all the tomorrows for which we plan are merely 

leading us towards death. Finally, the fact of death itself, 

its mathematical certainty, awakens a sense of hopelessness. 

Knowing that death is inescapable, we may well wonder why we 

live. 

Turning to the intellectual manifestations, Camus 

states that our mind can never satisfy our longing for ab-

solute knowledge. Scientists are able to describe the phys

ical world in terms of electronic theory, but a point comes 

when their explanations change over into images: "Je reconnais 

alors que vous en etes venu a la poesie" (MS, 112). Camus 

shares in this respect the anti-rational tendency of our pres

ent age when purely scientific information is intuitively 

felt to be inadequate for moral solutions. He never denies 

the use of reason nor the importance of science, he merely 

sets limits to them: "Pour un esprit absurde, la raison est 

vaine, et il n'y a rien au dela de la raison" (MS, 124). 

Camus' objection is that we can know truth, but never the 

absolute truth. We know the mechanism of the external world, 

we do not know the essence. 

6. This seems to be the same feeling Roquentin ex
periences in Sartre's La Nausee. 
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It is this feeling of dissatisfaction that is at the 

basis of Camus' concept of thetAbsurd. As he defines it, 

absurdity is not a characteristic of the universe itself, 

nor of man, but of the confrontation between man and his uni

verse: . .ce qui est absurde, c'est la confrontation de cet 

irrationnel et de ce desir eperdu de clarte dont l'appel 

resonne au plus profond de l'homme. L'absurde depend autant 

de l'homme que du monde" (MS, 113). 

Next, Camus asks himself how great thinkers like 

Dostoievski, Kierkegaard, Kafka, Chestov, Husserl, and 

Jaspers have reacted to the dilemma. They all share the con

viction that the world is chaotic and incomprehensible. But 

faced with this fact, they evade the issues that are at the 

very origin of their philosophies. All of them find solu

tions which imply reasonings beyond the human realm. They 

make a "leap" which results in what Camus calls "suicide 

philosophique". In Camus' estimation their attitude is 

essentially religious and tends towards the eternal: "Si ab

surde il y a, c'est dans l'univers de l'homme. Des l'instant 

ou la notion se transforme en tremplin d'eternite, elle n'est 

plus liee & la lucidite humaine... La lutte est eludee" 

(MS, 124). 

The main purpose of Le Mythe de Sisyphe is to demon

strate that suicide, whether physical or philosophical, can 

be no real solution to the problem. As Camus states, the 
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Absurd is a relationship depending as much on man as on the 

world. Once we have judged th.e. absurdity to be true, we 

must cling to this one certainty we have obtained with so 

much difficulty. By the act of suicide, a necessary element 

is removed, thereby destroying the relationship. 

Since both physical and mental suicide is a rejec

tion of the game, the one course of action left is to wager-

in favor of the Absurd' and to live its tensions. From this 

decision on, Camus concentrates on exploring the ethical 

implications. By examining the nature of the wager, he 

decides that there are two primary qualities which will pro

vide a basis for the morality of the Absurd. These are luci

dity and innocence. Lucidity is used by Camus to refer to 

an intense awareness of the nature and presence of the Absurd. 

Lucidity is an on-going and persistent struggle with the Ab

surd and as such restores greatness to life. 

Camus* concept of innocence is interesting and differ

ent from the traditional concept. He defends at this early 

period a certain purity of heart, an inner innocence of man. 

We are innocent when we recognize ourselves for what we are, 

and when we live with what we can understand in human terms, 

and only with that. If the term "sin"had any meaning at all 

for Camus, it would be by living with illusions of immortal

ity and by despairing of life on earth. The absurd man feels 

his innocence very strongly and refuses any religion which 
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offers an escape: 

On lui demande de sauter... II ne veut faire jus-
tement ce qu'il comprend bien. On lui assure que 
c'est peche d'orgeuil, mais il n'entend pas la 
notion de peche. On voudrait lui faire connaltre 
sa culpabilite.- Lui se sent innocent. A vrai 
dire, il ne sent que cela... Ainsi ce qu'il exige 
de lui-meme, c'est de vivre seulement avec ce qu' 
il salt...11 veut savoir s'il est possible de vi
vre sans appel (MS, 137). 

Camus draws three consequences from the absurd posi

tion: revolt, freedom, and passion. In order to remain fully 

conscious of the Absurd and thus preserve the truth that it 

establishes, one must be constantly alert in order not to 

follow any path of escape. This refusal to escape is refer

red to by Camus as the attitude of revolt. At this stage 

revolt is purely individual; it is an attitude of alertness 

as well as a refusal to be reconciled with death. It is 

therefore the opposite of suicide, for revolt implies a con

stant struggle against death whereas suicide consents to it. 

To affirm dignity, man must die unreconciled with his tragic 

condition. 

"L'homme absurde" also finds a special kind of free

dom as a consequence of his position, the freedom of a con

demned man on the day of his execution. Since there is no 

tomorrow he can afford to be indifferent to the future. The 

ordinary man is conforming to given goals; he may believe 

that he is free in chosing these goals, but in order to at

tain them he has to follow a pre-arranged way of living. 
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Only a very limited freedom results. A man who wagers for 

the Absurd is liberated from such restraints. His freedom 

is the only real kind, although it is restricted to his mor

tal condition: "Elle ne tire pas de cheque sur l'eternite" 

(MS, 142). 

The third consequence is passion. It is precisely 

because life is without meaning, that we should exhaust the 

present moment. Once awakened, man lives with the desire to 

live more, or rather, quality of life is to be fused with 

quantity: "...si j'admets que ma liberte n'a de sens que par 

rapport a son destin limite, alors je dois dire que ce qui 

compte n'est pas de vivre le mieux, raais de vivre le plus" 

(MS, 143). 

To clarify the meaning Camus offers four illustra

tions of how life can be lived in revolt, freedom and pas

sion. The first three.types are Don Juan, the actor, and 

the conqueror. Their philosophy is to seek the greatest 

quantity of experiences and to live them with lucidity and 

passion, Don Juan going from woman to woman, the actor im

personating fictional lives, and the conqueror choosing the 

life of action. 

Camus' last illustration is the most important. It 

is the creator who is described as 11 (le) plus absurde des 

personnages" (MS, 170). The term "createur" is used to des

cribe any artist, but for Camus it is the writer who shows 
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the absurd position in its purest form* Although he knows, 

that there is no more meaning in writing than in any other 

action, he persists in the practice of his craft. There is 

an important difference between the acts of the lover, the 

actor, or the conqueror and those of the artist -- art has 

permanence. Works of art are, moreover, the one means to 

support and maintain a lucid awareness in the face of the 

Absurd for through the mimicry of art we live not once but 

twice: "Creer, c'est vivre deux fois" (MS, 173). 

As was noted before, one of the main features of the 

absurd experience is its realization that intellectual expla

nations of the world are vain. "L'homme absurde" rejects 

transcendence and lives in the world of immediate appear

ances. This holds true for the artist also; the source from 

which he takes the materials of his art are rooted in the 

world of sense, the world of physical appearances. Camus 

suggests that a good artist does not try to explain, he mere

ly describes. The truest work of art is that which consents 

to say the least, or which is devoid of lessons. The novel

ist has therefore a special problem since it is in the novel 

more than in ay other type of art that we are tempted to 

teach and explain: "Mais je voudrais parler ici d'une oeuvre 

ou la tentation d'expliquer demeure la plus grande, ou l'il-

lusion se propose d'elle-meme, ou la conclusion est presque 

immanquable. Je veux dire la creation romanesque" (MS, 177). 
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Camus then poses the question whether the Absurd is 

able to survive in the novel. He takes as an example 

Dostoievski in whose novels the Absurd is the central theme, 

be it in connection with death, freedom, or Christianity. 

Dostoievski was not simply -a great artist but a philosopher 

as well. Camus can see no distinction between the thinker ' 

and the artist in terms of the Absurd; both begin with ab

surdity and describe the world in their own Individual man

ner. In Dostoievski's novels, men struggle against the 

falsity of life; in the end, however, Dostoievski decides 

against his own fictional characters, thereby contradicting 

the condition of absurdity. It is not his Christianity that 

betrays the Absurd; it is his hope in the future. Life is 

false; Dostoievski's solution becomes the affirmation of 

immortality. In sum, then, Dostoievski is not an absurd no

velist; Camus sees him as an "existential" novelist. 

From this example Camus concludes that creation with

out transcendence is painfully difficult. It requires obsti

nacy and an ascetic discipline (une ascese), for hope is hard 

to elude even for those who desire to do s&. 

Camus ends the essay with his version of the myth • 

of Sisyphus. According to the Homeric tale, Sisyphus was 

condemned by the gods to the task of rolling a large boul

der to the top of a hill from' where it would always roll 

back down. Futile and hopeless labor was to be his eternal 
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punishment. What interests Camus especially is the moment 

when Sisyphus, having reached the summit, watches the rock 

roll down the hillside. During this short pause, just be

fore going down himself, Sisyphus experiences his moment of 

truth. The tragedy lies in his recognition of the absurdity 

of his task. Yet, it is precisely this awareness that ren

ders Sisyphus superior to his destiny. In refusing to allow 

the rock to remain at the bottom of the hill, Sisyphus turns 

his back to the gods, and stands facing a universe which no 

longer controls or deceives him. Therefore, in the end, 

Sisyphus is not seen as the symbol of despair but of a cer

tain kind of obstinate happiness: 

Je laisse Sisyphe au bas de la montagne! On 
retrouve toujours son fardeau. Mais Sisyphe en-
selgne la fidelite superleure qui nie les dleux et 
souleve les rochers. Lui aussi juge que tout est' 
bien. Cet univers desormais sans maltre ne lui pa-
rait ni sterile ni futile. Chacun des grains de cet
te pierre, chaque eclat de mineral de cette montagne 
pleine de nuit, a lui seul, forme un monde. La lut-
te elle-meme vers les sommets suffit a remplir un 
coeur d'homme. II faut imaginer Sisyphe heureux 
(MS, 198). 

Le Mythe de Sisyphe and Related Works 

In Le Mythe de Sisyphe Camus concerns himself with 

the relationship between man, as an individual, and the 

world. The world Camus describes is one from which God is 

exiled and where man decides his own destiny: "Oui, l'homme 

est sa propre fin. Et il est sa seule fin. S'il veut 
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quelque chose, c'est dans cette vie" (MS, 166). It is also 

a world in which all actions axe morally equal in the sense 

that they are subject to no absolute standard of right and 

wrong. This quantitative morality, however, does not auto

matically lead to the conclusion that we have complete li

cence as to how we should act. For it is not simply by accu

mulating the greatest number of experiences that we live 

most, but also by being lucid, by being aware of our life, 

our revolt, and our freedom. 

The novel, L1Etranger, the two plays Caligula and 

Le Malentendu were written in the same years as Le My the de 

Sisyphe and should not be dissociated from it. In the pro

tagonist of L'Etranger, Meursault, we have in fact one of 

the clearest images of "l'homme absurde". Camus himself 

throws light on the true relationship between the essay and 

the novel in one short phrase: "Un surnumeraire aux Fostes 

est l'egal d'un conquerant si la conscience leur est com

mune" (MS, 150). Which means that lucidity is all-important 

and is something which Don Juan, the artist, or the conquer

or can no more take for granted than a little clerk of a 

post-office or shipping firm. 

Caligula and Le Malentendu are somber plays- reaching 

back in setting and mood to the dark years of the war. Cen

tral to both plays is the theme of suffering; it is a suf

fering caused by a hostile world which has no meaning. The 
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heroes are people aware of such at world; they suffer from . 

it, struggle against it, and are destroyed by it. Camus al

lows the logic of the Absurd to move to a terrible extreme, 

and by doing so, points to the limitations of the absurd 

line of reasoning. 

In his early philosophical and literary works, Camus 

links man's tragedy to his innocence. It seems that he 

wants us to understand that, in committing their crimes, his 

people still retain a certain purity of heart. It is perhaps 

this fundamental innocence that renders Caligula, Meursault, 

and Martha (of Le Malentendu) so deeply tragic. Related to 

their innocence is a passionate love of life which, as in 

Camus' very first essays, intensifies the tragedy and the 

hostile absurdity of the world. 

With Caligula, the cycle of Sisyphus is brought to 

an end. It is unfortunate that Camus earned the reputation 

of a "philosopher of the Absurd" or even of a nihilist. Al

though he has written repeatedly about the absurdity of life 

and sometimes in pessimistic tones, "l'horame absurde" as de

fined by Camus is not a nihilist. When Camus wrote the es

say he was not interested in creating a new philosophy, but 

rather in describing the experience of the Absurd in an at

tempt to clarify some of its consequences. In the prewar 

and wartime years he was greatly concerned with the nihilism 

current amoung the younger generation of European 
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intellectuals. His only desire had been to find the source 

of and to go beyond the morbid pessimism of his time: "Au 

plus noir de notre nihilisme, j'ai cherche seulement de de-

passer ce nihilisme."^ 

That Camus' attitude was too complex to be summarized 

by a single label is shown by the numerous activities of his 

early literary career. In the same years as he was prepar-

ing L'Etranger and Le Mythe de Sisyphe, he worked as a jour

nalist on the liberal left-wing paper Alger-Republicain. In 

1938, he wrote a most revealing reportage on the tragic con

ditions of the Arabs of Kabylie in an attempt to improve the 

situation.8 in addition, Camus and a group of friends foun

ded an avant-garde theatre in Algiers, called Le Theatre de 

Travail. The aim of the theatre was to bring good play'3 to " 

the working class; high artistic value was to be combined 

with social and political considerations. During four years, 

from 1935 until 1939, numerous adaptions of novels and plays, 

both from classical and contemporary literature were pro

duced with great success. 

7. Albert Camus, "L'Ete", Essais, p.865. 

8. In 1958, Actuelles III was published which con
tains selections of the report on the Kabylian conditions. 
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When the English translation of Le Mythe de Sisyphe^ 

was published in the United States in 1955, Camus added a 

Preface which gives some insight into his perception of his 

earlier vrork. He states that since the writing of Le Mythe 

de Sisyphe, his thinking has progressed beyond several of the 

positions set forth in the essay. These progressions have • 

involved expansions and changed emphases but no repudiations 

of the basic tenets of that work. He contends that his con

clusion in 1942 was that even within the limits of nihilism 

it is possible to find the means to go beyond nihilism. 

It may be added that this is the direction Camus 

pursued in all of his works which follow Le Mythe de Sisyphe. 

L'Homme revolte 

In 1945, Camus published a short essay entitled 

1 0 Remarque sur la revolte. It contains a study of the meaning 

of revolt which Camus develops further in a series of arti

cles over the postwar years.^ The most explicit 

9. Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, translated 
by Justin O'Brien (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1955). 

10. Albert Camus, "Remarque sur la revolte", 
L'Existence, ed. Jean Grenier (Paris: Gallimard, 1945). 

11. Portions of L'Homme revolte were in fact pu
blished as articles in journals: "Les Meurtriers delicats" 
in La Table ronde (1948), "Le Meurtre et l'absurde" in 
Empedocle (1949), and "Nietzsche et le nihilisme" in 
Les Temps modernes. 
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analysis of revolt is presented in L'Homme r e v o l t e , ^  which 

was published in 1951 and translated into English under the 

title of The Rebel.^ 

The author himself speaks of progress when he com

pares the experience of the Absurd with the attitude of re

volt: 

...voici le premier progres que l'esprit de revolte 
fait faire a une reflexion penetree de l'absurdite 
et de l'apparente sterilite du monde. Dans l'expe-
rience absurde, la souffrance est individuelle. A 
partir du mouvement de revolte ell a conscience 
d'etre collective, elle est l'aventure de tous " 
(HR, 431-2). 

What happens when a man revolts? The slave who says 

"no" to his master discovers in his revolt a value which 

identifies him as a human being. By his "no" he sets a limit 

beyond which his master shall not go. But to do this-is 

also to affirm that within these limits values exist which 

should not be infringed upon. A rebel is therefore a man 

who says both "yes" and "no". That the rebel is willing to 

give his life for the sake of these limits suggests that he 

can value something beyond his own existence. Progress is 

made since the individual manifestation in Le Mythe de Sisyphe, 

which was inspired by a private protest against creation, 

12. Albert Camus, L'Homme revolte (Paris: Gallimard, 
1951) Subsequent references are denoted by HR and the page 
number in the text and are to the plelade edition of Camus' 
collected essays: Essais : (Paris: Gallimard, 1965) pp.413-709. 

13. Albert Camus, The Rebel. Translated by Anthony 
Bower (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1954). 
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L'Homme revolte acts in the name of a value he feels he has 

in common with his fellow-men. Camus sums up this thought 

by saying: "Je me revolte done nous sommes" (HR, 432). 

The spirit of revolt has given birth to many polit

ical revolutions in the last two centuries. Unfortunately, 

in practice the true spirit of rebellion is frequently per

verted. As Camus states in the opening pages of the essay, 

the purpose of L'Homme revolt^ is to understand those forms 

of government which claim to represent the will of the peo

ple and which, in contradiction to their philosophy, massa

cre and deport those same people by the thousand. By jus

tifying the use of terror, revolutions are unfaithful to the 

origin of their revolt, and what was initiated for man turns 

out in the end again31 man. 

Camus devotes more than two hundred pages to an 

analysis of the types of rebellion which he finds unaccept

able. These types are the metaphysical rebellion of artists 

and writers and the historical rebellion of political move

ments. The first of these he rejects on the ground that it 

denies the existence as well as the possibility of value in 

the world. As a result, only negation and escapism are pre

scribed as a solution. The longest and most interesting 

comment on metaphysical rebellion is reserved for a section 

in which Camus discusses the surrealists. It is especially 
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interesting in view of our discussion of Camus' third novel, 

La Chute, for the protagonist follows more or less the pat

tern of rebellion that Camus attributes to the surrealists. 

Camus characterizes the surrealists by their abso

lute revolt and total insubordination. The freedom which 

they demanded was an unrestrained licence. As a result the 

moral values which should be an integral part of revolt were 

swamped by the violence of their rebellion. They developed, 

for instance, the famous theory of the gratuitous act: one 

runs out into the street with a revolver in hand and shoots 

blindly into the crowd. Since it would not be feasible to 

kill everybody in order to gain absolute freedom for them

selves, they decided to overthrow society instead and allied 

th emselves with the Marxists. They thereby combined meta

physical revolt against the injustice of the universe with 

political revolution against social injustice. There was, 

however, a deep conflict between the revolutionary aims of 

the Communists and the metaphysical aspirations of the sur

realists. Andre Breton, along with others, became aware of 

the conflict and eventually proposed a return to traditional 

morality. 

This passage from absolute revolt to acceptance of 

traditions is for Camus typical of the failure of revolt. 

The rebel who aspires after perfection excludes all limits 

from his revolt. When he becomes frustrated by the effort 
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— and this inevitably happens — he finds his refuge in a 

radical banality or conventionality: 

Le conformisme est une des tentations nihilistes de 
la revolte qui domine une grande partie de notre 
histoire intellectuelle. Elle montre en tout cas 
comment le revolte qui passe - l'action, s'il oublie 
ses origines, est tente par le plus grand confor 
misme. Elle explique done le XXe siecle (HR, 496). 

Historical rebellion is rejected by Camus on similar 

grounds, namely that political movements guided by some as

sumed knowledge about the end of history deny the existence 

and possibility of values in the present and, as a result, 

prescribe escapes into variously conceived Utopias. The 

first modern revolution was the French Revolution whose lead 

ers believed in the substitution of the sovereignty of the 

people for the divine sovereignty of the King. Saint-Just, 

whose efforts Camus sees as heroic, dreamed of an ideal coun 

try, unified in its pursuit of virtue. But men are not nat

urally virtuous and trouble arose: "Un jour vient ou l'ide-
/ 

ologie se heurte a la psychologie" (HR, 539). 

Saint-Just, who never lost faith in his principles 

of virtue, drew the conclusion that the law, as an expres

sion of the will of the people, should be able to guarantee 

a perfect unity. If discontent and factionalism should ap

pear to destroy this unity, then for the sake of the country 

the non-conformists must be punished by the law. Thus "La 

Terreur" was established. With it the modern era began in 

which the state, as the promoter of social justice, claims 
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the right to suppress its critics by any available means. 

Saint-Just and the Jacobins were the forerunners of 

Hegelianism and Marxism, two ideologies that were to sacri

fice their adversaries not any less to the process of history. 

In short, Camus rejects both the metaphysical and 

historical rebellion on the basis that they consistently 

resort to murder and violence to transform the world. In 

Camus' view, murder cannot possibly be reconciled with re

volt because revolt recognizes the solidarity of all men in 

the face of a common destiny. Revolt is posited on the idea 

of "we are", while murder agrees to "we shall be" after the 

dissenters have been destroyed. What Camus forbids, and 

this is the central message of L'Homme revolte, is any doc

trine that legalizes murder. 

Camus is not a conventional pacifist, however. He 

recognizes that killing is sometimes necessary: "II est la 

limite qu'on ne peut atteindre qu'une fois et apres laquelle 

il faut mourir. Le revolte n'a qu'une maniere de se recon-

cillier avec son acte meurtrier s'il s'y est laisse porter: 

accepter sa propre mort et le sacrifice" (HR, 686). To 

illustrate his moral position, Camus tells the story of a 

group of Russian terrorists who, in 1905, killed the Grand 

Duke to advance the cause of justice. Camus had the highest 

respect for these "meurtriers delicats"; they found murder 

necessary but at the same time inexcusable. The killer, a 
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with his own life for the life he had taken. Kaliayev's will

ing ness to die signified a refusal to place the revolution 

above the dignity of raan.^ 

In the concluding pages of L'Homme revolts Camus 

shows that most revolutions of recent years have failed be

cause they ignored the principle that is basically involved 

in the logic of any revolutionary action — the principle of 

moderation. Camus' idea of moderation is based on his dual 

attitude toward the world which is persistent throughout his 

work. In Le Mythe de Sisyphe it is described as a revolt 

against the injustice of death and a consent to the earth. 

In L'Homme revolte it becomes a balance between nature and 

history, between the world in which man seeks happiness and 

harmony and the world he attempts to change. Camus further 

suggests that the concept of moderation is not simply a con

cept of human nature; it is a universal principle confirmed 

by science and material forces themselves: 

Toute reflexion aujourd'hui, nihiliste ou positive, 
sans le savoir parfois, fait naitre cette mesure 
des choses, que la science elle-meme confirme. Les 
quanta, la relativite, jasqu'a present, les rela
tions d'incertitude, definissent un monde qui n'a de 
realite definissable qu'a l'echelle des grandeurs 
moyennes qui sont les notres" (HR, 697). 

14. Camus had already dramatized this revolutionary 
story in his play, Les Justes (1949). 
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It remains to be seen whether a philosophy of moder

ation can be efficacious in the face of the seemingly unsolv-

able problems of today. Camus believes that, in the absence 

of all values of superior order, rebellion is always caught 

between two paradoxes. This holds true particularly for 

those persons who are concerned with moral clarity in polit

ical action. The first is the paradox between violence and 

non-violence, the second the paradoxical choice between jus

tice and freedom. Complete rejection of violence reduces us 

to a worse kind of violence, namely slavery. Complete accept

ance of violence leads to the taking of lives of innocent 

people. These two opposed attitudes unite in the same trea

son of revolt, in the same kind of nihilism. 

In a similar way, rebellion for the sake of abso

lute justice suppresses freedom since contradiction cannot 

be tolerated. To grant absolute freedom is to create injus

tice by allowing the strong to dominate the weak. If revolt 

wants to serve humanity, justice and freedom must exist to

gether,. one limiting the other: "La revolte, elle, ne vise 

qu'au relatif et ne peut permettre qu'.une dignite certaine 

assortie d'une justice relative. Elle prend le parti d'une 

limits ou s'etablit la communaute des hommes. Son univers 

est celui du relatif" (HR, 693). 

To the earlier questin whether a philosophy of 

limits can be efficacious in our time, Camus can now reply. 
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that it is'the only philosophy to be such. In reality, the 

contradictions in which revolutionary actions become in

volved do not exist except in the mind fascinated by the 

absolute. Camus opposes the word "efficacite" (of true re

volt) to "efficience" of the kind of revolt that authorizes 

itself to have recourse to any and every means to triumph. 

No doubt, "efficacious" revolt runs the risk of failing and 

of being destroyed. But after a hundred and fifty years of 

"efficient" revolt, the strategists themselves have lost 

some of their optimism; their own failures should at least 

convince them that only a revolt based on limited aims and 

risk can take a moral position that is faithful to the human 

condition. 

There is no doubt that many readers have come•away 

from L'Homme revolte dissatisfied because the author offers 

no specific answers or rules of conduct. To insist that one 

must be moderate and not drift into extreme positions is not 

an answer, of course. It was never Camus' intension, how

ever, to provide definite solutions to the political and 

social problems of the world. He would maintain that every

one has been too sure before and that this certainty has 

helped to bring about the excesses of our time. As Camus 

wrote earlier in "Ni Victimes ni bourreaux": "Mais il est 

bien evident qu'il ne s'agirait pas d'edifier une nouvelle 

ideologic. II s'agirait seulement de rechercher un style 
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de vie."6 This "style de vie" may be used effectively, how

ever, as a source for finding .answers if it is recognized 

that these answers are relative and subject to change. 

What can we conclude are the basic outlines of the 

mode of life Camus recommends? The first concept is, of 

course, the Absurd. If we take the Absurd as our one cer

tainty, then there are two courses of action open. Either 

we may escape this certainty by suicide or a mental "leap" 

or we may take upon ourselves the burden of the Absurd, 

cling to our awareness, and remain in a continual revolt 

against the world. By accepting the latter, we must then 

consider the nature of our rebellion. By adopting Camus' 

principles of moderation and limited aims, we will be able 

to deduce certain related tenets which may serve as a moral 

guide. 

First, among these tenets, we will consider man as 

our chief concern. Although metaphysical and historical 

matters are of great importance, the problems of individual 

men are to remain in the foreground of our thought and ac

tions. Camus' ethics has as its first principle a deep re

spect for human life which is based on his belief in a value 

inherent in all men. The recognition of a common human es

sence enables Camus to speak in terms of a community of men. 

To respect this essence, murder, enslavement, and injustice 

15. Camus, "Actuelles I", Essais, p.348. 
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are immediately precluded. 

A second principle is our active involvement in 

bringing about peace and justice. Caught in the absurd re

lationship with the world and not allowed.to escape from it, 

we are literally called to revolt against the existing con

ditions. In rega.rd to involvement, Camus feels, however, 

that a balance should be sought between involvement on one 

hand and isolation on the other hand. Extreme involvement 

denies creative rebellion. 

According to Camus, when man is viewed in relation 

to the world, he is alienated by the very nature of the ab

surd relationship between him and the world. He should re

main aware of this relationship, aware of his isolation, and 

thus of his unique position. But since we are all in'the 

same predicament, there exists a degree of solidarity also. 

A person must therefore find his own identity in isolation 

and at the some time demonstrate his solidarity by revolting 

against injustice of any kind. 

Isolation and commitment are the two ends of a chain 

Camus offers us and which we must hold at any cost. His 

first novel, L'Etranger, is concerned primarily with man as 

an estranged citizen of the world. The book offers a unique 

image not only of man's isolation but also of the effort to 

reconcile an awareness of the absurdity of life with what we 

may almost call a "mystique" of sensual happiness. Camus' 



second novel goes considerably beyond the crisis of the in-, 

dividual and stresses man's solidarity and involvement. 

Through the record of a physical epidemic which strikes down 

the inhabitants of a city, and of the united effort to curb 

it, Camus makes clear his own ideas on commitment, his stand 

against violence and injustice. 

From solidarity, Camus deduces another fundamental 

rule. Solidarity implies communication among men. Camus 

feels that, in spite of improved techniques, the dialogue 

has broken down in society. He characterizes the modern 

world as a discord of many radical monologues. The point 

Camus is making is that, regardless of the specific goals, 

dialogue can only be successful if each participant recog

nizes that he does not have the total truth in his posses

sion. The aim of dialogue is not intimidation; it is rather 

an interplay of ideas between and among individuals and 

groups. Such interplay may ideally result in the prevention 

of major conflicts. Camus dramatizes the importance of dia

logue in his last novel, La Chute, in which he makes the 

narrator, Clamence, carry on a conversation with a second 

character who is never heard directly. This form of mono

logue masquerading as dialogue is used by the author to bring 

about his contention that communication among men has become 

increasingly authoritarian. 
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Here, then, is the essence of Camus' morality. It 

is a morality that draws its strength from values found in 

the human condition itself, values which are revealed by the 

revolt of the oppressed against that which threatens these 

values. The revolt Camus has in mind is not a sudden, spas

modic kind of revolt; it is a continuous, step by step proc

ess by which values are created and preserved: 

II y a des libertes a conquerir, une, peniblement, 
et celles que nous avons encore sont des etapes, 
insuffisantes a coup sur, mais des etapes cependant 
sur le chemin d'une liberation concrere. Si on ac-
cepte de les supprimer, on n'avance pas pour autant. 
On recule au contraire, on revient en arriere et un 
jour a nouveau il faudra refaire cette route, mais 
ce nouvel effort s'accomplira une fois de plus dans . 
la sueur et le sang des hommes.16 

It is clear that Camus sees revolt as a protest 

against suffering and injustice and not as an attempt to 

radically transform the nature of the world. He insists on 

the middle way, on the central tendency between two extremes, 

or on the tension between destructive nihilism and conform-

ism, between total commitment and isolation. According to 

Camus there is one category of individuals who is able to 

find the right balance, and that is the category of the art

ist. He discusses this point in a separate section of 

L'Homme revolt^, entitled "Revolte et Art". 

16. Camus, "Actuelles II", Essais, p.796. 



Rebellion and Art 

Camus places great importance on the relationship 

between rebellion and art. As just noted, he considers the 

artist as the rebel par excellence. The artist, like the -

rebel, lives between consent and despair: "L'art aussi est 

ce mouvement qui exalte et nie en meme temps" (HR, 657). In 

the sense that all art imposes a form on reality by rejec

ting part of it and exalting another part, it is rebellion 

in its purest form. The composer of ' usic takes sounds of

fered in their shapeless state and extracts from this dis

order a unity which is satisfying to the mind and the heart. 

The sculptor and the painter also idealize the Imperfect 

model they choose for their work of art. Without refusing 

to give resemblance, they attempt to capture a gesture which, 

somehow, sums up all the transitory gestures of life. By 

doing so, they Impose form to the flux of existence. Van 

Gogh once said that God should not be judged by this worid; 

"C'est une etude de Lui qui est mal venue" (HR, 659). Camus 

adds that every artist tries to improve the sketch and give 

it the style it lacks. 

Turning to the art of the novel, Camus notes that, 

remarkably enough, the novel is historically linked to the 

spirit of rebellion. It came into prominence in the eigh--

teaith and nineteenth centuries during a time of increasing 

political and social revolutionary activities. The novelist 
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is inspired by the same desire to remake the world as is the 

rebel. He chooses his sub ject;-matter from external reality, 

but through the process of artistic rearrangement he trans

forms the real world into a better world. Better does not 

mean, however, that the world of the novel is more beautiful 

nor that its heroes are more perfect; it means simply that 

the world is more unified and complete: "Car il s'agit bien 

du meme monde. La souffrance est la meme, le mensonge et 

1'amour. Les heros ont notre langue, nos faiblesses, nos 

forces. Leur univers n'est ni plus beau ni plus edifiant 

que le notre. Mais eux, du moins, courent jusqu'au bout de 

leur destin..." (HR, 666). 

In order to give a concrete idea of this unity and 

completeness to which the novel aspires, Camus compares two 

types of novelists who stand at opposite poles — the Amer

ican novelists of the thirties and forties and Marcel Proust. 

The American novel describes human behavior objectively, 

strictly abstaining from accounting for the motives of be

havior. It is faithful to reality by reducing the characters 

to a series of acts and motions, but it does not go beyond 

the mechanical level of behavior. What may appear as real

ism is, for Camus, an arbitrary and exaggerated stylization. 

The sought-for unity seems to be reached, but it is a super

ficial unity, since the authors deny what individualizes 

human reality — the inner life. 
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In contrast to the American novelists, Proust is 

concerned mainly with interior reality. His world is the 

world of the inner life, of memory. In his novels, accep

tance of reality finds its expression in terms of certain 

unforgettable moments of the past. Rejection of reality is 

shown by Proust's deliberate disregard of long stretches of 

life which have left no memory. Camus calls these stretches 

"d'immenses espaces morts" (HR, 670). Proust's revolt is 

creative because it has succeeded in forming a closed and 

unified world which strives for perfection and seeks to im

pose eternity on the world of man: 

Le Temps retrouve, dans son ambition au moins, est 
l'eternite sans dieu. L'oeuvre de Proust, a cet 
egard, apparaxt comme 11une des entreprises les plus 
demesurees et les plus significatives de l'homme 
contre sa condition mortelle. II a demontre que 
l'art romanesque refait la creation elle-meme, telle 
qu'elle nous est imposee et telle qu'elle est re-
fusee " (HR, 671). 

The novel should be midway between formalism and 

realism, according to Camus. It is, of course, impossible 

to have pure form or pure reality since, in the one case, we 

would be left with silence and, in the other case, with an 

infinite enumeration. Even the so-called realistic novel 

imposes form to the extent that it does and must select. 

The form and the style of a novel show the artist's revolt. 

Camus feels that a novelist should therefore strive for a 

rigorously controlled form and style; the greater the con

trol of his work, the more effective the protest will be: 
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"Lorsque le cri le plus dechirant trouve le langage le plus 

ferme, la revolte satisfait a sa vraie exigence et tire de 

cette fidelite a elle-meme une force de creation. Bien que 

cela heurte les prejuges du temps, le plus grand style en 

art est 1*expression de la plus haute revolte" (HR, 674). 

Unlike many contemporary writers of revolt who tend to re

ject all traditional, aesthetic standards, Camus expresses 

his revolt by employing the classical resources of art. He 

feels that a restraint of language and form is the better 

way for the artist to dominate the confusion of the world. 

Camus' final comment of art deals with the element 

of beauty. The only way the artist can create beauty is by 

contesting the chaos of the world on the one hand and, on 

the other hand, by continually referring back to the one 

reality we know, the natural world of which the human being 

is an integral part. Beauty is thus like style in that it 

contests reality and endows it with unity. Beauty is found 

in the world of nature, in the world of the sea and the stars. 

Beauty is also the world of Shakespeare and Cervantes, 

Moliere and Tolstoy: "un monde toujours pret a assouvir la 

faim de la liberte et de dignite qui est au coeur de chaque 

homme" (HR, 679). 

The nihilistic world of today has turned its back 

on beauty. The artist, however, goes on trying to create it 

in the hope that some day society will see its importance. 

A time may come, Camus predicts, when man will give first 
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place to this virtue "qui fonde la commune dignite du monde 

et de l'homme, et que nous avons maintenant a definir en 

face d'un monde qui l'insulte" (HR, 680). 

There is no doubt that Camus' novels fall within the 

terms of his own definition of artistic creation. All three 

tell a realistic story and express at the same time a philo

sophical aspect of man's fate in the twentieth century. 

Each of the novels is closely bound up with man's sense of 

meaninglessness and his protest against it. Style and sub

ject are completely merged, one supporting and reinforcing 

the other. This is perhaps most obvious in L'Etranger where 

the narrative method chosen by Camus contributes to the 

sense of alienation which is the main theme of the novel. 

We shall see, however, that there is a similar effect in La 

Pes te and La Chute. Each novel is, finally, a controlled 

work of art in which Camus alternates and contrasts his own 

poetic way of writing with the particular style demanded by 

the subject. It is in this way that Camus has written 

novels which may be regarded as classical works of art as 

well as valid expressions of the metaphysical and social 

problems of our time. 



CHAPTER III 

L 1 ETRANGER 

Camus established his international reputation with 

his first novel, L'Etranger. It appeared along with Le 

Mythe de Sisyphe in 1942, though it had been finished a few 

months before the completion of the essay. L1Etranger is a 

full and dramatic representation of the themes and conse

quences of the Absurd; in Meursault, the protagonist, we 

have a clear example of man living in the world as portrayed 

in Le Mythe de Sisyphe. This world is not explained as such 

in L'Etranger; it is communicated to us by various devices 

associated with the style and form of the novel. 

The events of L1Etranger are few and they are easy 

to summarize. Meursault, a young clerk of an Algerian ship

ping firm, receives a telegram announcing his mother's death. 

She had been living in an old people's home where Meursault 

had been obliged to place her a few years previously. 

During these years he had seen his mother but little al

though the home was not far distant from Algiers. 

1. Albert Camus, L'Etranger (Paris: Gallimard, 
1942). Subsequent references to L'Etranger are denoted by E 
and the page number in the body of the text and are to the 
Pleiade edition of Camus' collected plays and novels: 
Theatre, Recits, Nouvelles (Paris: Gallimard, 1962) ; 

49 
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Meursault takes the bus to attend the funeral and 

returns home directly afterwards. The following day he goes 

swimming at the beach, meets a girl he knows casually, in

vites her for a movie, and takes her to his apartment for 

part of the night. 

Meursault continues to see this girl, Marie. He 

also becomes involved, quite by chance, in a rather danger

ous feud between a neighbor, Raymond Sintes, and some Arabs. 

At a Sunday outing at the beach a fight breaks out between 

Raymond and one of the Arabs. Raymond is wounded and Meur

sault takes Raymond's revolver to avoid further accidents. 

Later that same day Meursault walks alone on the 

beach. It is very hot and he is looking for a shady place. 

Near some rocks he encounters one of the Arabs who is.armed 

with a knife; it is the same Arab who had wounded Raymond. 

Meursault, confused by the heat and the blinding sunlight on 

the Arab's knife, accidentally pulls the trigger and kills 

the Arab. This Is the end of Part One. In the second part 

Meursault is in jail. During the trial which takes place 

eleven months after the fatal shooting, the Court of Justice 
* 

finds him guilty of murder with intent. The book ends in 

the immediate expectation of Meursault's execution. 

the 

Technically, L'Etranger belongs to the 

first-person narrative rather than to that 

category of 

of the novel.. 



Meursault tells the story as it evolves, or so it seems at a 

first reading. On closer analysis, however, it becomes im

possible to find a definite point in time from which Meur

sault views the events he describes. If he had written his 

story at the end of his life — as one might expect -- then 

we cannot account for the fact that in parts of the book 

Meursault talks about events as if they had just happened: 

"Aujourd'hui, maman est morte" (E, 1126); or "Ce matin, 

Marie est restee" (E, 1149). The explanation may be that, 

in prison, Meursault tried to recapture various moments of 

the past by describing them as a series of immediate sensa

tions. Yet the idea of writing in this manner is unlikely 

and we are left with the realization that we do not clearly 

know when and how Meursault recounted his past experiences. 

If the time pattern of L1Etranger is complex in this • 

respect, it does play an important role in the development 

of the story. In Part One, events are told in a day-by-day 

manner and references to time are numerous and precise: 

"C'est aujourd'hui samedi" (E, 1136); or "j'ai pris l'autobus 

a deux heures" (E, 1125); or "...1'enterrement est fixe a 

dix heures du matin" (E, 1127). By following the sequence 

of events we know that the shooting takes place eighteen 

days after Meursault received the telegram. 

In Part Two, up until the conviction in Court, elev

en months are covered: "Et au bout des onze mois qu'a dure 

cette instruction..." (E, 1174). The whole period is 
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narrated retrospectively. Although time references are few 

and no precise days are ever given, Meursault begins to 

think about the meaning of time: 

J'avais bien lu qu'on finissait par perdre la notion 
du temps en prison. Mais cela n'avait pas beaucoup 
de sens pour moi. Je n'avais pas corapris a quel 
point les jours pouvaient etre a la fois longs et 
courts. Longs a vivre sans doute, mais tellement 
distendus qu'ils finissaient par deborder les uns 
sur les autres. lis y perdaient leur nom. Les mots 
hier ou demain etaient les seuls qui gardaient un 
sens pour moi (E, 1180-1). 

In the last chapter we are some time after the trial. 

References to time are now totally absent; they are replaced 

by Meursault's meditations on the eternal recurrence of day 

and night and of life and death: "On m'a change de cellule. 

De celle-ci, lorsque je suis allonge, je vois le ciel et je 

ne vois que lui. Toutes mes journees se passent a regarder 

sur son visage le declin des couleurs qui conduit le jour a 

la nuit" (E, 1200). Speculating on the meaning of death 

Meursault says: "...je n'ignorais pas que mourir a trente 

ans ou a soixante-dix ans Importe peu puisque, naturellement, 

dans les deux cas, d'autres hommes et d'autres femmes vi-

vront, et cela pendant des milliers d'annees" (E, 1204). And 

when finally, after a violent argument with the prison chap

lain, Meursault feels ready to accept his fate, he wakes up 

"avec les etoiles sur le visage" (E, 1209). 

Professor Viggiani makes some very interesting com

ments on the use of time in L'Etranger. He feels that the— 
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development of the time structure of the book "is paralleled 

by the metamorphosis of the hero from a purely sentient con

sciousness into a man who begins to reflect upon himself and 

his relations with men in the second part of the novel, and 

who finally transcends the self and society in speculations 

2 concerning the ultimate meaning of life and death." It is 

clear indeed that time is more than a necessary framework in 

L'Etranger; it informs and is part of the essence of the 

story. 

"Aujourd'hui, maman est morte. Ou peut-etre hier, 

je ne sais pas. J'ai regu un telegramme de l'asile: 'Mere 

decSdee. Enterrement demain. Sentiments distingues.' Cela 

ne veut rien dire. C'etait peut-etre hier." Thus begins 

L'Etranger. Jean-Paul Sartre remarks in his essay on the 

book that the reader is made uneasy by this very first para-

O 
graph. The impact is due, he feels, to the discrepancy 

between tone and subject-matter. The narrator seems indeed 

more occupied by the telegram and its lack of precision than 

by the fact that he had just lost his mother. 

2. Carl A. Viggiani, "Camus' L'Etranger", Publica-
tions of the Modern Language Association, LXXI (December 
1956) p.867. 

3. Jean-Paul Sartre, "Explications de L'Etranger", 
Situations I (Paris: Gallimard, 1947) p.99. 
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When we continue and read the account of the funer

al, this first impression is c'onfirmed. The point is, Meur-

sault says nothing of his feelings about his mother's death; 

he describes, in some detail, the inconvenience of having to 

ask for a two-days' leave from his employer, his sleepiness 

in the bus, the encounter with the officials in the home, 

his boredom at the vigil, the burning sun on the way to 

church, and the trip back to Algiers. He adds here and there 

an interesting observation about the people he meets, but 

there is no sign of sadness or regret. The whole episode is 

told in a laconic, dry manner; the style is abrupt, almost 

telegraphic at times, with short and precise sentences. 

One of the most striking aspects of L1Etranger is 

the fusion of form and content. By having Meursault tell 

his story in a low-keyed, matter-of-fact tone, Camus has 

chosen a style that reflects Meursault's attitude to life. 

There is a certain cautiousness in his choice of words and 

especially a suspicion of generalizations. When the defense 

lawyer, in preparation of the trial, wants Meursault to say 

that he is grieved by his mother's death, Meursault refuses: 

"Sans doute, j'aimais bien maman, mais cela ne voulait rien 

dire... Ce que je pouvais dire a coup sur, c'est que 

j'aurais prefere que maman ne mourut pas" (E, 1170). Words 

like "grief" or "love" don't mean anything. Marie is his 

girl friend, but he does not want to generalize his feelings 



for her into love. It is because, as he says, "cela ne sig-

nifialt rien" (E, 1149). Meursaul.t apparently only speaks 

of what he can describe clearly and limits his statements to 

those areas where he finds certainty. This characteristic-

he has in common with Camus of Le Mythe de Sisyphe whose 

rule of life is to live with what he knows and only with 

that. 

Form and content support each other in another way. 

The story falls in two parts, the first one relating the 

events that lead up to the murder, and the second one de

scribing Meursault's imprisonment and trial. The two-part 

structure provides a set of contrasts between two ways of 

looking at the world. We have, on the one hand, the concrete 

facts as described by Meursault and, on the other hand, the 

interpretation of these same facts by a society which is 

bound by its need to find abstract motivations. As Sartre 

remarks: "...d'une part le flux quotidien et amorphe de la 

realite vecue, d'autre part la reconstruction edifiante de 

cette realite par la raison humaine... 

As was noted before, the two parts also contrast 

Meursault's feeling of time. When he is free, he sees every 

moment as valuable in itself and describes each minor or 

major event as occurring at a precise time. In prison, all 

4. Sartre, Situations I, op.cit.» p.110. 
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days flow together and eleven months are summarized in a few 

pages. 

Meursault does not give much direct information on 

himself and an understanding of his character depends more 

or less on the reader's interpretation of the style and form 

of the narrative. He does mention one important fact about 

his past, however. When asked by his employer if he would 

be interested in working in a Paris bureau which the company 

was planning to establish, Meursault answers: 

II m'a demande alors si je n'etais pas interesse 
par un changement de vie. J'ai repondu qu'on ne 
changeait jamais de vie, qu'en tout cas toutes se 
valent et que la miene ici ne me deplaisait pas du 
tout... En y reflechissant bien, je n'etais pas mal-
heureux. Quand j'etais etudiant, j'avais beaucoup 
d'ambitions de ce genre. Mais quand j'ai du aban-
donner mes etudes, j'ai tres vite compris que tout 
cela etait sans importance reelle (E, 1153-4) • 

We know then that Meursault, at one time, had been a 

man with projects and ambitions, like everybody else, but 

who had come to realize that life was without any real mean

ing. Thus he was already in full possession of what we 

might call the "negative truth" about existence before the 

story begins. This becomes even more clear at the very end 

of the narrative when Meursault explains why he had chosen 

to live the way he did: 

Du fond de ion avenir, pendant toute cette vie ab-
surde que j'avais menee, un souffle abscur remon-
tait vers moi a travers mes annees qui n'etaient 
pas encore venues et ce souffle egalisait sur mon 

l 
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passage tout ce qu'on me proposait alors dans les 
annees pas plus reelles que je vivais. Que m'impor-
tait la mort des autres, l'amour d'une mere,...les 
destins qu'on elit, puisqu'un seul destln devait 
m'elire moi-meme...(E, 1208). 

He knows, in other words, and he has always known it, 

already long before the murder, that he is going to die. He 

knows that the "slow persistent breeze" which comes upon him 

"from the dark horizon of his future" levels out all dis

tinctions. And therefore when his employer offers him a 

better position, or when Marie wants to marry him, or when 

a prison chaplain offers him the comfort of religion, Meur-

sault merely shrugs his shoulders, implying, and saying in 

fact, that nothing has the l^ast Importance. 

Meursault and his environment. The novel introduces 

us into Meursault's life when he receives a telegram of his 

mother's death. We know nothing about Meursault, but we are 

brought right away into contact with people of his milieu. 

Their reaction to Meursault should help us understand what 

kind of man he is since a person's attitude towards a friend 

is undoubtedly regulated by his opinion of that friend. 

Before taking the bus to go to the funeral, Meursault 

eats at his friend's restaurant, "chez Celeste" (E, 1125). 

Celeste and his family are friendly to Meursault; they ex

press their sympathy with his mother's death, and accompany 

him to the door when he leaves. At the funeral home, the 
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director shakes hands so long that Meursault begins to feel 

embarrassed. He calls Meursault "mon cher enfant" (E, 1126) 

and tells him that he has done the right thing in placing 

his mother in the home. The concierge may have had a moment 

of surprise when Meursault refuses to see his mother's body 

but he does not sound reproachful when he says: "Je com-

prends" (E, 1127). He notices that Meursault is interested 

in his stories and becomes quite friendly. 

Back at work in the office, Meursault is well re

ceived by his employer. There are the usual expressions of 

sympathy, a question on his mother's age, and the matter is 

closed. Meursault seems to be well liked by his neighbors, 

at least by those who know him personally. After one of 

them, Salamano, lost his dog, he visits Meursault to find 

some words of comfort. This same neighbor tells Meursault 

that some people of the street had not liked the idea that 

Meursault had placed his mother in a public institution. 

Salamano does not agree with this judgment; he knows that 

people tend to blame easily and feels that Meursault had re

ally cared for his mother. 

Marie loves Meursault and accepts him as he is. She 

judges him to be "bizarre" when he shows his indifference 

toward marriage, but this does not really change her opinion 

of Meursault. Raymond, who lives on the same floor as Meur

sault, invites him for dinner and asks him to write a note 
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to his mistress who needed to be punished. Meursault 

obliges; when he leaves late at night, Raymond shakes hands 

very warmly and says that men always understand each other. 

In short, the people who know Meursault seem to like 

him. No one is particularly disturbed by his conduct; on 

the level of the ordinary, routine life, Meursault is no 

different from any other man. He lives together with his 

friends in an atmosphere of easy and pleasant tolerance. 

Meursault is also considered intelligent. Raymond 

asks Meursault to write a letter because he is known to be 

the brainy type. Emmanuel, a friend who often goes to the 

movies with Meursault, asks him to explain the plot. The 

opinion of Meursault's intelligence is confirmed by the em

ployer. By offering his clerk a promotion which would in

volve a move to Paris, he implies that he considers Meur

sault to be capable and intelligent. One other person 

remarks on Meursault's intelligence. It is the prosecutor 

and this time it becomes an accusation: "Cet homme, mes

sieurs, cet homme est intelligent. Vous l'avez entendu, 

n'est-ce pas? II sait repondre. II conalt la valeur des 

mots" (E, 1194). 

Meursault is obviously not the "moron" or- the "dumb 

ox" that some readers consider him to be. There is little 

to distinguish him except his tendency to say the exact 

truth and nothing more. He seems friendly, helpful, 
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sympathetic in a passive way, and intelligent. In one of 

his early essays, Camus describes the way of life of the Al

gerian working-class society: 

On a sa morale, et bien particuliere. On ne 
"manque" pas a sa mere. On fait respecter sa femme 
dans la rue. On a regards pour une femme enceinte, 
On ne tombe pas a deux sur un adversaire parce que 
"5a fait vilain". Pour qui n'observe pas ces com-
mandements elementaires, "il n'est pas un homme" et 
l'affaire est reglee. Ceci me paraxt juste et fort. 
Nous sommes encore beaucoup a observer inconsciem-
ment ce code de la rue, le seul desinteresse que je 
connaisse.5 

It seems that Meursault and his friends fit this 

description. Their morality is based on the observance of 

certain basic rules, "code de la rue" as Camus calls it. 

Meursault is considered to be "un homme" by his friends when 

they testify for him in court. That this kind of manliness 

gains him no credit, is a reflection on the hypocrisy'.of 

society and not on Meursault's moral code. 

The interplay between Meursault's simple ethics and 

society's "a priori" moral categories forms the nucleus of 

the novel. Camus juxtaposes the world of authentic and unau

thentic existence; L'Etranger illustrates these two worlds 

in action. In contrast to the worn-out standards of society, 

Meursault's way of life is genuine. He lives outside the 

social barriers, the ones that prevent most men from knowing 

the real nature of things <• Marie, Raymond, Salamano, 

Celeste, and Emmanuel are of one world with Meursault. They 

5. Camus, "Noces", Essais, p.72. 
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accept each other for what they are and never question the 

reason behind any action. At no time, in either section of 

the book, does anyone of this milieu pass judgment upon any

one else. That this trait is in agreement with Camus' prin

ciples, is shown in the following remarks made by one o'f his 

close friends: "£tre l'ami de Camus, c'est d'etre sur de 

n'etre jamais juge, c'est aussi ne jamais juger. Ou plutot, 

c'est porter les plus libres jugements, mais qui ne sont 

jamais suivis de condamnations. 

Camus obviously intended to create an exemplary fig

ure in Meursault. There is a positive moral implied when 

Meursault saves face for Raymond at the trial at the expense 

of his life. Asked whether he is Raymond's friend, just 

after having heard the prosecutor call Raymond a pimp, Meur

sault answers with a simple "oui." Or when Raymond wants to 

aim at a defenseless Arab on the beach, Meursault interferes: 

"...ce serait vilain de tirer comme 5a..." (E, 1164). 

These men can depend on each other, they have a mu

tual respect and there is moreover a certain warmth in their 

friendship. When Meursault's mother dies, they express 

their sympathy in very few words, but their gestures we know 

it to be sincere: "J'ai mange chez Celeste. lis avaient 

tous de la peine pour moi et Celeste.m'a dit: 'On n'a qu'une 

6.Jean Bloch-Michel, "Albert Camus et la tentation de 
1'innocence" , Preuves (April 1960) p.8. 
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mere.' Quand je suis parti, ils m'ont accompagne a la porte" 

(E, 1126). Meursault is sensitive to this kind of friend

ship, especially with regard to Celeste. During the trial, 

when Celeste tells the Court that the shooting had been an 

accident, Meursault remarks: "C'est la premiere fois que 

j'ai eu envie d'erabrasser un horame" (E, 1189). 

Meursault and nature. In an excellent analysis of 

L'Etranger, entitles Sur un heros paxen, Robert Champigny 

sees Meursault as a pagan hero in opposition to a Christian 

society. Meursault, according to Champigny, adopts an Epi

curean moral code. The Epicurean has a principle rule to 

live "selon la phusis" whereas the Christian feels himself 

to be an exile in the natural world. The Epicurean begins 

with a feeling of innocence and a desire to find happiness. 

The Christian knows himself to be guilty and seeks his hap

piness in a purification. He finds this in a withdrawal 

from this world into God. The Epicurean finds happiness by 

living in harmony with the external world; he avoids suf

fering by suppressing non-natural needs such as ambition and 

vanity: "Epicure distingue entre les desirs naturels et ne-

cessaires, les desirs naturels et non necessaires; les 

desirs non naturels et non necessaires. Ces derniers s'exer-

cent dans le champ de l'antiphusis sociale, de la societe 
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forraelle: ambition, vanite,"^ 

In many respects Meursault fits the description of 

the- Epicurean. He has neither ambition nor vanity as is ev

ident in the passage we alreacy quoted: "Quand j'etais etu-

diant, j'avais beaucoup d'ambitions de ce genre. Mais quand 

j'ai du abandonner mes etudes, j'ai tres vite compris que 

tout cela etait sans importance reelle" (E, 1X54). There is 

Marie who asks Meursault to marry her; there is also the em

ployer who offers a promotion and transfer. But for Meur

sault it is all the same, and words like "future", "improve

ment", or "marriage" have no meaning to him. 

What Meursault values is present sensation;, like the 

Epicurean he finds his happiness by living in communion with 

nature. To swim, to make love, to feel the sun on his body, 

to hear the birds sing, these are experiences he delights in. 

We are made to feel the importance of physical existence by 

a subtle change in style and tone; the sentences become 

longer, the language appears more vivid and colorful, al

though Meursault's vocabulary remains precise and clear even 

when emotionally.stirred. When he is in prison, for in

stance, he describes the joys that had made his life worth 

living in the following passage: 

Le cri des vendeurs de journaux dans l'air deja 
detendu, les derniers oiseaux dans le square, I'ap-

7. Robert Champigny, Sur un heros paien (Paris: 
Gallimard, 1959) p.59. 
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pel des marchands de sandwiches, la plainte des 
tramways dans les hauts tournants de la ville et 
cette rumeur du ciel avant que la nuit bascule sur 
le port, tout cela recoraposait pour moi une itine-
raire d'aveugle, que je connalssais bien avant 
d'entrer en prison (E, 1192). 

The importance of pure physical existence is, in 

L'Stranger, part of the expression of the absurdity of the 

world. Meursault has freed himself of all responsibilities, 

of all thought about the future, of all emotions to which 

society attrebutes importance. Only the sensation of being 

alive remains. He instinctively knows that, although the 

world is strange and meaningless, he is part of it and feels 

at home in it. What he refuses, however, is any belief 

which creates values other than the physical life. 

In an interesting article on L'Etranger, entitled 

L'Oell de Meursault, the author draws our attention to Meur

sault's acute sense of observation, a characteristic which 

no doubt related to his love of nature. Mr. Matthews calls 

it Meursault's "impressionisme".® There are many examples. 

The priest's hands become "deux betes agiles" in Meursault's 

mind (E, 1205). The nurse's musical voice that does not 

match her face stands out in his description of the funeral, 

just like 
* 

les geraniums rouges sur les tombes du cimetiere, 
1'evanouissement de Perez (on eut dit un pantin 
disloque), la terre couleur de sang qui roulait sur 

8. J.H. Matthews, "L'Oeil de Meursault", Configu-
ration critique d'Albert Camus I (Paris, 1961) p.140. 
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la biere de maman, la chair blanche des raclnes qui 
s'y melaient, encore du monde, des voix, le village 
..." (E, 1135) 

The corner of his table becomes a still-life reflection: 

"j'ai ferme mes fenetres et en revenant j'ai vu dans la 

glace un bout de table ou ma lampe a alcool voisinait avec 

des morceaux de pain" (E, 1140). 

Meursault's sensitivity to colors and sounds and to 

natural phenomena as light, heat, hunger, or sleep is partly 

due to the fact that he does not have a "spiritual" life to 

fall back on. As he states to his lawyer; "...j'avals une 

nature telle que mes besoins physiques derangeaient souvent 

mes sentiments. Le jour ou j'avais enterre maman, j'etais 

tres fatigue et j'avais sommeil" (E, 1170). These two 

phrases have often been quoted especially by those critics 

who want to show Meursault's animal-like nature. To con

ceive of him as a being of animal simplicity is just as in

adequate, however, as the prosecutor's description of Meur-

sault as a hardened criminal. It reveals a somewhat 

hypocritical and shortsighted attitude of the person who 

judges. 

It seems more correct to say that Meursault is "un 

homme pauvre et nu",® a man who refuses to go beyond what he 

thinks is true. His domain is the physical world, the world 

9. Albert Camus, L'Etranger, Preface a l'edition 
americaine (New York, 1955). 
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prison chaplain comes to see him and asks him if he really 

loves earthly things so much, Meursault does not answer. He 

knows that he will not be understood. Contrary to his own 

attitude, the chaplain exiles himself from the world of the 

senses into a spiritual life with God. Other people may not 

be religious, but they still surround themselves by a life 

of ideas and conventions. Meursault refuses it all and 

stands therefore "naked" in the world. 

Nature is ambivalent, as Meursault well knows. If 

he feels at home in it, he is also aware that he is entirely 

possessed by its forces, and that these forces are at times 

destructive: "Nous savons bien, n'est-ce pas, nous autres 

homines du Sud, que le soleil a sa face noire", Camus remarks 

in an interview in Greece.10 in L'Etranger, the dark side 

of the sun dominates. It is this side that compels Meur

sault to commit the crime for which he will be executed. It 

is not a matter of hatred or revenge which makes him pull 

the trigger, but simply the effect of the sun. At no time 

does Meursault plead self-defense; he knows that it was "a 

cause du soleil" (E, 1196). 

10. Interview in Greece in 1951, published in Les 
Nouvelles Litteraires (May 10, 1951) p.7. 
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Meursault's crime. Why did Meursault kill the Arab 

whom he did not even know? The answer is just as Meursault 

said, it was because of the sun. At several points of the 

narrative the fact is stressed that Meursault is extremely, 

sensitive to light and heat. When we follow him on his 

lonely stroll on the beach in the glare of the afternoon sun, 

we are made to feel the torturing and destructive force of 

nature. Meursault keeps walking, however, slowly but stead

ily. He does not think of the Arabs or of anything else. 

All he wants is to free himself from the burning sun. Down 

the beach he notices a big rock which he associates with the 

cold, clear stream behind it: "J'avais envie de retrouver le 

murmure de son eau, envie de fuir le soleil..." (E, 1165). 

When he arrives at the rock, he sees one of the 

Arabs. It happens to be the one that had attacked Raymond. 

Meursault cannot control his impulse which drives him to a 

cool spot, and he takes a step forward: "Je savais que 

c'etait stupide, que je ne me debarrasserais pas du soleil 

eh me deplagant d'un pas. Mais j'ai fait un pas, un seul 

pas en avant" (E, 1166). The tension is mounting, the Arab 

draws his knife, and from this moment on we are aware of 

nothing else but light reflections on the blade, the heat 

"leaning" against Meursault, vibrating sand, a hot breeze 

from the sea, and the growing mental confusion of Meursault 

himself: 
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Je ne sentais plus que les cymbales du soleil sur 
raon front et, indistinctement, le glaive eclatant 
jailli du couteau toujours en face de moi. Cette 
epee brulante rongeait mes cils et fouillait mes 
yeux douloureux. C'est alors que tout a vacille. 
La mer a charrie un souffle epais et ardent. II 
m'a semble que le ciel s'ouvrait sur toute son 
etendue pour laisser pleuvoir du feu. Tout mon 
etre s'est tendu et j'ai crispe ma main sur le 
revolver. La gachette a cede... (E, 1166)* 

In reading the description of the shooting atten

tively, it is clear that the Arab never actually attacked; 

he merely played with his fingers on the blade. It is pos

sible that Meursault mistook a sudden flash of light on the . 

blade for a movement forward of the blade itself and that he 

then shot the Arab out of self-defense. If so, Meursault 

must have realized afterwards that it was a hallucination 

caused by the reflection of light on the metal. He there

fore does not mention self-defense. 

After the shot, Meursault knows Immediately that 

something has gone wrong: "J'ai compris que j'avais detruit 

l'equilibre du jour, le silence exceptionnel d' une plage oti 

j'avais et<2 heureux" (E, 1166). In an act of despair he 

then fires four more shots into the inert body: "C'etait 

comme quatre coup brefs que je frappais sur la porte du raal-

heur" (E, 1166). 

Meursault has often been d.escribed as a person who 

committed a crime which is inexplicable, not only to us but 

also to himself. The fact is, however, that Camus presents 
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the murder most carefully as an involuntary act, an accident. 

This is very different from inexplicable. Meursault himself 

knows that it was the sun and tries to communicate it to the 

Court. The one person who understands it better than anyone 

else is Celeste, one of the defense witnesses to whom nobody 

listens. He says.: "Pour moi, c'est un malheur. Un malheur, 
i 

tout le monde sait ce que c'est. Qa vous laisse sans de

fense. Eh bien! pour moi c'est un malheur" (E, 1189). He' 

is right; it was an accident and it left Meursault without 

defense. 

Meursault and the Law. The central act of the story 

is a murder. Because of this act a judgment must be placed 

on the life of a man who killed. This automatically brings 

about the whole mechanism of the legal world. We meet the 

lawyer, the magistrate, the prosecutor, the judge, several 

witnesses, a jury, and a prison chaplain, representing the 

official characters connected with Meursault's trial and 

condemnation. And we meet them through the eyes of a man 

who has obviously had no dealings with the law. It is in 

fact Meursault's inability to understand certain practices 

of the Court that makes us feel the full impact of Camus' 

irony. 
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Me'ursault remains in prison eleven months awaiting 

trial. At the beginning he finds it difficult to remember' 

that he is not a free man: "C'est un jour que j'etais agrip-

pe aux barreaux, mon visage tendu vers la lumiere..." 

(E, 1175). Gradually he accepts his condition, however, and 

things he used to. care for, the sea, the sun, Marie, ciga

rettes, become more or less trivial. 

Robert Champigny shows how Meursault's adaption to 

prison life can be called Epicurean wisdom.H He reduces 

the suffering by learning to fill his day with the few 

diversions that prison life offers — the daily walk, the 

three meals, a friendly chat with the guard, or the visits 

with his counsel. Since the main problem in prison is pass

ing time, he sleeps sixteen to eighteen hours a day.^ The 

remaining time is filled with simple memories. He manages 

to spend hours in making an imaginary tour of his apartment, 

trying to remember each object and visualizing them in ever 

greater detail. He realizes that "on finissalt par s'habl-

tuer a tout" (E, 1178); even if he had been forced to live 

in a hollow tree-he would have learned to watch for the pass

ing of birds in much the same way as he had learned to wait 

11. Robert Champigny, Sur un heros paien, op.cit., 
p . 83. 

12. This sleeping habit changes after Meursault has 
been convicted. He knows that "they" will come for him at 
dawn and he does not like to be surprised. He therefore 
does not sleep at all at night, and little in daytime. 
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For a time following his arrest Meursault views his 

case with detachment. The legal technicalities do not par

ticularly interest him. When the examining magistrate asks 

him if he has appointed a lawyer, Meursault wants to know if 

that is really necessary. To him the case is clear-cut, all 

he has to do is tell the truth. 

But the Law, as depicted in L'Etranger, is neither 

clear-cut nor honest. The initial scene with the lawyer al

ready suggests that the shooting of the Arab is not the main 

issue. There is no doubt that Meursault killed the Arab. 

The real question is whether Meursault's past reveals him to 

be a man who could commit a criminal act. In other words, 

the Court tries to find out if the murder of the Arab-is 

consonant with the defendant's previous conduct. It is not 

the murder that will prove Meursault's guilt, but his per

sonality. 

The first thing the lawyer brings up in a private 

conference with his client is Meursault's indifference at 

his mother's funeral. When Meursault points out, justifi

ably enough, that he does not see the connection between his 

mother's death and the charge against him, the lawyer be

comes disturbed. He says that this remark indicates that 

Meursault has had no dealings with the Law. The lawyer 

makes it sound like an accusation. 
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It is true that the legal world is unknown to Meur-

sault. Until his arrest he lived among men like himself — 

Celeste, Raymond, Marie, or Salamano -- and they did not 

look upon Meursault as being strange. He had of course been 

in contact with people unlike himself, but only during the 

course of his work and during the funeral. He sensed that 

the director of the home, for example, and his employer be

lieved in a different type of value from his own; he even 

felt at times that he was being blamed by those people, but 

their judgment never had any direct effect on him. 

After his arrest things change in that society now 

finds it necessary to pass a moral judgment on his life. 

From this point on, Meursault's world with its flexible and 

simple rules is thrown into contrast with the absolute moral 

code of society. It remains for us to understand that Meur

sault, caught in the net of conventional legalism, continues 

to be what he is —scrupulously honest. The whole structure 

of meaning actually rests on Meursault's refusal to accept, 

even temporarily, society's norms. A clear illustration is 

his reaction to the lawyer's question about his feelings on 

the day of his mother's funeral: "Sans doute, j'aimais bien 

maman, mais cela ne voulait rien dire. Tous les etres sains 

avaient plus ou moins souhaite la mort de ceux qu'ils 

aimaient" (E, 1170). The lawyer hurriedly stops Meursault 

at this point and makes him promise not to say anything like 
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that in Cotirt. He does not feel any happier when Meursault 

adds that he could say honestly that he had rather his moth

er had not died. According to the lawyer this is not enough, 

but still hoping, he asks if Meursault had perhaps hidden 

his true feelings during the funeral. Meursault replies: 

"Non, parce que c'est faux" (E, 1170). 

This scene is immediately followed by the question

ing of the magistrate. Like the lawyer the magistrate is 

mainly interested in Meursault's personality: "Ce qui m'in-

teresse, c'est vous" (E, 1171). He does ask for an account 

of the crime, however, and listens attentively to Meursault's 

description. Everything seems in order, the murder included, 

except one point: why did Meursault go on firing at a dead 

body? What is upsetting to the magistrate is not so much 

that first shot, but the fact that Meursault fired one shot, 

waited, and then fired four more. Three times the magistrate 

asks why there was an interval and then four more shots and 

three times Meursault remains silent. He feels that the ex

aminer is on the wrong track in insisting on this point be

cause it was of quite minor importance. 

The four shots will be brought up again a year later 

at the actual trial, and this time by the prosecutor. From 

the defendant's refusal to explain the shots, the Law con

cludes that he had simply wanted to make sure that the Arab 

was dead. This indicates, to the logic of the prosecutor, 
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that Meursault had deliberatedly killed the Arab. 

Many critics have attempted to explain the addi

tional shots. Robert Champigny believes that Meursault 

wanted to punish himself: "Meursault appellerait le malheur, 

il voudrait rentrer dans le malheur, appesantir les conse

quences de son acte." Mr. Champigny recognizes, however, 

that it is only a hypothesis . 

There does not seem to be any real motive other than 

that it was an act of deep despair. It is true that Meur

sault says at one moment that there are things he does not 

like to talk about, and this may be one of them. But he 

also states that the whole affair is without importance. If 

we want to avoid the same error the magistrate and prosecu

tor make, we should accept Meursault's statement and not 

look for hidden motives. 

Moreover, Camus repeatedly stresses the contrast 

between the unimportance of events with the importance the 

judicial system arbitrarily attaches to them. In much the 

same way the drinking of a "cafe au lait" during the wake, 

which is insignificant in itself, 'will be used as essential 

evidence against Meursault: "Oui, MM. les jures apprecieront. 

Et lis concluront qu'un etranger pouvait proposer du cafe, 

mals qu'un flls devait le refuser devant le corps de celle 

qui lui avait donne le jour" (E, 1188). 

13. Champigny, Sur un heros palen, op.cit. , p.109. 
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In the magistrate's office, meanwhile, the interview 

goes from bad to worse. The magistrate wants a reassuring 

attitude from the defendant and Meursault does not do much 

else than denounce the very things the magistrate so firmly 

believes in. He becomes especially agitated when Meursault 

confesses with a straightforward "no" that he does not be

lieve in God. He even thrusts a crucifix before Meursault's 

eyes, but this has no result. To the magistrate this refus

al appears to be a kind of obscenity: 

II m'a dit que c'etait impossible, que tous les 
homines croyaient en Dieu, meme ceux qui se detour-
naient de son visage. C'etait la sa conviction et 
s'il devait jamais s'en douter, sa vie n'aurait 
plus de sens. "Voulez-vous, s'est-il exclame, que 
ma vie n'ait plus de sens?" A mon avis, cela ne me 
regardait pas et je lui ai dit (E, 1173). 

At the end of the interview Meursault is asked 

whether he regrets what he has done. After thinking for a 

while, he carefully answers: "...plutot que du regret ve

ritable, j'eprouvais un certain regret" (E, 1174). He then 

adds in his narrative that the magistrate did not seem to 

understand. 

The magistrate is no more capable of understanding 

Meursault than is the lawyer. To these men, life is based 

on time-honored traditions. Meursault's mistake is to have 

challenged some of the most sacred social values — love for 

one's mother, belief in God, and a sense of guilt. The ques

tion of sincerity is never brought up, or rather, sincerity 
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all, by society. A good example is Meursault's statement 

concerning his mother's death and the lawyer's reaction: "Ce 

que je pouvais dire 5 coup sue, e'est que j'aurais prefere 

que maman ne mourut pas. Mais mon avocat n'avait pas l'air 

content. II m'a .dit: Ceci n'est pas assez" (E, 1170). The 

lawyer means of course that Meursault does not exhibit the 

proper amount of grief. To the lawyer a person is sincere 

when he acts in accordance with certain conventions. To 

Meursault sincerity consists in acting according to his 

feelings. Unlike the lawyer, he is not concerned with ap

pearances. He simply describes his feelings honestly and 

without exaggeration to himself and to others. 

Meursault's most formidable opponent is the public 

prosecutor whom we meet at the actual trial for the first 

time. He is a man with a long legal career behind him in 

which it has often been his "painful" duty to ask for the 

death penalty. In this case, however, his request for the 

guillotine does not burden his conscience: "Je vous demande 

la tete de cet homme, a-t-il dit, et e'est le coeur leger 

que je vous la demande" (E, 1196). 

The case against Meursault is simple. The Court 

will have to decide between homicide with or without exten

uating circumstances. It becomes the prosecutor's task to 
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see to it 

method he 

builds up 

would indeed be capable of murder. In order to prove this' 

point he brings out various facts of the prisoner's past, 

puts them in a logical order and adds his own interpretation 

to.them. In the eyes of the jury and the other people in 

the courtroom, they become despicable crimes. 

The most dangerous aspect of the prosecutor's method 

is his search for links between independent events. He sim

ply does not believe in chance happenings. Here is a first 

example. When Raymond, on the witness stand, explains that 

Meursault's presence on the beach that Sunday had nothing to 

do with the Arabs, that it was a pure coincidence, the pros

ecutor replies sarcastically that in this case chance seemed 

to play a remarkably large part. In making it very clear 

that chance should be excluded he then sums up the series of 

events which led Meursault to kill the Arab: 

J'avais ecrit la lettre d'accord avec Raymond pour 
attirer sa maitresse et la livrer aux mauvals 
traitements d'un homme "de moralite douteuse". 
J'avais provoquS sur la plage les adversaires de 
Raymond. Celui-ci etait blesse. Je lui ,avais de-
mande son revolver. J'etais revenu seul pour m'en 
servir. J'avais abattu l'Arabe comme je le pro-
jetais. J'avais attendu. Et "pour etre sur que la 
besogne etait bien faite", j'avais tire encore 
quatre balles, posement, a coup sur, d'une fagon 
reflechie en quelque sorte (E, 1194). 

that the jury denies any kind of extenuation. The 

employs is a familiar one in criminal courts. He 

the defendant as a hardened criminal, as a man who 
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Even Meursault had to recognize that it all sounded 

somewhat plausible. The prosecutor continues and brings up 

Meursault's conduct during the funeral, repeating what he 

had already said during the hearing. He concludes: "J'ac-

cuse cet homme d'avoir enterre une mere avec un coeur crl-

minel" (E, 1195). Seen in the right perspective, this last 

statement is absurd. A criminal is person who has commit

ted a crime. The murder happened after the funeral, or so 

it would seem to us. But the prosecutor thinks otherwise: 

Meursault was already a criminal at heart on the day of the 

funeral because he had morally killed his mother. Going one 

step further yet, he says that one crime authorizes another: 

"Toujours, selon lui, un homme qui tuait moralement sa mere 

se retranchait de la societe des hommes au meme titre que ce-

lui qui portait une main meurtriere sur I'auteur de ses jours. 

En tous cas, le premier preparait les actes du seconde, et 

les annongait en quelque sorte et il les legitimait" 

(E, 1195). 

Addressing himself directly to the jury, he adds 

that it is not exaggerated to say that Meursault is also 

guilty of the murder of a father by his son. He expects the 

jury to bring in a verdict according to that crime, namely 

the verdict of guilt. 

Meursault would probably not have been sentenced to 

the guillotine for the murder of an Arab, especially not by 



an Algerian court which was, at that time, not without ra-" 

cial bias. The prosecutor is of course well aware of this; 

therefore, he purposely confuses the minds of the jury by 

establishing a link' between Meursault's actual crime and the 

parricide case of the next day. It is immediately followed 

by his demand of the death penalty, and by the silence which 

suddenly occurs we are made to feel the deep impact his 

closing remarks have made on the people in the courtroom. 

In face of the evidence that had just been presented, 

Meursault's simple defense that "c'etait a cause du soleil" 

(E, 1196) sounds nonsensical. It is received with some 

laughter. Nor does the lawyer's speech make any impression. 

Meursault himself deems the lawyer's efforts as weak. It 

takes the jury forty-five minutes to find the defendant 

guilty of intentional manslaughter and "au nom du peuple 

fran§ais"(E, 1199) he is condemned to the guillotine. 

After the trial. In his death cell, awaiting the 

execution, Meursault is visited by the prison chaplain. Al

though Meursault had refused to see him three times before, 

the priest simply walks in. A confrontation takes place 

with the priest arguing that Meursault, although condemned 

by earthly justice, still has a chance of forgiveness in the 

eyes of God. Meursault calmly denies the existence of God, 

or rather he considers the question of God, under the 
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circumstances, without any importance. The chaplain main

tains that Meursault must get 'rid of his guilt by placing 

himself under God's justice. Less calmly this time Meur

sault points out that he does not feel guilty; all he knows 

is that he is paying with his life for a criminal offense, 

and that nobody has the right to ask more. 

The priest still refuses to leave the cell and sud

denly Meursault can no longer contain himself. What enrages 

him especially is the priest's air of certainty when he 

talks about God and salvation: "II avait l'air si certain, 

n'est-ce pas? Pourtant aucune de ses certitudes ne valait 

un cheveu de femme. II n'etait meme pas sur d'etre en vie 

puisqu'il vivait comme un mort" (E, 1208). He, Meursault, 

may not look like much, but at least he is sure of a few 

things; he is sure of himself, sure of his life, and sure of 

his death that is coming. And that is more than the priest 

can say. 

It is in this new light, at this moment of violent 

revolt that Meursault affirms what he.has been suggesting 

all along, namely the utter senselessness of existence in 

the face of death. And he is not speaking here of the unu

sual circumstances of his own death, but of the force of all 

death upon everyone and upon all values. Nothing is of any 

importance because it all comes to the same in the end, for 

everyone, the priest included: 
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Comprenait-il done? Tout le monde etait privilegie. 
II n'y avait que des privilegies. Les autres aussi, 
on les condamnerait un jour. Lui aussi, on le con-
damnerait. Qu'importait si, accuse de meurtre, il 
etait execute pour n1avoir pas pleure a l'enterre-
ment de sa mere... Qu'importait que Raymond fut mon 
copain autant que Celeste qui valait mieux qui lui? 
... Comprenait-il done, ce condamne... (E, 1209). 

In his rage, Meursault had grasped the priest by the 

collar of his cas'sock; the jailers come in to intercede. 

Left alone in his cell, Meursault sleeps deeply. 

When he wakes up, the stars are shining down on his face and 

the sounds of the countryside come to his ears. He hears a 

steamer's siren; people are starting a voyage to a world 

which has forever passed from his concern. He faces his 

last hours with great courage and lucidity. Thinking back 

on his life, he remembers the glory of his own existence, 

the eternal Algerian summer, the feel of the rippling water 

at the beach, Marie's sun-golden face... He realizes that he 

has been happy and that he is still happy so close to the 

end of everything. Opening his heart to "la tendre indif

ference du monde" (E, 1209) he feels the world to be so 

brotherly, so like himself. For this to be accomplished he 

has to reject the world of men with its illusions and hy

pocrisies. In a final spirit of opposition he wishes there

fore that, on the way to the execution, a crowd of people 

would be present to greet him with cries of hatred: "Pour 

que tout soit consomme, pour que je me sente moins seul, il 

me restait a souhaiter qu'il y ait beaucoup de spectateurs 
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le jour de mon execution e.t qu'ils m' accueillent avec des . 

cris de haine" (E, 1210). 

Camus' position on human justice. Camus has chosen 

as setting of L1Etranger the courtroom and its surroundings. 

The choice is a logical one in view of his concern with jus

tice. The theatrical atmosphere of the Court with its em

phasis on ceremonies and clear-cut judgments has absorbed 

other great novelists before Camus, including Stendhal. 

Victor Hugo, Dostoievslci, Kafka, and Malraux. Malraux, of 

Les Conquerants, probably comes closest to Camus' philo

sophical concerns. During his trial in Switzerland, Garlne, 

who is the protagonist of Les Conquerants, has the impres

sion of attending a strange comedy: "Seul le theatre peut 

donner, autant que la cour d'asslses, une impression de con

vention."'^ lie brings up the possibility that the jury 

understands nothing concerning the accusations confronting 

fim and concludes that there is an absurd lack of connection 

between the facts and the judicial ceremony. This is what 

L'Etranger is all about. Meursault says in fact: "Mais per-

sonne ne paraissait comprendre" (E, 1189). 

Not only in the fictional world, but also in real 

life the courtroom lends Itself naturally to literary 

14. Andre Malraux, Les Conquerants (Paris: Grasset, 
1928), p.60. 
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treatment. The most obvious case in point is undoubtedly 

Socrates' trial as rendered by' Plato's Apology. Another 

well-described trial took place about twenty years ago. 

Professor Harold Laski, the chairman of the Labor Party of 

England, brought out a libel suit against a newspaper which 

had misinterpreted some political statements he had made at 

a meeting. Dr. Laski lost the case and wrote an account of 

his experiences in Court. In spite of the fact that Laski's 

was a mere libel suit, many of his comments on the atmosphere 

of the courtroom match those of Meursault's. In dealing 

with his judge, Dr. Laski writes: 

The judge not only hates the opinions you hold, but 
will explain to the jury that they are dangerous 
opinions. What, you swiftly see, is the real issue 
at stake is not what was said at some place on a 
definite occasion, but the fact that you hold un
popular opinions which both judge and jury are con
vinced it is bad to hold and worse to express.15 

This is almost an exact expression of what happened 

to Meursault. It is no the murder that proves his guilt but 

his "criminal" nature. The prosecutor says in fact: "... 

l'horreur que lui inspirait ce crime le cedait presque a 

celle qu'il ressentait devant mon insensibilite" (E, 1195). 

The real issue is Meursault's lack of conformity. It con

vinces the Court that they are dealing with an immoral mon

ster, a person who would be capable of undermining the 

15. Louis Blom-Cooper, The Law as Literature, 
(London: The Bodley Head, 1961) p.124. 
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society-of-men: "...le vide du coeur tel qu'on le decouvre 

chez cet homine devient un gouffre ou la societe peut suc-

coraber" (E, 1195). 

Dr. Laski describes his friends x*ho had come to 

Court to support his fate as "simple folk, honest, straight

forward, unsubtle1." And this is how the Court treats them: 

"Counsel is mainly concerned to throw them off balance, to 

confuse them, to shrug them with a lift of his shoulder into 

people about whom he and the jury share a common and private 

contempt. 

We may compare this to the pathetic efforts of a 

Celeste or a Salamano, both attempting to communicate their 

good opinions of Meursault to the Court. It also reminds us 

of Marie who burst into tears on the witness stand after her 

testimony because the prosecutor forces her to say the oppo

site of what she had in mind. Dr. Laski suggests bitterly 

that trials are obviously not aimed at dispensing justice. 

What happens in the courtroom can be best described as a bit

ter duel in which the opponents tend to indulge in trickery 

for victory's sake. 

More parallels could be shown, but it is not the in

tention here to discuss Dr. Laski's trial in detail. What 

interests us particularly is the fact that both Laski and 

Meursault are as convinced of their innocence as the 

16. Ibid, p.129. 
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respective courts are of their guilt. To say it more pre

cisely, both feel themselves to be innocent of the crime 

they are accused of. And this brings us to one of the cru

cial problems of Meursault's story, namely the extent to 

which he is innocent. 

In order .to understand Camus' assertion that Meur-

sault is innocent,^ the meaning of this innocence has to be 

explained. In the works of Camus it takes on a special 

meaning. Innocence is simply the sincerity with which we 

recognize ourselves for what we are. Meursault's attitude 

to life is, as suggested by Camus, pure and without trickery. 

By refusing to play a role acceptable to society, Meursault 

is honest with himself and with the external world. He 

lives with what he knows and never goes beyond it. Fdr this 

reason Meursault is innocent. It is an innocence comparable 

to that of the Algerian people as described in Noces: "Ce 

peuple tout entier fete dans son present vit sans mythes., 

sans consolation. II a mis tous ses biens sur cette terre 

et reste des lors sans defense contre la mort... Tout ce 

qu'on fait ici marque le degout de la stabilite et l'insou-

ciance de 1'avenir. 

17. In the Preface of the American Edition of 
L'Etranger, Camus describes Meursault as "le seul Christ que 
nous meritions", in the sense that Meursault accepts death 
for the sake of truth. Camus adds that it is a paradoxical 
statement and said without intention of blasphemy. 

18. Camus, "Noces", Essais, p.74. 
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The question of Meursault's innocence can also be 

approached from a metaphysical point of view. From his 

first writings on, Camus has defended the innocence of man 

against any dogma which treats mankind as guilty. In Le 

Mythe de Sisyphe he takes the position that we are born in a 

state of noncompllcity with the arrangements of the Absurd. 

It is true that in his later works Camus brings another side 

of our nature into focus. If man is innocent because he did 

not participate in the creation of history, man is the one 

who keeps it going. He can therefore not be altogether 

without guilt. This aspect is not yet developed in Le Mythe 

de Sisyphe or in L'Etranger. We may then say that the very 

essence of Meursault is his innocence (and many commentators 

have done so), but only in the sense of his eternal inno

cence, his and everybody else's. We have also noted that 

Meursault's authentic attitude can be considered as innocent. 

It is somewhat comparable to the moral status of the "bon 

sauvage" of the XVIIIth century, before the arrival of our 

missionaries who taught them "Good" and "Evil." 

Meursault kills a man, however, which is quite a se

rious offense. It is especially serious in the world of 

Camus where human life, that is to say "the-life-of-every-

human-being", represents the highest value. Can we still 

maintain that Meursault is innocent? It is true that the 

shooting was entirely involuntary, an accident, and this is 



precisely what Meursault tells the Court. We are then not 

dealing with a crime, but with an unfortunate deed, and 

Meursault remains, within his own limits, intact. 

However, on a purely factual level, it would be 

rather difficult to see Meursault as non-guilty. Even 

though we may believe in the inner innocence of mankind, we 

are still responsible for our actions, whether they are un

conscious or not. Actually, Camus never intended to present 

Meursault as innocent. In fact, if we insist too much on 

his innocence we commit the same error as the Court, The 

point is that Meursault killed the Arab, but apparently the 

point is not made in Court, and therefore justice failed. 

Several times in his narrative Meursault is dismayed at the 

way the court officials passed over the actual murder. We 

see .this already at the pre-trial interviews. The magistrate 

is friendly and cooperative while Meursault describes the 

fateful day at the beach: "A chaque phrase il dlsait: 'bien, 

bien.' Quand je suis arrive au corps etendu, il a approuve 

en disant: 'Bon'" (E, 1172). The scene of the killing was 

quite in order, according to our magistrate. He never comes 

back to that first shot, the one that killed the Arab. What 

puzzles him is the fact that Meursault aimed four more times 

at a dead body. What puzzles him even more is Meursault's 

indifference. As we haye seen, his attitude changes sharply 

when Meursault remains unmoved before the crucifix. What is 
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made quite clear here Is that the magistrate would have 

helped Meursault's case, In spite of the fact that a man was 

killed, if Meursault had been willing to follow the rules of 

the game. 

By the same token, the prosecutor proves Meursault's 

guilt not by the murder of the Arab but by Meursault's atti

tude toward life. This point has been brought out before, 

and there is no need to develop it any further. When the 

lawyer calls out: "Enfin, est-il accuse d'avoir enterre sa 

mere ou d'avoir tue un homme?" (E, 1191), he sums up the en

tire issue. 

More than anything, Meursault himself offers a reply 

to the problem of his innocence. At no time does he claim 

to be innocent. Immediately after the shooting he knows 

that something has gone irrevocably wrong. In the courtroom 

he therefore does not claim self-defense and, in general, 

does little to protect himself. The Court accuses him of 

crimes he has not committed, however, namely that he has 

killed with intent and buried his mother with a criminal 

heart. When Meursault says he is innocent, he means that he 

is not guilty of the Court's accusations. He is fully aware 

that the prosecutor is using the death of the Arab as an 

excuse to send him to the guillotine: "Qu'importait si, ac

cuse de meurtre, il etait execute pour n'avoir pas pleure a 

1'ente r re ment "de sa mere?" (E, 1209). 
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Some critics have shown surprise at Camus' ethical 

position in L' Etranger, meanin'g that Camus has not concerned 

himself enough with the Arab's fate. It is my belief, how

ever, that Camus was as deeply concerned with the life of 

the Arab as he was with the life of every human being. His 

irony is aimed at the, judges, precisely because he is ap

palled. by the way they passed over the actual crime of Meur-

sault. 

Although the judges are clearly the antagonists in 

L'Etranger, the novel is no work of social protest. First 

and foremost L'Etranger is a statement about the absurdity 

of existence. The universe is the ultimate force against 

which Meursault revolts and which crushes him, but this 

force acts through a social order that is ironically por

trayed. More specifically, in the context of the novel, the 

situation means a confrontation between a lucid, straight

forward individual and a conventional, unjust Court of Law 

The legal world is thereby an almost incidental (though 

significant) means by which Camus conveys his conception of 

the Absurd. A more direct comment on justice is found in 

Camus' second novel, La Peste, as will be Lscussed in the 

following chapter. 



CHAPTER IV 

LA PESTE 

La Peste^ is generally felt to be Camus' greatest 

literary creation. Only a few weeks after publication (June, 

1947), the jury of the "Prix des Critiques" honored the nov

el with its annual award. Before the end of' the year it was 

translated into several foreign languages.and Camus was es

tablished as one of the dominant figures of postwar French 

letters. 

La Peste is presented to the reader as a chronicle 

of the events in Oran during the period when an epidemic of 

bubonic plague descended upon the town. The narrator, Dr. 

Bernard Rieux, tells the story in a somewhat detached manner, 

although he is one of the main participants of the events. 

His main concern is to be truthful and objective. Since he 

is dealing with a collective and not an individual story, he 

chooses to relate it in the third person, and to remain anon

ymous until the final pages. He develops his account at an 

1. Albert Camus, La Peste (Paris: Gallimard, 1947). 
Subsequent references to La Peste are denoted by P and the 
page number in the body of the text and are to the Pleiade 
edition of Camus1 collected plays and novels: Theatre, 
Recits, Nouvelles (Paris: Gallimard, 1962). 
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even tempo, dealing alternatively with the clinical aspects 

of the epidemic, the collective effect on the inhabitants, 

and the courageous fight against the pestilence undertaken 

by a few of them. His language has the same qualities as ' 

Meursault's -- it is simple and virile* 

The story begins with a description of Oran; the em

phasis is on the carefree and indifferent life the inhabit

ants lead. Rieux' sketch is sufficiently impersonal that it 

would fit any modern, commercial seaport. It is a town with

out trees, pigeons, or gardens; it is, as Ricux says "une 

ville sans soupgon, c'est-a-dire, une ville tout a fait mo-

derne" (P, 1218). 

We are then told of the unusual appearance of dead 

rats, first just a few, but before long they come rolling 

out of every corner.and hole of the city, dying in increas

ing numbers in the streets and alleys. At the same time a 

mysterious fever breaks out among the people. To the local 

physicians it soon becomes evident that the symptoms indi

cate bubonic plague. The fact of a dangerous epidemic is 

finally, and with great reluctance, admitted by the govern

ment of Oran; the city is placed in quarantine. With the 

closing of the gates the people begin a long period of suf

fering and isolation which is to last almost a year. 

The physicians, with Dr. Rieux in charge, take all 

the necessary measures; serums are ordered from Paris, new 



ones are tried, but for months the plague rages uncontrolled. 

Statistics of the month of June show seven hundred deaths a 

week, and the rate keeps increasing. People hope that the 

rains of September and October will bring relief but there' 

is no change. A new serum, made of the culture of the very 

microbes invading the town,, is used but without immediate 

results. Even during the cold days of December the progress 

of the pestilence is not stopped and people continue to die 

in great numbers. 

In January, however, a first case of the plague is 

checked; soon more follow. In time, the death rate falls 

and the epidemic disappears just as mysteriously as it had 

entered the city almost a year earlier. The gates are re

opened and life eventually goes back to normal. In honor of 

the victims, a monument will be erected on the square of the 

city. 

Beyond the story. With La Peste Camus has created 

what might be called a "roman-mythe", meaning not a philos

ophical novel dealing with some universal human traits, but 

a story that conveys a metaphysical picture of man's posi

tion in the universe. It is true that L1Etranger could also 

be seen as a modern myth with Meursault representing man's 

metaphysical status as an outsider. La Peste conveys a more 

general picture of human destiny, however; its symbolism is 
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clear and unmistakable in a manner it is not in L1 Etranger.. 

Camus indicates the allegorical nature of La Peste 

on the title page. He takes his epigraph from Defoe's pref

ace to the third volume of Robinson Crusoe: "II est aussi 

raisonnable de representer une espece d'emprisonnement par 

une autre que de representer n'importe quelle chose qui 

existe reellement par quelque chose qui n'existe pas." The 

central event -- the closing of the gates of Oran with its 

people locked up within it, struggling against an incompre

hensible sickness — clearly reflects our threatened world 

dominated by death and suffering. The book is not, however, 

to be explained solely by this somber image: "Le iuonde ou je 

vis me rSpugne", Camus says a year after the publication of 

La Peste, "mais je me sens solidaire des hommes qui y souf-

A 
frent. It is our involvement as men in a common fate that 

constitutes the basic interest of La Peste. Camus not only 

diagnoses the world for what it is — an uncongenial place -• 

but he also offers a way to live in it and survive. The 

only way, according to him, is one of revolt. 

The word "revolt" occurs in Camus' writings from the 

beginning. The awareness of the absurdity of the human con-

dition is in itself a form of revolt; it implies a saying 

"no" to some state of affairs. Sisyphus is characterized by 

2. Albert Camus, "Pourquoi L'Espagne", Essais, 
p.395. 



his angry rebellion agalrist the gods, and Meursault by his 

constant rejection of man-made" conventions. But they are 

alone in their revolt, and neither Sisyphus nor Meursault 

escapes his solitude. In La Peste v/e are far from the trag

ic isolation of L'Etranger. The emphasis has shifted from a 

personal, violent rebellion to revolt which is based on a 

communion with other men. It is, in Camus' view, this com

munion among men that brings justification to revolt. 

When La Peste first appeared it was immediately seen 

particularly in France, as a symbol of the German Occupation 

The arbitrary mass-murder brought about by the plague gives 

indeed a perfect picture of the cold-blooded procedures of 

the war, just as we can see in the struggle against the epi

demic the very actions of the Resistance. Like war, an epi

demic such as the plague brings into focus all the negative 

aspects of human life: death, suffering, separation, soli

tude, exile, fear, and betrayal. 

In a wider sense, the novel can be considered as an 

allegory of the twentieth century. According to a French 

critic: "C'est l'occupation allemande et l'univers concen-

trationnaire, c'est la bombe atomique et les perspectives 

d'une troisieme guerre mondiale, c'est aussi l'Sge inhumain, 

celul de L'Etat-Dieu, de la machine souveraine, de 
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1'administration irresponsable. 

And so, the plague sometimes symbolizes the epidem

ic itself, sometimes war, sometimes the atmosphere of mass 

destruction of our own time, sometimes "la condition humaine" 

for which Pascal felt, already more than three hundred years 

age, that imprisonment was the best symbol. From whatever 

viewpoint the book is read, the plague suggests any force 

which opposes human happiness, any force which we might call 

evil. It is an evil which continuously affects us and a-

gainst which we struggle, but which can only be defeated for 

a short while. The story does not tell of a final victory. 

As the citizens celebrate the opening of the city gates, 

Rieux comments: "Car il savait ce que la foule ignorait, et 

qu'on peut lire dans tous les livres, que la bacille ne 

meurt ni ne disparait jamais,..." (P, 1472). 

The principal characters. Very important is Rieux' 

narrative is the role the Oranese people, as a group, play. 

Their behavior during the epidemic is not any different from 

that of any community disturbed in its habits. During the 

first week of the outbreak they consider the plague as some

thing unreal: "Le fleau n'est pas a la mesure de l'homme, on 

se dit done que le fleau est irreel, e'est un mauvais reve 

3. Pierre de Boisdeffre, "Albert Camus," in Meta
morphoses de la litterature, Vol.11 (Paris: Alsatia, 1951), 
p.263. 
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qui va se passer" (P, 1245). Most people continue their 

daily tasks, enduring the first signs of a serious epidemic 

with great passivity. The moment the gates close the mood 

changes, however. Dr. Rieux notices that one of the first 

results is an equalization taking place among the people. 

The rich and the poor, the young and the old, all are men

aced by the same bacillus: "...lis etaient tous, le narra-

teur lui-meme, pris dans le meme sac" (P, 1274). Nobody may 

leave the city, exceptions cannot be made. Whoever is in

fected by the disease is automatically placed in a quaran

tine camp. 

Many details about life during the plague recall 

life in the occupied countries during the war: the atmos

phere of menace; the organized camps with incinerators used 

for cremation; the banality of the administration unable to 

cope with the crisis; or people standing in line for food, 

gasoline, clothing. Rieux describes the feeling of separa

tion as one of the most discouraging effects of the epidem

ic. Communications with the outside world are suspended; 

lovers and families are suddenly separated; victims of the 

disease and their close relatives are isolated, in camps. 

There is also a certain mistrust people begin to feel toward 

each other: isn't that neighbor infected, "suspecte"? 

Most Oranese submit to the monotonous routine the 

plague forces upon them. Some elude it by drinking more 
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than usual or by going to the cinema and opera. Others turn 

to religion; a few take advantage of the situation and make 

good money in the black-market business. There is, finally, 

a small group of men who fight the plague on all fronts. 

Those individuals stand out magnificently against this back

ground of collective misery and their efforts resemble those 

of the members of the French Resistance movement. Thanks to 

a Rieux, a Tarrou, a Rambert, a Grand, or a Paneloux (in a 

special sense), medical resistance is organized against the 

epidemic; hospital units and quarantine camps are created; 

the dead are burned, etc. These fighters are at the heart 

of the story, and each one presents his own response to the 

catastrophe.-

Dr. Rieux. Rieux' chronicle offers no hope of a 

conclusive victory. When the gates are reopened, Rieux does 

not really know whether the serum has worked or whether his 

measures against the spreading of the disease have had the 

slightest effect. All he knows is that it is his duty to 

fight against plagues and to look after his patients. To 

him it is a matter of common decency. 

Rieux' attitude to life makes him a spokesman for 

Camus. He is "l'homme revolte" as we find him described in 

Camus' philosophical writings of this period. And like 

Camus, Rieux is acutely sensitive to the inconsistencies and 
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absurdities that mark this world. Early in his diary he 

tells us that the language he uses is that of a man: "lasse 

du monde ou il vivait, ayant pourtant le gout de ses sem-

blables et decide a refuser, pour sa part, l'injustice et 

les concessions" (P, 1246). His vocation is to defend the 

life of other men by fighting against sickness and death. 

For Camus, revolt is essentially a protest against death. 

Another expression of Rieux' spirit of rebellion is 

found in his atheism. La Peste deals extensively with the 

problem of suffering, and more particularly with the suffer

ing of the innocent. It is often claimed that Camus' second 

novel is the most anti-christian of his books. This is un

doubtedly because La Peste brings into focus the age-old 

contradiction between human suffering and the existence of 

an almighty, good, and personal God. It is precisely the 

injustice of a child's suffering that makes it impossible 

for Rieux to accept God: "...je refuserai jusqu'a la mort 

d'aimer eette creation ou les enfants sont tortures" 

(P, 1395). 

Like Ivan Karamazov's, Rieux' disbelief has a strong 

emotional content, caused by the horror of the suffering of 

the innocent. Underlying this attitude is a firm belief 

that insists on human solutions to human problems. Plagues 

are experienced here and now, and rather than concerning 

ourselves with our soul after life is over, we should do all 
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we can to alleviate man's suffering before life is over. In 

Rieux, Camus offers a type of virtue that is possible in a 

time when God is absent. His humanism is, according to a 

French critic, "un humanisme pur, une religion de nobllite 

humaine sans Dieu et meme contre Dieu."^ 

To carry the full meaning of Rieux' humanism, Camus• 

creates as one of the main characters a Jesuit Priest. In 

contrast to Rieux, Father Paneloux provides a consistent 

Christian answer to the crisis. He feels that the plague is 

the punishment of the city for its wickedness. The people 

are therefore not innocent victims of a mysterious fever but 

guilty sinners before God's eyes: "Mes freres, vous etes dans 

le malheur, mes freres, vous l'avez merite... Si, aujourd'hui 

la peste vous regarde, c'est que le moment de reflechir est 

venu. Les justes ne peuvent craindre cela, mais les me-

chants ont raison de trembler..." (P, 1294-5). 

Paneloux later modifies the harshness of his posi

tion. After having been present at the death of a small boy 

whom Rieux had desperatedly tried to save by giving him a 

new anti-plague serum., he becomes less certain of himself. 

Dr. Rieux gives a moving account of the suffering, the 

struggles, the groans, the tears, and the final silence as 

the child's resistance slowly wears away. The effect of the 

little boy's death-agonies is evident in Paneloux' second 

4. Pierre-Henri Simon, "Albert Camus et l'homrae", 
Temoins de l'homme (Paris: Armand Colin, 1951) p.192. 
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sermon. He recognizes the problem which the suffering of 

the innocent presents for Christians and admits that reason 

could never explain the scandal. However, we have to learn 

to accept, and even-love, the things we do not understand. . 

We must accept God or refuse Him, Paneloux says, for Chris

tianity can include no half measures: "Mes freres, l'instant 

est venu. II faut tout croire ou tout nier. Et qui done, 

parmi vous, oserait tout nier?" (P, 1400). Not long after 

this sermon Father Paneloux falls ill with a sickness which 

has some, but not all, symptons of the plague* Consistent 

with his own faith, he dies without asking for medical aid. 

Camus mentions in his Carnets that La Peste concerns 

itself, among other things, with the opposition between med

icine and religion: "Un des themes possibles: lutte de la 

medecine et de la religion; les puissances du relatif (et 

quel relatif) contre celles de l'absolu."^ Paneloux is por

trayed as a radical who affirms the absolute sovereignty of 

God. Although he later mollifies his position, he holds on 

to an absolute. "Tout ou rlen" he says in his last sermon, 

meaning either a total submission to God's will or Nothing. 

Paneloux obviously chose the All, or perhaps he died before 

he could adjust to a more relative position. 

5. Albert Camus, "Carnets", Theatre, Recits, 
Nouvelles, p.1949. 
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Upon suggesting the contrast between the relative 

and the absolute as a theme of La Peste, Camus adds in his 

Carnets: "C'est le relatif qui triomphe ou plus exactement 

qui ne perd pas." Father Paneloux dies in silence and iso

lation. When Dr. Rieux offers help, he thanks him but re

fuses: "Mais les religieux n'ont pas d'ainis. lis ont tout 

place en Dieu" (P, 1407). In contrast, Rieux whose profes

sion places him in the realm of the relative, maintains con

tinual contact with the living. 

To Dr. Rieux is entrusted not only the role of nar

rator but the mission of representing a type of relativism 

that Camus endorses. Camus' relativism is inherent in his 

system and closely connected with the principle of modera

tion that he advocates in all of his writings of this-pe

riod. Deeply affected by historical circumstances, like so 

many intellectuals of his generation, he became suspicious 

of all absolute systems which various revolutions of the 

last two centuries had promoted. His mistrust of these 

systems is a logical outcome of his great concern with the 

individual. Observing our modern world, he worries about 

the bureaucratic, economic and political powers which tend 

to make robot slaves out of the masses. How can a modern 

individual maintain his freedom and dignity .in the face of 

the assaults being made upon him by militant organizations 

and governments? The problem is that most men stand in awe 
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of these powers, admit their inability to fight them, and 

submit. The result is a lessening of man's status as an in

dividual which, in turn, opens the door to totalitarianism. 

Camus' belief in the individual made him an anti-bolshevist, 

yet he also criticized the growing materialism of our West

ern civilization.. He considered both communism and capital

ism as a menace to man's growth. 

Camus' preoccupation with the individual is shared 

by all existential philosophers and writers of his time. 

What is unique in Camus is his confidence in man. He rec-

ognizes human weaknesses in himself and in others, and cer

tainly does not expect perfection of anyone. But, instead 

of concentrating on the evil side of people (which is an 

unfortunate tendency of our time), he firmly believes'in the 

corrigibility of the individual. There is what might be 

called a creative optimism in Camus which comes out most 

clearly in La Peste. As the plague comes to an end, Dr.. 

Rieux reflects on all he has seen and learned about human 

behavior; he concludes that there are more things to admire 

in men than to despise. 

Camus rejects in absolutism the fact that it re

stricts man's development and hi» individuality. An abso

lute system is the equivalent in logic to an absolute belief. 

There is no room in it for change, for neither its assump

tions nor its consequences can be altered in the least. To 
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a revolutionary promise of absolute equality and a universal 

freedom, Camus answers that such values cannot be given to 

us in neat package deals. They are continuously to be cre

ated if they want to be more than high-sounding abstractions. 

Given the essentially limited character of human knowledge, • 

we should learn to be satisfied with relative answers to our 

social problems: 

La seule revolution a la mesure de l'homme devrait 
resider dans une conversion au relatif qui signi-
fierait exactement fidelitS a la condition huraaine. 
La revolte contre le pouvoir absolu suppose toujours 
qu'on peut se passer de pouvoir absolu -- c'est-a-
dire s'arranger des pouvoirs relatifs qui nous sont 
concedes. 

For somewhat the same reasons Camus rejects religion. 

Churches are institutional and tend to be dogmatic. Churches 

insist, moreover, on an absolute belief in God. Camus ac

tually never denied the existence of a supreme being of some 

sort, but since it is beyond man's knowledge, he ignores the 

possibility. He feels that man should limit his interest to 

man on earth. And from this point of view Rieux is the 

"porte-parole" of the author. In simply doing his job x^ell, 

by serving man in a relative manner (man's health is neces

sarily relative), he is faithful to the true nature of revolt. 

When Father Paneloux suggests that b.oth he and Rieux are 

working toward the salvation of man, Rieux replies: "Le 

6. Albert Camus, "Remarque sur la revolte", Essais, 
p.1692. 
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salut de lrhomme est un trop grand mot pour moi. Je ne vais 

pas si loin. C'est sa sante qui m'interesse, sa sante 

d'abord" (P, 1395). Salvation is heavenbound and depends on 

absolute submission to God's will. All Rieux can do is eas

ing human suffering and delaying death. 

Aside from Father Paneloux there is yet another char

acter who links himself with the absolute. This is Monsieur 

Othon, the police magistrate. There should not be any doubt 

that, insofar as they are acting in their official capacity, 

the priest and the judge are the antagonists of the story. 

Like Paneloux, M. Othon believes firmly in the guilt of 

people and in the necessity of punishment. He finds the 

priest's first sermon, in which death is justified as a 

means to teach sinful people a lesson, "absolument irrefu

table" (P, 1299). The death of his little boy, the same 

one that had touched Rieux and Paneloux so closely, brings 

about a change in the judge. He loses some of his rigidity 

and self-confidence, and finds it impossible to go back to 

his judicial duties. Asking permission to work as a volun

teer in one of the quarantine camps, he explains to Dr. 

Rieux: "Vous comprenez, j'aurais une occupation. Et puis, 

c'est stupide a dire, je me sentirais moins separe de mon 

petit gargon" (P, 1429). Unfortunately, Judge Othon becomes 

a victim of the plague himself and dies in the camp. 
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Camus does not seem to be interested in presenting a 

complex psychological portrait of the characters of La Peste* 

Although Rieux, Paneloux, or Othon could not be called sym

bols in the literary sense of the word, they do represent 

various attitudes in the context of Camus' philosophical 

thought. It is clear from what we have discussed that the 

judge and the priest represent the absolute and that both 

(at least in the beginning) function on the basis of the 

death penalty, the judge by sanctioning it in his legal pro

fession and the priest by justifying the plague as a means 

to bring people closer to God. 

Concern with the death penalty shows prominently in 

all of Camus' writings. In an essay on capital punishment 

entitled Reflexions sur la guillotine, Camus remarks that the 

death penalty is worse than mere vengeance on the part of so

ciety; it is a premeditated murder based on the principle of 

an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. If man is destruc

tive and has a passion to kill, the law should not imitate 

but correct this passion. Judge Othon holds the opposite 

opinion: "Ce n'est pas la loi qui compte," he says, "c'est 

la condamnation" (P, 1336). 

Camus' argument against the death penalty hinges on 

the fact that he is non-religious. It was once possible, he 

argues, to support the death penalty on Christian grounds, 

for the punishment was provisional. The soul was considered 
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immortal and God the final judge: "Les valeurs religieuses ,• 

et particulierement la croyance a la vie eternelle, sont 

done seules a pouvoir fonder le chatiment supreme puisqu'el-

les empechent, selon leur logique propre, qu'il soit defini-

tif et irreparable. II n'est alors justifie que dans la 

mesure ou il n'est pas supreme.But in our secularized 

society, such justification can scarcely be said to exist. 

Moreover, who of us can say truthfully that he is an abso

lute innocent, and so claim the right to set himself up as a 

supreme judge? "Or nous avons tous fait du mal dans notre 

vie, meme si ce mal, sans tomber sous le coup des lois, al-

g 
lait jusqu'au crime inconnu." 

Reflexions sur la guillotine contains Camus' most 

explicit and direct statement in support of the rights of 

man against the state. It is a subject that has been in 

•nany ways a central concern throughout his career. Is not 

L1Etranger a violent satire against the world of justice 

which condemns a man to the guillotine because he did not 

show the right emotions at his mother's funeral? Since then, 

Camus has been increasingly concerned with legal executions 

and, in a larger sense, rationalized murder. It is a prob

lem which he poses again in La Peste, and to which Tarrou, 

7. Albert Camus, "Reflexions sur la guillotine", 
Essais, p.1056. 

8« Ibid., p.1055 
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one of the main characters of the book, provides an answer." 

Tarrou. Tarrou comes to Oran just a few weeks be

fore the outbreak of the plague; we do not know from wherei 

Like Rieux, Tarrou establishes himself as an "homme revolte", 

and in his eyes the plague takes on a very general meaning: 

it is all that oppresses and mvirders man. He explains to 

Rieux, who becomes his intimate friend, how he first had be

come aware of the plague. It all began one day — he was 

barely seventeen — when his father, a public prosecutor, 

took him to court to sit through a murder trial. Two things 

Tarrou remembers of the trial; first of all the pathetic 

figure of a little red-haired man, the defendant in the dock 

who looked like "un hibou effarouche par une lumiere trop 

vive" (P, 1419). And secondly, his father's speech, demand

ing in the name of society, the death penalty. Tarrou was 

filled with horror, and tells Rieux: 

A partir de ce moment, je m'interessai avec horreur 
a la justice, aux condamnations a mort, aux execu
tions et je constatai avec un vertige que mon pere 
avait du assister plusieurs fois a I'assassinat et 
que c'etait les jours ou, justement, il se levait 
tres tot. Oui, il remontait son reveil dans ce 
cas-la (P, 1420). 

One day, almost a year later, his father asked once more for 

the alarm. Tarrou fled his home, resolved to fight against 

a society which believed in the institution of capital pun

ishment. 
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He joined a political party whose actions seemed to 

favor social reforms; he soon 'found out, however, that this 

form of action led all the same to the death sentence. Once 

more he had to witness the execution of a human being and 

again in the name of "justice". The horror of this spec

tacle still haunts him: 

Savez-vous que...les fusllleurs concentrent leur 
tir sur la region du coeur, et qu'3 eux tous, avec 
leur grosses balles, ils y font un trou ou l'on 
pourrait mettre.le poing? Non, vous ne le savez 
pas parce que ce sont la des details dont on ne 
parle pas... Mais moi, je n'ai pas bien dormi de-
puis ce temps-la." (P,1422). 

He withdraws from the party, leaving to others the making of 

history. Thus he discovered, right by the firing squad that 

no doctrine is worth killing for. 

That murder could influence Tarrou to such an extent 

is entirely consistent with Camus' own position. "Nocre XXe • 

siecle est le siecle de la peur," he writes in 1946, since 

it has seen the creation of "un monde ou le meurtre est le

gitime et ou la vie humaine est consideree come futile."*® 

The reason that Tarrou feels alienated from the world today 

is that everybody seems involved in killing. Everyone has 

the plague but few seem to know it or do anything about it. 

Tarrou does not blame the others, he does not feel himself 

9. Albert Camus, "Ni Victimes ni bourreaux", Essais, 
p.332. 

10. Ibid., p.333. 
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to be in a position to judge them, and even continues to 

like them. But it has become impossible for him to be with 

them: "D'ici la, je sais que je ne vaux plus rien pour ce 

monde lui-meme et qu'a partir du moment ou j'ai renonce a 

tuer, je me suis condamne a un exil definitif" (P, 1424). 

Tarrou's affair becomes the hole in the chest of the 

executed man. He realizes that he has become an accomplice 

to murder even though he had supposedly been fighting it 

during those years in the party: "J'ai appris que j'avais 

indirectement souscrit 3 la mort de milliers d'hommes, que 

j'avais meme provoque cette mort en trouvant bons les ac

tions et les principes qui I'avaient fatalement entrainee" 

(P, 1422). For tha time being Tarrou refuses to side with 

the executioners; he limits his revolutionary actions - to op

posing the evil of capital punishment. This alows him to be 

"un meurtrier innocent" (P, 1424). To him the plague in 

Oran is a symbol of a graver moral disease —• man's passion 

to kill or his desire to do violence. Understanding that he 

cannot cure himself completely of this disease, for he is 

"dans la peste" like everybody else, he can nevertheless try 

to control the spreading of the germs. Tarrou believes that 

one can do this only by great willpower and constant vigi

lance: "Oui, Rieux, e'est bien fatiguant d'etre un pestifere. 

Mais e'est encore plus fatiguant de ne pas vouloir l'etre" 

(P, 1424). 
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Tarrou's ultimate aim is to become a saint. When Dr. 

Rieux hears this, he shows som'e surprise because Tarrou does 

not even believe in God. This is exactly the problem for 

Tarrou, the only real problem in modern life — can one be

come a saint without God?*^" Sainthood for Tarrou is a state 

of peace in which one is purged of all evil. Unlike Rieux 

who is quite content to take his place among the sick and 

the defeated, Tarrou is dissatisfied with his human nature 

and seeks to go beyond it. Rieux does not agree with 

Tarrou's search for sainthood, but he admires his friend and 

has a strong affection for him. He tells Tarrou that he is 

merely interested in becoming a man. To which Tarrou replies, 

with beautiful irony, that they are after the same thing but 

that he, Tarrou, is less ambitious. 

For Tarrou the plague is a spiritual as well as a 

physical disease. The plague stands for all that is evil in 

human nature, and it is obvious that, in Tarrou's thought, 

evil is of this world. God in no way is connected with this 

problem. But how does Tarrou explain the existence of evil 

and guilt and how does he account for the origin of the 

world's oppressive conditions against which he revolts? 

Thomas Hanna, one of Camus' important American critics, re

marks in his discussion on Camus' concern with revolt: 

11. It is essentially the same question as posed in 
Le My the de Sisyphe — can we live "sans appel"? 
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The whole call of revolt Is a call to an innocent 
state in which all that is of value is within man, 
and that all that is evil 'is outside of him... If, 
in revolt, man is innocent before the evil with 
which he is afflicted, then how do you account for 
the origin of this evil against which man revolts? 
Are all men innocent? Obviously not, inasmuch it 
is man who creates the oppressive conditions against 
which the rebel revolts... Whence human guilt and 
evil?12 

Dr. Hanna feels that in La Chute, Camus' third nov

el, the problem of evil and guilt is treated for the first 

time in its totality. Clamence, the protagonist, can be 

best understood as a person whose exaggerated feelings of 

guilt lead to a rejection of the innocence he once knew. 

Although with his confession the theme of moral evil, the 

evil that men inflict upon each other, reaches its greatest 

depth, it is Tarrou who introduces this preoccupation into 

the universe of Camus. It is he who suggests that we may 

be innocent before the advent of the plagues which afflict 

us in our lives, but that we are, simultaneously, guilty in 

relation to the plague within us. 

Dr. Rieux adds an interesting sidelight by contend

ing that man's evil has its source in ignorance. Discussing 

the relative merits of good intentions, he comments: 

Le mal qui est dans le monde vient presque toujours 
de 1'ignorance, et la bonne volonte peut faire au-
tant de degats que la mechancete si elle n'est pas 
eclairee. Les hommes sont plutot bons que mauvais, 
et en verite ce n'est pas la question. Mais ils 

12. Thomas Hanna, The Thought and Art of Albert 
Camus (Chicago: Henry Regnery Company, 1958) p.231-2. 
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ignorent plus ou moins, et c'es't ce qu'on appelle 
vertu ou vice, le vice le plus desesperant celui de 
l'ignorance qui croit tout savoir et qui s'autorise 
alors a tuer. L' atae du meurtrier est aveugle et il 
n'y a pas de vraie bonte ni de bel amour sans toute 
la clairvoyance possible (P, 1324). 

Camus is aiming here at an evil which is not inher

ent in the nature of things, but born of ignorance and una-

wareness; it is an evil which can be historically surmounted. 

Another major source of human misfortune and evil is 

the absence of clear language. Camus has mentioned at var

ious times the importance of simple, concrete language in 

our everyday communications. In L'Homme revolte he comments 

that every ambiguity, every misunderstanding may lead to the 

death of a person.13 This attitude toward language is char

acteristic also of Tarrou and Rieux. Tarrou explains to the 

doctor how he was led by his party into contributing to mur

der by abstract arguments: 

J'ai entendu tant de raisonnements qui ont failli 
me tourner la tete, et qui ont tourne suffisamment 
d'autres tetes pour les faire consentir a l'assas-
sinat, que j'ai compris que tout le malheur des 
hommes venait de ce qu'ils ne tenaient pas un lan-
gage clair. J'ai pris le parti alors de parler et 
d'agir clairement, pour me mettre sur le bon che-
min (P, 1424)• 

Dr. Rieux is continually irritated and depressed 

when he reads the newspaper of listens to the radio. He 

realizes that the sympathy of those on the outside of Oran 

is genuine, but "le ton d'epopee ou de discours de prix" 

13. Camus, "L'homme revolte", in Essals= p. 693. 
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disturbed him (P, 1329). The language adopted by him for 

his chronicle is therefore simple and objective. 

Tarrou is one of the last people to die in the city 

of Oran. He is attended by Mme Rieux (the doctor's mother) 

and Rieux himself. The doctor can do nothing to help Tarrou 

and stands by his bedside empty-handed, his heart torn with 

anguish. Looking at his dying friend, he does not really 

know whether Tarrou has found the peace he had longed for: 

"...Rieux sentait bien qu'il s'agissait cette fois de la de-

faite definitive, celle qui termine les guerres et fait de 

la paix elle-meme une souffrance sans guerison. Le docteur 

ne savait pas si, pour finir, Tarrou avait retrouve la paix, 

..." (P, 1456). There only remains in Rieux' heart the pain

ful intuition that, for himself, peace'would not be possible 

anymore. 

Rambert. Like Tarrou, Rambert '(a young Parisian 

journalist who is in Oran on a special assignment) has been 

a revolutionary hero. And like Tarrou, he found out that he 

had no use for the abstract logic of political ideology. 

The Spanish Civil War taught him that nothing had any real 

value except the concrete experience of love and the happi

ness it brings with it. The woman he loves is in France, 

and Rambert very much wants to escape from Oran to join her. 
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In' an attempt to explain why he is running away from 

the plague rather than staying to help, he tells Dr. Rieux 

that men are no longer capable of great emotions. They 

don't live and die for what they love but are willing to 

sacrifice themselves for abstract ideas. When Rambert talks 

about love, he me.ans his particular relation to the woman he 

left behind in France; he is not interested in the abstract 

principle of "love of mankind". He therefore does not be

lieve in the heroism of those who fight the plague since the 

attitude with which they fight it may easily become abstract. 

In his opinion, even the doctor is "dans 1'abstraction" for 

refusing to give him a certificate of health that would make 

it easier for him to leave the city. Rieux points out, in a 

later conversation, that he is first of all concerned'with 

man's health, and that man is not an abstract idea. Rambert 

is not convinced: "C'est une idee courte, a partir du moment 

ou il se detourne de 1'amour. Gt justement, nous ne sommes 

plus capables de l'amour" (P, 1349). 

Rieux does not criticize Rambertfs argument. Al

though he does not leave the city himself to join his wife 

whom he loves and whom he knows to be dying, he tells 

Rambert that nothing in the world is worth turning one's 

back on what we love. Rieux seeks in no way to prevent 

Rambert's effort to flee illegally. Indeed it is at the 

doctor's apartment that Rambert encounters Cottard whose 
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underworld connections can arrange the escape. 

Rarabert does not actually leave the city. When at 

last everything has been arranged, he suddenly realizes that 

he could not be happy while others suffer. He decides to • 

stay and contribute his own strength to the battle against 

the disease. Man is no island, and although there is no 

shame in preferring happiness, there may be cause for being 

happy alone: "...il peut y avoir de la honte a etre heureux 

tout seul,..maintenant que j'ai vu ce que j'al vu, je sais 

que je suis d'ici, que je le veuille ou non. Cette histoire 

nous concerne tous" (P, 1387). 

Grand. The most original creation of La Peste is 

Joseph Grand whom Rieux proposes, half-whimsically, as the 

real "hSros" of the story. As one of the first to volunteer 

for active participation, he helps the doctor in the evening 

hours by keeping carefully detailed statistical accounts of 

the progress made by the epidemic. In the daytime he works 

as a clerk in the city administration. In regard to Grand's 

occupation, it is significant that Camus wrote in 1945: 

...toute attitude de revolte, politique ou metaphy-
sique, implique une action dans le relatif, un ser
vice a l'homme. Dans ce sens, tout geste humain 
qui ne vise pas a l'eternel est revolte. L'action 
du secretaire de syndicat qui tient ses fiches a 
jour est revolte metaphysique au meme titre que 
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l'elan spectaculaire qui dresse Byron devant Dieu."!^ 

Camus adds in a footnote: "L'idge qu'll faille des modeles 

eternels pour faire mouvoir les hommes est une idee puerile. 

La creature, toute relative qu'elle est (et parce qu'elle 

l'est), suffit bien a faire bruler, et au-dela meme de ce 

qu'un homme peut bruler." 

One day, this usually shy office clerk, encouraged 

by Rieux' friendship and understanding, tells his life story. 

Years ago he had been very much in love, but he had suffered 

from this love through no fault of his own. He had been 

poor, and the love between him and Jeanne had not been able 

to survive in an atmosphere of constant poverty: "Un homme 

qui travaille, la pauvrete, l'avenir lentement ferme, le 

silence des soirs autour de la table, il n'y a pas de place, 

pour la passion dans un tel univers" (P, 1284). Grand al

ways had difficulty in. finding his v/ords. Consequently, he 

was never able to write a letter to the city fathers to ask 

for an advancement; he could not find the right words to 

keep his wife from leaving him when she grew weary of him, 

nor could he manage to write to her after she left in order 

to justify himself in her eyes. 

To fill the emptiness after Jeanne's departure,' 

Grand starts writing a book. But again, the difficulty of 

14. Albert Camus, "Remarque sur la revolte", in 
Essais, p.1692. 
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finding "le mot juste" keeps him from formulating the first 

sentence to his own satisfaction. He fights a battle with 

language as he struggles to make every element of this sen

tence perfect. He has great courage and hopes that even

tually his books will make the publishers stand up and cry 

out: "Messieurs, -chapeau basl" (P, 1301). 

Grand's friendship with Rleux was to have, a few 

months later, a singularly pathetic follow-up. Feeling the 

first symptoms of the plague, Grand had gone to wander in 

the streets, "la figure decomposee" (P, 1430). Warned by 

Rambert, Rleux goes everywhere to look for him and finally 

finds him in tears in front of a toyshop, very much like the 

Christmas shop where he and Jeanne had first realized the 

existence of their love. He opens his heart once more and 

tells Rieux that he cannot die before explaining himself in 

a letter to Jeanne so that she could be happy without remorse. 

If the doctor does not answer, it is because he feels his 

own tears welling up. He understands Grand's distress: 

"Cette detresse etait la sienne et ce qui lui tordait le 

coeur a ce moment etait l'immense colere qui vient a l'homme 

devant la douleur que tous les hommes partagent" (P, 1431). 

Grand manages to recover from the plague. It is a 

survival of more than the body, for he is now able to write 

the letter to Jeanne, the letter that had weighed upon his 

life like a fatality. He also remains absorbed in his 
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literary efforts and feels that he Is now on the right track 

"j'ai supprime, dit-il, tous l'es adjectifs" (P, 1470). 

Camus modestly makes Grand, the writer, into something of a 

simpleton, but he takes to heart the spirit of Grand's final 

advice: to eliminate all the adjectives, those interpreta

tive, subjective words which cannot be understood beyond the 

barrier of self. 

Grand is described with love and sympathy by Camus. 

He is a more human figure than either Tarrou or Rieux, and 

we are touched by his kind-heartedness and dignity. He 

works with Rieux simply because he feels that people should 

help each other in times of misfortune: "II y a la peste, il 

faut se defendre, c'est clair. Ah! si tout etait aussi sim

ple!" And Grand, the narrator adds, "revenait a sa phrase" 

(P, 1326). 

Cottard. Camus includes among his characters Cot-

tard, a criminal wanted by the police. Because of the fear 

and loneliness that he has known for many years, he attempts 

to commit suicide but is saved by Grand who happens to be 

his neighbor. Unlike most people, Cottard becomes a happier 

man when he is surrounded by the plague. 

There are two reasons for this; first of all, the 

crisis interrupts the normal procedures of justice, thus of

fering him a temporary reprieve. Secondly, he realizes that, 
I 
I 



with the spreading of the disease, everybody is equally men

aced which gives him a sense of belonging. Tarrou under

stands this immediately and comments: "...il est menace 

comme les autres, mais justement il l'est avec les autres" 

(P, 1375-6). -

Cottard is a condemned man, however. As the epidem

ic ends, he is again sought by the police. He goes mad, 

locking himself up in his room from where he shoots wildly 

at anybody who comes near. In the end he is killed by the 

police. 

Cottard, with his shabby little "black-market" oper

ation and his emotional attitude toward the plague, is un

doubtedly an unattractive figure. Still, there is something 

quite human and pathetic about his attempts to escape judg

ment. When we recall Camus' own disenchantment with man's 

brutal justice as expressed in L* Etranger, or in Tarrou's 

confession about his father, then we understand why Cottard 

is treated as an unhappy individual rather than as a despi

cable criminal. Dr. Rieux remarks at the end of his chron

icle: "II est juste que cette chronique se termine sur lui 

(Cottard) qui avait un coeur ignorant, c'est-a-dire soli

taire" (P, 1467) . 

Justice in La Peste. Camus regarded artistic crea

tion as a form of commitment in itself, and attitude he made 
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first explicit in Le Mythe de Sisyphe^^ and later confirmed 

at various occasions. Along with Jean-Paul Sartre, Simone 

de Beauvoir, Gabriel Marcel, and other major writers of our 

century, he believed that the artist is obliged by his very 

art to bear witness to man's basic rights of freedom and 

justice. There is no doubt that the war and the frustrations 

of the post-liberation years had intensified Camus' vision. 

It was during those years, which coincide with the time he 

was writing La Peste, that he was most seriously involved 

with the political problems of his country. His particular 

concern became the violence carried out and justified in the 

name of idealistic political movements. If groups of men 

can commit mass-murder and claim it is done for the better

ment of mankind, then we are plague-ridden indeed. 

One of the remarkable aspects of Camus' literary ca- . 

reer is that, while accepting "engagement" as a moral obli

gation of the artist, he succeeded in avoiding total 

commitment. He consistently refused to put his art at the 

service of an ideology. The artist, Camus felt, should 

speak out on behalf of those of his fellow-men who suffer 

under tyranny and injustice: 

Le mineur qu'on exploite ou qu'on fusille, les 
esclaves des camps, ceux des colonies, les legions 
de persecutes qui couvrent le monde, ont besoin, 
eux, que tous ceux qui peuvent parler relaient leur 

15. Camus, "Le Mythe de Sisyphe", Essais, pp.173-192. 
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silence et ne se separent pas d'eux...de mes pre
miers articles jusqu'a mon dernier livre, je n'ai 
tant, et peut-etre trop, ecrit que parce que je ne 
peux m'empecher d'etre tire du cote de tous les jours, 
du cote de ceux, quels qu'ils soient, qu'on humilie 
et qu'on abaisse.*" 

Camus had learned from his different activities in 

the Resistance movement that social and political reforms 

are not likely to be initiated by the masses; they can only 

be brought about by intelligent leadership dedicated to dem

ocratic ideals. In several editorials of the clandestine 

newspaper Combat he outlined the necessary changes in 

France's obsolete political administration. To Camus and 

his fellow "resistants" the liberation was not only to re

present the end of the German Occupation, but also the be

ginning of a new era in France, an era which would realize 

the long-denied social justice to the underprivileged clas

ses. The problem that most concerned Camus was how to de

fine the limits of man's freedom and justice so that the 

precise balance, the tension between the two, could be de

termined and maintained: 

C'est dans cet equilibre constant et serre que re
sident non pas le bonheur humain qui est une autre 
affaire, mais les conditions necessaires et suffi-
santes pour que chaque home puisse etre le seul 
responsable de son bonheur et de son destin. II 
s'agit simplement de ne pas ajouter aux miseres 
profondes de notre condition une- injustice qui soit 

16. Albert Camus, "Actuelles II", in Essais, 
p.802-3. 
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purement humaine."^^ 

In the same article Camus defines the two terms, 

justice and freedom, recognizing that those definitions are 

necessarily rudimentary: 

Nous appellerons done justice un etat social oQ 
chaque individu regoit toutes ses chances au depart, 
et oti la majorite d' un pays n'est pas maintenue dans 
une condition indigne par une minorite de priviligi-
es. Et nous appellerons liberte un climat politique 
ou la personne humaine est respecte dans ce qu'elle 
est comme dans ce qu'elle exprime.^-® 

In the end Camus is simply asking for sensible mod

eration in political or social actions. He was conscious of 

living in an age of confusion. Our century is "le siecle de 

la peur", and this fear is not only caused by the menace of 

atomic warfare. It arises also from the fact that our West

ern world seems to be controlled by abstract, blind forces 

which ignore individual suffering. That contemporary man 

has lost respect for the individual needs no more proof than 

the observation that over a period of twenty-five years, 

between 1922 and 1947, 70 million Europeans -- men, women, 

19 and children — have been uprooted, deported, and killed. 

It is within this context that Camus created La 

Peste. This is the background of events which he has wit

nessed, and which he approaches with a questioning urgency. 

17. Albert Camus, "Actuelles I", in Essais, p.1528. 

18. Ibid., p.1527. 

19. Camus himself made this observation in an inter
view, published in "Actuelles II", in Essais, p.726. 
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First there is the question of revolt or no revolt. Should 

one contemplate revolt in view of its degradation in practice? 

Even though no writer of our time has been more aware of the 

perversion of revolutionary action than Camus, he did not . 

conclude that revolt itself had been invalidated. On the 

contrary, he believed that in our secularized age rebellion 

remains one of the essential dimensions of man. It is the 

affirmation of man's self against his condition and the en

tire creation. 

If, as Camus believes, revolt is the only means, 

then what action can we take to reduce the injustice of the 

world which will not at the same time increase suffering and 

death? The true rebel will always be faced with this dilem

ma. It is, in essence, Tarrou's dilemma. Tarrou has a 

clear conception of justice but finds himself contributing 

to injustice. He knows what is good and, despite himself, 

does evil. Faced with this central problem of revolt, Tar

rou limits his action to refusing to admit arguments that 

justify killing under any form. The plague in Oran gives 

him a further opportunity for pure action. Once it becomes 

clear how serious is the emergency in the city, he organizes 

teams of sanitary squads to fight the ravages of the plague. 

In thus dedicating himself to a relative justice, Tarrou 

shows that rebellion is based neither on resentment nor on 

some sort of disguised imperialism, but on compassion for 
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.his fellow-men. The right way, as Tarrou says, is the way 

of love and sympathy. 

As a means of resolving the dilemma of theory and 

practice of revolt as mentioned above, Camus thus suggests a 

"philosophie des limites". All our actions should be in the 

light of revolt — revolt against illness and death, revolt 

against social and political injustice —but a revolt which 

is always contained within the bounds imposed by respect for 

human life and dignity: "Pour etre, l'homme doit se revolter, 

mais sa revolte doit respecter la limite qu'elle decouvre en 

elle-meme et ou les hommes, en se rejoignant, commencent 

d'etre."20 

Tarrou's attitude suggests the particular struggle 

Camus himself was making against injustice. Tarrou feels 

alienated from the world because everybody is infected by a 

desire to do violence. As Camus will point out in L1 Homme 

revolte» when Cain kills he flees to the desert; but when 

all men are involved with murder the world is a desert, and 

there is nowhere to flee. In rejecting the world, Tarrou 

alienates himself, but rather than drifting into complete 

negation, he tries to impose a form on the world which he 

calls his moral code -- comprehension and sympathy. If he 

refuses to have anything to do with a society that justifies 

murder, it is not because he feels that he himself has 

20. Camus, "L*Homme revolte", in Essais, p.431. 
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attained a complete innocence; he knows, as he tells Rieux, 

that the most insignificant act may cause somebody's death. 

The best he can hope for is to become an "innocent murder" 

by refusing to join forces with the "pestilences" and by 

putting himself, under all circumstances, on the side of the 

victims. 

When Tarrou accuses his father for having condemned 

a man to the guillotine, he takes us into a field which 

Camus has made his own speciality — a protest against cap

ital punishment and, in a larger sense, against human jus

tice. Camus shares with Tarrou a hatred for the "judges". 

It may be called an instinctive hatred but it has a very 

definite link with Camus' philosophy. Essential to his phi

losophy is the acceptance of the relativity of our guilt. 

No one is totally responsible, either for the good or for 

the evil that he does. The death sentence is absolute and 

irreparable but the guilt it punishes is, of necessity, rel

ative. Before passing sentence on an individual, society 

must be certain that it has the right to do so. It has the 

right to^kill if it is innocent, but society is not innocent 

of the crimes which its members commit. Later, in his essay 

Reflexions sur la guillotine, Camus speaks of alcoholism 

which contributes to a large percentage of crimee violence. 

21. Relativity of human guilt is a theme which is 
latent in La Peste, but which is given full scope in Camus' 
third novel, La Chute. 
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In'executing the law for society, the judges carry 

the burden of upholding human justice, and it is through 

them that Camus develops his case against the legal world. 

In La Peste we are dealing with two judges, Tarrou's father 

and Judge Othon. Both are judges in the legal sense of the 

word, and also in the sense that human lives depend upon 

their judgment. 

Tarrou's father resembles the prosecutor of 

L'Etranger. It is possible, in fact, that Tarrou is de

scribing Meursault's trial, Meursault being "ce petit homme 

au poll roux et pauvre, d'une trentaine d'annees" (P, 1419), 

and the judge the one who asked for the defendant's head: 

"Cette tete doit tomber" (P, 1420). Meursault's prosecutor 

is described as a great believer in capital punishment, as 

hypocritical, arbitrary, and unable to understand anything 

which does not fit in with his own bourgeois morality. 

Tarrou's story confirms this portrait; Tarrou sees his fa

ther, furthermore, as mechanical and conventional, concerned 

with appearances rather than with the truth: "II avait.des 

aventures au-dehors, j'en suis sur maintenant et, aussi bien, 

je suis loin de m'en indigner. II se conduisait en tout 

cela comme 11 fallait attendre qu'il se conduisait, sans 

choquer" (P, 1418). The judge acts in according to the law, 

but he is far from innocent. 
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Camus' treatment of Judge Othon Is Important mainly' 

because of the change which occurs in him. Before the death 

of his little boy he resembles the other judges in Camus' 

fiction. When Father Paneloux calls upon the people to fall 

on their knees and to seek forgiveness for their wrongdoings, 

the judge is in full agreement. He also believes in revenge 

rather than in true justice. If men are punished by God, it 

is because they have sinned. For God is the supreme Judge 

whose system of justice we may not ever dispute, even if we 

find it harsh and arbitrary. 

Tarrou, who has developed an ironic awareness of 

people, describes Othon as rigid and impersonal. When eating 

with his wife and two children in a restaurant, the judge 

forbids his son to mention the word "rat" although the child 

is all excited by the sudden invasion of these animals. He 

addresses his children in a cold manner, using "vous" in

stead of "tu". Tarrou takes a strange delight in Othon's 

behavior, finding in these rather meaningless details a con

firmation of his view on judges. 

After the death of the judge's son, Tarrou feels 

sympathetic to the father but asks bitterly: "Mais comment 

aiderNun juge?" (P, 1415). Tarrou is aware of a change in 

Othon, however. When he visits the quarantine camp, he 

finds the formerly rigid, righteous, and correct judge sit

ting in an isolated corner. Othon seemed to lack some of 
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his self-confidence and refused to look directly at Tarrou. 

His dress was neglected, and when he talked, rather hesi

tantly, about the death of his son, he mentioned the name 

Philippe for the first time: "C'etait la premiere fois que 

Tarrou lui entendait prononcer le nom de son fils et il com-

prit que quelque chose etait change" (P, 1415). 

Dr. Rieux remarks a similar change when the judge 

comes to see him after his quarantine --Othon's eyes had 

lost "leur purete de mgtal" (P, 1429). There had been an 

error and the judge had been kept in the camp longer than 

necessary. The doctor showed some displeasure when Othon 

mentioned the mistake, but the judge did not agree with 

Rieux; he said, in fact, weighing his words carefully, that 

everybody could make a mistake. "Le docteur pensa seulement 

qu'il y avait quelque chose de change" (P, 1429). What is 

important is not so much the fact that Othon becomes more 

human as the fact that this change causes him to request a 

leave of absence from his judicial duties. The death of 

Philippe had forced him to become aware of the relativity of 

human guilt and innocence; and it is no doubt this awareness 

that makes it impossible for him to return to judging. 

With the exception of Andre Gide and perhaps Jean-

Paul Sartre, Camus was more open to dialogue with the Chris

tian world than any other French writer of our time. And 

this is so because, in dealing with guilt, innocence, evil, 

and sin, Camus comes to grips with some of the major 
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questions of human existence, the kind of questions commonly 

labelled as religious ones. The novel which contains the 

most forthright presentation of Camus' religious thought is 

La Peste although, paradoxically, it is also the most anti-

Christian of his books. For Camus shows us through Tarrou 

and Rieux -- and especially through the latter — that man 

is in a position to construct, without God and sanctity, a 

humanism in the purest sense of the word. Humanism of this 

sort will always reproach Father Paneloux for interpreting 

the plague as divine in origin and punitive in purpose. By 

considering evil as a method of punishment, Paneloux implies 

that evil is an instrument of good. 

When, sometime after the first sermon, Tarrou asks 

if Rieux agrees with Paneloux that the plague has its pos

itive aspects, the doctor answers that all sicknesses and 

crises force people to think which may increase the moral 

stature of some: "Cependant, quand on voit la misere et la 

douleur qu'elle apporte, il faut etre fou, aveugle ou lache 

pour se resigner a la peste" (P, 1320). In contrast to 

Paneloux, Rieux believes that the only acceptable choice for 

man is to oppose the order of creation. 

Camus' interest in religious problems led him into 

several conversations with various Christian groups. One of 

the most revealing of these dialogues took place at the 

Dominican Monastery of Latour-Maubourg where, in 1948, Camus 
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delivered an Informal address. Camus told his audience in 

the concluding part of his spe'ech: 

Nous sommes devant le mal. Et pour moi il est vrai 
que je me sens un peu comae cet Augustin d'avant le 
christianisme qui disait: "Je cherchais d'ou venait 
le mal et je n'en sortais pas." Mais il est vrai 
aussi que je sais, avec quelques autres, ce qu'il 
faut faire, sinon pour diminuer le mal, du molns 
pour ne pas y ajouter. Nous ne pouvons pas empe-
cher peut-etre que cette creation solt celle ou les 
enfants sont tortures. Mais nous pouvons diminuer 
le nombre des enfants tortures.22 

No religion, Camus feels, can justify the suffering 

of the innocent. If we are led to accept this evil as the 

very form of reality, as Father Paneloux would like us to 
ft 

do, then we permit it to spread and destroy all that is good 

in this world. No one can afford to just sit by passively 

in the face of pestilences. We cannot, of course, change 

the fundamental absurdity of the world (Tarrou and Rieux are 

well aware of this), but we can at least refuse to join 

forces with it. 

In La Peste, the symbol of the plague thus estab

lishes a direct connection between evil and our human will 

and conscience. Camus shows us that man, without the help 

of absolutes, can create his own values. He invites us to 

rely on our sense of dignity which will be strong enough to 

lead us toward greatness in times of misfortune. This great

ness is, to be sure, not within the reach of all of us, and 

22. Albert Camus, "L'Incroyant et les Chretiens", 
in Essais, p.372. 
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we are asked to be understanding of those who do not answer 

the call (as the majority of the Oranese people), or even of 

those who take advantage of.plagues (as the little black-

market man Cottard)-. It is in his portrait of Dr. Rieux 

that Camus comes closest to his own ideal of commitment. He 

proposes as an example of greatness this modest physician 

who treats illnesses on a day-to-day basis without having a 

taste for heroics. When the plague strikes, in spite of his 

efforts to prevent it, he puts himself entirely at the ser

vice of the victims. This availibility to fight sickness or 

injustice in whatever form it may come, from day-to-day, is 

to Camus the only acceptable form of resistance today. 

When we move from L'Efcranger to La Peste, it is ap

parent that a reorientation has taken place in Camus' 

thought. If L'Etranger was a description of man's fate in 

an absurd world, Camus' second novel is concerned primarily 

with the problem of action and revolt. The important dif

ference lies in the attitude of the Absurd and that of revolt. 

The Absurd is essentially a personal sensation; it is expe

rienced by the individual conscience, its first evidence 

being the value of one's own existence. Revolt, on the other 

hand, passes beyond the individual and will inevitably be 

concerned with the lives of others. Camus himself is aware 

of this advance when he writes: "... s'il y a evolution de 
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L1Etranger a La Peste, elle s'est faite dans le sens de la 

solidarite et de la participation."^ 

Another important difference is that in La Peste 

Camus attempts to create positive moral values which may be 

applied to the problems of our time. The cosmic pessimism 

which characterizes L'Etranger. and all the writings belong

ing to the cycle of the Absurd, is less evident in Camus' 

later works which are grouped around the concept of revolt. 

Meursault's obsession with the inevitability of death is not 

negated in La Peste, it is surpassed. We all die and there 

is little we can do about it. The terror of arbitrary death 

which we witness in our modern society is not inevitable, 

however; it is a betrayal of the common nature of men. And 

since it is a betrayal, there are means to defeat it. If 

there is any optimism in La Peste, it is in Camus' belief 

that there always will be men like Rieux and Tarrou, the 

rebels, who will be willing to sacrifice themselves for the 

cause of true justice. 

23. Albert Camus, "Actuelles", in Essais, p.758. 



CHAPTER V 

LA CHUTE 

In a bar called Mexico City, along the Zeedijk in 

Amsterdam, Jean-Bapiste Clamence meets another Frenchman to 

whom he confesses, in the course of five days, the story of 

his fall. He begins by reviewing his brilliant career as a 

lawyer in Paris. He had made a great reputation as a de

fender of justice by taking on those criminals whom he con

sidered to be victims of the law. In the courtroom he had 

practiced the most liberal and humanistic ideas, always 

siding with the accused against the judges. It is not sur

prising then that he had felt nothing but scorn for the 

judges; he had, in fact, built a successful professional life 

around this principle. He knew that judges were needed, at 

least for the time being, but who would want to be one? 

"...j e ne pouvais comprendre qu'un homme se designSt lui-meme 

pour exercer cette surprenante fonction."^ 

In his personal life Clamence had been no less fa

vored. Good-looking, an excellent dancer, an intelligent 

% 

1. Albert Camus, La Chute (Paris: Gallimard, 1957), 
p.24. Subsequent references to La Chute are denoted in the 
text by Ch and the page number and are to this edition. 
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talker, hewas known to be affectionate as a friend and at

tractive to women. Of more importance, he had been a sur

prisingly generous man. In these days nothing could give 

him more than to help a blind man across the street or to be 

kind to old ladies in distress. He had donated a great deal 

of money in public and in private, deriving constant delight 

from it. All these things he had done without expecting 

anything in return. Where virtue is its own reward, what 

else does one want? 

By all standards Clamence had been one of those hap

py individuals who had lived in harmony with himself and 

with the world: "Mon accord avec la vie etait totale... 

N'etait-ce pas cela, en effet, l'Eden, cher monsieur: la vie 

en prise directe? Ce fut la mienne" (Ch, 34). But then, as 

he explains to his acquaintance in the bar, there came a 

time when all this changed. 

One evening some years before as he walked back home, 

feeling contented with himself and lingering for a few min

utes on a bridge over the Seine, he heard a burst of laugh

ter behind him. He looked around but there was no one on . 

the bridge, no boat in the river. The laughter returned 

after a few moments, this time from farther away. As the 

sound diminished, "venu de nulle part, sinon des eaux" 

(Ch, 47), he continued his road feeling strangely upset. 

That same evening at home, when he looked in the mirror, he 

noticed that the image of his smile was double. 
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To'Clamence, the laughter on the Pont des Arts was 

the beginning of his downfall. The sound of it continued to 

echo around him, slowly penetrating his whole being. Even

tually it succeeded in shaking his self-confidence, forcing 

him to look within himself in order to understand the motives 

of his change. As a result the noble image of himself be

came shattered and with it his happiness. He began to real

ize how farcical his life had been, how full of vanity and 

selfishness: "Je vivais done sans autre continuite que celle, 

du jour le jour, du moi-moi-moi" (Ch* 60). Searching his 

memory, he recollected certain happenings in his past which, 

at this point, became of great importance. 

To begin with there was that encounter at a stop

light during which he let himself be beaten by a motorcy

clist without retaliating. He still feels the ironic 

glances of the spectators who called after him "pauvre type" 

(Ch, 63). For days afterwards he was dreaming of revenging 

his honor. 

He also remembered his many love affairs, his extreme 

selfishness in his dealings with women, his cleverness in 

the game of seduction and the impossibility of finding real 

love — the only love he ever experienced in those adventures 

was dedicated to himself. Going from memory to memory he 

was not long in bringing up the most painful incident of all, 

the suicide of a young woman. One evening, two or three 
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years before he had heard that first sound of laughter, he 

returned home by way of the Pont Royal, He passed a girl 

who was leaning over the railing, staring into the water. 

There was nobody around — it was late at night and the 

weather was cold and rainy. When Claiaence had crossed the 

bridge and was about to turn in the direction of hi3 home, 

he heard a splash followed by a desperate cry for help. He 

listened, stopped walking, fully aware of what had happened, 

and also realizing that he was the only one to help. He 

wanted to run to the ??ater but did not move, and the impulse 

to rescue her was conveniently quelled by the thought: "Trop 

tard, trop loin..." (Ch, 82). He did not call the police 

nor did he read the paper for the next fex* days. For a. 

while he continued to live in the luxury of forgetfulness. 

But it was this incident* followed almost naturally by the 

mocking laughter a few years later, that precipitated 

Clamence's destruction, transforming him slowly into the 

shady figure we meet in the sailor's bar in Amsterdam. 

Before abandoning his career in Paris, however, he 

made several attempts to escape his conscience. First he 

threw himself into a revolt against the traditional virtues, 

the same ones he had so easily accepted before his fall. By 

behaving in an eccentric manner, he intended to force those 

around him into a judgment. But, ironically, he never suc

ceeded in being despised as he longed to be despised. 
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Nobody took him seriously. Whereupon he sought comfort in • 

love; but since he x-zas incapable of true love he fell back 

into his Don Juanesque approach to women, and his suffering 

became more acute. ' He then turned to the debauchery of al

cohol and prostitutes and for a while it cured him. At 

least he could be himself. No more play-acting, no more 

hypocrisy. It also succeeded in drowning out the laughter. 

Unfortunately, one day on a boat excursion, he saw an object 

in the water that immediately revived the image of the 

drowning woman. The cry for help remounted from the depth 

of his memory and Clamence understood that there was no es

cape from his guilt. It would be always waiting for him 

"sur les mers et les fleuves, partout enfin ou se trouverait 

l'eau amere de mon bapeme" (Ch, 126). 

Realizing the permanence of his condition, all 

Clamence could do was to submit to his guilt and accommodate 

himself as well as possible. He felt like those medieval 

prisoners who were forced into a dungeon called "malconfort" 

where they were left for life: "Cette cellule se distinguait 

des autres par d'ingenieuses dimensions. Elle n'etait pas 

assez haute pour qu'on s'y tint debout, mais pas assez large 

pour qu'on put s'y coucher. II fallait prendre le genre . 

empeche: vivre en diagonal" (Gh, 127). 

The fall, in Clamence's eyes, is this agonizing po

sition, neither fully upright (which would entail innocence) 
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nor fully prostrate (which would involve complete acceptance 

of guilt). There would, howev'er, be one way for Clamence to 

ease his pain -- and upon this he fell with an almost mas

ochistic eagerness -- he must fill the world with his own 

image, convince others of his profound duplicity by openly 

confessing his sins. 

The manner through which he accomplishes this lies 

interestingly enough in the novel itself, for the novel is 

Clamence's confession, and the confession becomes the instru

ment for relieving the sense of guilt that festers in his 

conscience. It is then a confession, but a calculated one, 

in which Clamence says nothing but what he judges opportune 

to say. When he draws his self-portrait of perversity and 

guilt, choosing familiar features and easily recognizable 

incidents of every-day-life, he invites his listeners to see • 

their image in it: "Je prends les traits communs, les expe

riences que nous avons ensemble souffertes, les faiblesses 

que nous partageons, le bon ton, l'homme du jour enfin, tel 

qu'il sevit en moi et chez les autres. Avec cela je fabrique 

un portrait qui est celui de tous et de personne" (Ch, 161). 

In his criticism of himself (and of contemporary man) 

he suggests that we are victims of our passion to dominate. 

Of Clamence's urge to dominate there is no doubt. Not only 

because of everything he says — throughout the discourse we 

hear the echo of the "moi-moi-moi- — but the very form of 
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the confession is made to convince us that this is so. The 

conversation is carried on with an anonymous character who 

is not granted any existence at all. The never-ending flow 

of words, directed towar'ds a second person, is in reality 

focused on Clamence himself. Clamence admits that he has 

always been a monster of pride, who could only breathe well 

"au-dessus des fourmis humaines" (Ch, 31). He loved high 

balconies and open sport planes from where he could look 

down upon the world from the height of his own perfection. 

But when he could no longer believe in his own superiority, 

as a result of the incident of the Pont Royal, he was forced 

to subdue his fellow-men by proclaiming universal guilt. 

His act of confessing thus bears witness to an extreme ego 

rather than any spirit of humiliation: "...je continue de 

m'aimer et de me servir des autres...j'ai encore trouve un 

sommet, ou je suis seul a grimper..." (Ch, 164). 

In the concluding part of the confession Clamence 

reveals his urge to play God and to impose himself upon man

kind : 

Quelle ivresse de se sentir Dieti le pere et de dis-
tribuer les certificats de mauvaise vie et moeurs. 
Je trone parmi mes vilains anges, a la cime du ciel 
hollandais, je regarde monter vers moi, sortant des 
brumes et de l'eau, la multitude du jugement der
nier. lis s'elevent lentement, je vois arriver 
deja le premier d'entre eux... Et moi, je plains 
sans absoudre, je comprends sans pardonner et sur-
tout, ah, je sens enfin que l'on m'adore! (Ch, 165)» 
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He falls, however. The solution of judge-penitent . 

does not offer a solution at all and his fall is irremediable. 

Clamence seems to realize something of the sort when he pro

claims: "...je suis•heureux, je suis heureux, vous dis-je, 

je vous interdis de ne pas croire que je suis heureux, je 

suis heureux a mourir!" (Ch, 166). His plight is tragic in

deed. This obsession with the self, this hellish game with 

consciousness is a form of self-imprisonment from which 

there is no escape: "II faudrait n'etre plus personne, 

s'oublier pour quelqu'un, une fois, mais comment?" (Ch, 167). 

There are moments when he hopes for alternatives. 

When the doves descend in great numbers on the snow-white 

rooftops of Amsterdam, he sees in them the messengers of 

purLty and innocence: "Quelle invasion! Esperons qu'elles 

apportent la bonne nouvelle. Tout le monde sera sauve, hein, 

et pas seulement les elus, les richesses et les peines seront 

partagees..." (Ch, 168). He also secretly hopes that the 

police will- arrest him for having a stolen painting in his 

room. Maybe this crime, added to all his other offenses, 

will be serious enough to have him decapitated: "Au-dessus 

du peuple assemble, vous eleveriez alors ma tete encore 

fraJche, pour qu'lls s'y reconnaissent, et qu'a nouveau je 

les domine, exemplaire" (Ch, 169). Or perhaps the young wom

an will throw herself in the Seine once more so that he will 

have another chance to save both himself and her: 
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"Une seconde fois, hein, quelle imprudence! Supposez, chet 

maltre, qu'on nous prenne au mot? II faudrait l'executer. 

Brrr...l'eau est si froide! Mais rassurons-nous! II est 

trop tard, maintenant. II sera toujours trop tard. Heureu-

sement!" (Ch, 170). 

The above pages give a general notion of La Chute; 

the remainder of this chapter will deal with various aspects 

and ideas of the book, principal among them the themes of 

freedom, guilt and justice. A number of references, some of 

them rather lengthy, will be made to Camus' non-fictional 

writings, not because La Chute does not "explain" itself, 

but simply as a means to better understand the author's in

tentions . 

La Chute is a witty and ironical confession. At one 

point the narrator remarks that we are all victims of the 

ambiguity of our surroundings. Not only is the world ambi

guously ordered, but man himself is "double". The last is, 

in fact, Clamence's most striking characteristic. He admits 

that his name is false, that he is a false prophet and that 

his words are to be mistrusted: "II est blen difficile de 

demeler le vrai du faux dans ce que je raconte" (Ch, 139). 

He sees himself as an actor, moreover, creating several 

roles with deliberate shifts in perspective. And we cannot 

always be sure which role he has chosen at the different 

parts of his confession. 
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This general air of uncertainty is strengthened by 

the setting Camus has chosen for the events of the story. 

The bright sun and clear blue sky of North Africa are now 

replaced by dark and rainy skies over Amsterdam and by the 

shallow water of the Zuiderzee: "...l'eau plate, inter

minable, monotone, qui confond ses limites a celles de la 

terre" (Ch, 126). Land and water, sea and sky, light and 

dark, it all blends together in a colorless vague mass, cre

ating a strange twilight in which truth and lies, real and 

fantasy are hard to distinguish from each other. 

Yet, in spite of the ambiguity, the book is consis

tent in its basic ideas and very much a continuation of 

Camus' major concerns. Clamence is still the "absurd" man, 

hurled into a world of suffering and misunderstanding'. God 

is dead, and man is alienated; but man yearns for the Abso

lute and tries to break out of his alienation by creating 

some form of solidarity. La Chute also dramatizes the fail

ure of revolt, and Clamence follows to some extent the pat

tern of nihilistic rebellion that Camus analyzed in L'Homme 

revolte. As in the previous novels the problem of evil, and 

with it the confession or denial of man's guilt forms one of 

the main themes of La Chute. And we are again warned against 

the all-or-nothing approach to human problems and the ex

cesses of history it brings with it. 
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In these fundamental themes La Chute resembles Camus' 

earlier writings. There are several new elements, however. 

To begin with, there is a different emphasis on the problem 

of guilt. Camus is now mainly concerned with the contempo

rary awareness of and insistence on man's guilt. Our whole 

human society seems to be animated with a perverse sense of 

shame, and engaged in a universal conspiracy against our 

innocence. Rieux tells us at the end of La Peste that there 

are in man more things to admire than to despise. Clamence 

tells us the opposite, namely that the human soul is nothing 

but malice and duplicity. What Camus wanted to emphasize in 

La Chute is, I believe, that there is a relative guilt in 

man, "une culpabilite raisonnable" (HR, 537), but that it 

must not for that reason be worshipped. No one certainly is 

innocent, but neither is anyone completely guilty. Innocent 

and guilty, that is man; and that is what makes it possible 

to be more or less reconciled with ourselves. 

Another new feature in La Chute is its religious 

character. Or rather, it is the first time that Camus has 

made such elaborate use of Judeo-Christian symbolism. It is 

true, of course, that Christianity is so widespread in our 

culture that it would be difficult to find a work of conse-! 

quence which does not bear its imprint. God is still present 

in our literature, but often in a negative sense. So it is 

Tfith La Chute (in recalling the original fall from innocence) . 
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By choosing th'e image of the biblical fall, Camus challenged 

the Christian position on universal guilt, and protested 

against it being used as a weapon for exploitation and op

pression. 

New also is the personal element of the book. For 

all the ambiguity and ironic detachment, Camus seems quite 

close to the narrator at times. It has been pointed out by 

several writers and critics who have know Camus personally 

that there is indeed a family-likeness between the two: "Si 

Clamence n'est pas Camus — il est d'un certain point de vue 

tout le contraire — son humeur, sa verve, son cynisme leger 

sont de l'homme meme."^ 

Some of Clamence's convictions also parallel those 

which Camus had expressed in earlier writings. His "mepris 

instinctif envers les juges" (Ch, 24) reminds us of Tarrou 

as well as Camus himself. Clamence also shares Camus' dis

approval of Christianity and his respect for Christ.^ 

3. Jean-Claude Brisville, Camus (Paris: Gallimard, 
1959) p.72. 

4. See La Chute: "...tout sicilien et javanais que 
je sois, avec 5a pas Chretien pour un sou, bien que j'aie de 
l'amitie pour le premier d'entre eux" (Ch, 157). In an in
terview concerning La Chute, Camus answered to a question 
about a possible conversion to catholicism that nothing 
gives us the right to make this suggestion: "Mon juge-
penitent ne dit-il pas clairement qu'il est Sicilien et 
Javanais? ' Pas Chretien pour un sou. Comme lui j'ai beau-
coup d'amitie pour le premier d'entre eux. Mon manque 
d'imagination m'interdit de le suivre plus loin " (Theatre, 
Reclts, Nouvelles, p.2003). 
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A number of critics consider La Chute as an attack 

on the values implicit in Camus' previous writings -- nota

bly L1 Etranger«They thereby suggest a major turn-about in 

the author's philosophy. It may be, of course, that La Chute 

is the product of a moral crisis on the part of Camus, but 

one caution remains. La Chute is not Camus' confession but 

that of a character he created. Although Camus may agree 

with some of Clamence's statements, and may have used auto

biographical material to create him, there is little doubt 

that Clamence's straight lesson should be avoided. He serves 

as a warning, as a kind of anti-message. His fascination 

with the absolute, his insistence on guilt, and his contempt 

of all people, himself included, would make him in terms of 

Camus' thought a traitor to his fellow-men. 

An important question to ask at this point is: If 

Clamence is the image of all, as he claims to be, then in 

what way is he our image? It seems that Camus is suggesting 

that our entire age has fallen out of one stage into another 

and that not only Clamence but all of us are in serious 

trouble. For Camus the modern world is above all marked off 

by the "death of God" in Nietzsche's sense. Traditional 

5. See Rene Girard, "Camus's Stranger Retried": "If 
Camus had conceived any doubts as to the validity of his 
ethical attitude and if he had wanted to express these doubts 
in another work of fiction, he could not have hit upon a more 
appropriate theme than that of La Chute." (PMLA LXXIX, p.520) 
Dr. Girard's article is based, in fact, on The assumption 
that Camus had doubts as to his ethical position in 
L'Etranger. 
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theological standards tdiich gave meaning to the world and to 

the life of man are no longer intellectually available to 

modern man. Our world has become, in a way Camus describes 

at length in Le My the de Sisyphe, a nihilistic world. Our. 

generation, and especially the generation that came of age 

during World War II, lost faith not only in the religious 

values but in humanity itself; alone in an indifferent and 

hostile world with no hope for ultimate justice or salvation, 

they suffered from an oppressive sense of nothingness. The 

crisis Clamence experiences illustrates the spiritual void 

through which modern man is passing; his crisis involves 

more, however, and shows how nihilist premises may lead to 

destructive conclusions. Let us see how this position is 

arrived at. 

In La Chute, as in all of Camus' fiction, a man be

comes aware of life's meaninglessness. Clamence's experience 

is, in a way, similar to Meursault's when he was forced to 

abandon his studies, or to Tarrou's when he discovered the 

horror of capital punishment. The absurd arises when it be

comes clear that the traditionally accepted arrangement of 

compatibility between man and his world does not really 

exist. Clamence believed in his own innocence and nobility, 

and in a society that accepted him as such; suddenly he is 

unsure of himself and feels that a hostile world is laughing 

at him: "Du jour ou je fus alerte, la lucidite me vint, je 
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regus toutes les blessures en meme temps et je perdis mes 

forces d'un seul coup. L'univers entier se mit alors a rire 

autour de moi" (Gh, 94). 

However painful it may be, a move towards conscious

ness is a step in the right direction since the unauthentic 

life is, in Camus' thought, a sort life-in-death. It may 

lead, moreover, to a fruitful rebellion. When a man becomes 

dissatisfied with the world as it is, he revolts in order to 

make changes, thereby establishing new values. Unfortunate

ly, Clamence values nothing. Although he is driven by an 

urge for power, he is held back by the conviction that life 

is a tiresome game, not to be taken seriously: "Je n'ai 

jamais pu croire profondement que les choses humaines fussent 

choses serieuses" (Ch, 101). In his inner emptiness he is 

tempted to make a few commitments but he cannot fool himself: 

"Sans doute, je faisais mine, parfois, de prendre la vie au 

serieux. Mais bien vite, la frivolite du serieux lui-meme 

m'apparaissait et je continuais seulement de jouer mon role, 

aussi bien que je pouvais" (Ch, 102). 

What we see illustrated here is a negativism which 

holds sway over our times and beyond which Camus wants to 

move us. For Camus has never been a nihilist. At the core 

of his argument is an affirmation of human rights to life 

and happiness. Even though our life is .without ultimate 

meaning it is also, for each and all of us, infinitely 
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valuable. Camus' four short essays, Lettres a un ami alle-

mand, are written in this vein: 

Nous avons longtemps cru ensemble que ce monde 
n'avait pas de raison superieure et que nous etions 
frustres... Je le crois encore d'une certaine ma-
niere... Mais je sais que quelque chose en lui a du 
sens et c'est l'homme, parce qu'il est le seul etre 
a exiger d'en avoir... Et il n'a pas d'autres raison 
que l'homme et c'est celui qu'il faut sauver si l'on 
veut sauver l'idee qu'on se fait de la vie. Votre 
sourire et votre dedain me diront: qu'est-ce sauver 
l'homme? Mais je vous le crie de tout moi-meme, 
c'est ne pas le mutller et c'est donner ses chances 
a la justice qu'il est le seul a concevoir.^ 

That human nature and justice exist is the leitmotiv 

of the letters, but what kind of rational- defense is to be 

offered for these convictions if the ultimate human truth is 

"l'absurde"? The answer is to be found in Camus' particular 

version of revolt, with its insistence on moderation and 

relative aims. Already in Le Mythe de Sisyphe Camus was 

sure what revolt meant to him — a protest against the in

justice of death and suffering. But this is a solution only 

to an individual problem: how to live one's own life in the 

light of the absurd. Revolt can really come to life, how

ever, when it passes beyond the individual and concerns it

self with the lives of others. It is in L'Homme revolte 

that we get the most explicit rendering of this phase of 

Camus' thought: "C'est dans la revolte que l'homme se depasse 

dans autrui, et de ce point de vue, la solidarite humaine 

6. Albert Camus, "Lettres a un ami allemand", in 
Essais, p.240-1. 
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est metaphysique" (HR, 426). Here, as in La Peste, Camus • 

testifies to a human solidarity which establishes itself by 

and in rebellion. 

The trouble, however, with revolt of our modern era 

is that it is deeply infected with extremism. After having 

turned away from religion as a source of value, modern man 

has established a new source of absolutes by deifying either 

man himself or history. It becomes Camus' aim to show that 

revolt -- or revolution in historical context — invariably 

betrays its origin and degenerates into a nihilism which 

justifies murder and oppression as its weapons. In order to 

demonstrate this conclusion he examines a number of literary 

and historical figures whose works and lives manifest the 

philosophy of revolt. He is mostly interested in analyzing 

the use which certain men, liberated from the restraint of 

Christian dogma, made of their freedom. 

If we consider, for instance, the metaphysical rebels 

of the last two centuries, in the tradition of Sade, 

Lautreamont, Nietzsche, Rimbaud, and the Surrealists, we 

find a type of rebel whose belief that God is dead convinces 

him that man is absolutely free. Camus' most eloquent 

spokesman for this movement is Ivan Karamazov who revolted 

against God because he allowed death and evil to exist. Un

fortunately, Ivan carried his revolt to the extreme and was 

finally betrayed by its own logic. Having rejected God and 
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immortality, he is left with life. But to live is to act, 

and on what basis is he to act'? If there is no ultimate 

good in human existence, then both virtue and law are mean

ingless: "Je crois qu'il n'y a pas de vertu sans immortality 

... Mais s'il n'y a pas de vertu, il n'y a pas de loi: Tout 

est permis" (HR, 467). 

Modern nihilism begins, in Camus' view, with this 

conclusion. When Ivan permits his father to be killed he 

goes mad, destroyed by the contradiction of his position: 

"Ivan revolte contre un Dieu meurtrier, mais des 1'instant 

ou il raisonne sa revolte, il en tire la loi du meurtre. Si 

tout est permis, il peut tuer son pere ou souffrir au moins 

qu'il soit tue..." (HR, 466). Ivan, in his revolt against 

evil and death, has carried his protest to a hopeless denial 

of all values in life and he is therefore delivered into 

nihilism. 

There is another type of rebel — in the tradition 

of Rousseaux, Saint Just, Hegel, and Marx — who also believes 

that God is dead and. who replaces him by another absolute — 

history. As Hegel sees it, history is predetermined and 

moving towards the ultimate liberation of mankind. Each in

dividual is therefore oriented in the direction of that 

final goal. The revolutionary thought which sprang from 

Hegel's thought is, according to Camus, fundamentally nihil

istic since it recognizes no other values than these which 
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are irrevocably produced by history. This leads to the con

stant sacrifice of the individual, and it is therefore not 

surprising that our century is witnessing an unprecedented 

disregard for human life. Revolt in the name of socialism 

has become, in one of Camus' memorable statements, "un soci-

alisme des potences."'' 

L'Homme revolte was written at a time when Camus was 

disillusioned with the left-wing political thought in post

war France and it includes a stern criticism of current Marx

ist ideology. In some very moving pages Camus describes the 

negation of human rights by a totalitarian regime. He shows 

how Communism, in its rage to make the world a perfect place 

for all, has made it a hell for many. His criticism of the 

Left was partly balanced, however, by a denunciation of West

ern materialism which pursues a policy of production for its 

own sake. With our emphasis on production justice is post

poned, man is oppressed in favor of the machine. Work grad

ually looses its dignity and creativity, and in spite of the 

greater personal freedom of the West, the economic pressures 

lead to a denial of the full grandeur of man. 

Camus concludes L'Homme revolte by advocating what 

he calls "la pensee de midi" as the source of a spiritual 

renaissance. He makes a passionate plea to return once more 

7. Jean Bloch-Michel, "Le Socialisme des potences", 
Demain, No.63, pp.10-11. Camus chose "Le Socialisme des po
tences" as the title for an interview with M. Bloch-Michel. 
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to the principles of moderation and proportion that were 

held in such high esteem in classical Greece and that had 

been kept alive on the shores of the Mediterranean — in 

Spain, Italy, Greece, and North Africa. For Camus the Medi

terranean world implies brightness, lucidity, and a certain 

happiness which stands in sharp contrast to the Nordic world 

of gloom and discontent. Camus sees as the greatest strength 

of the classical civilizations the recognition of the indi

vidual and his right to achieve his ox*n destination within 

the limits of social necessity. In Europe, on the contraryj 

he finds an increasing worship of the collectivity which 

leads to the negation of the individual. He also remarks 

that Europe is following a perverted path by its deliberate 

choice of urban life and its neglect of natural beauty. Re

bellion, he reminds us, cannot exist without a certain love 

of the world, that is love of "la vraie grandeur du monde" 

(HR, 707). It is out of this love that happiness is born: 

"la joie etrange qui aide a mourir" (HR, 708). 

The strength of Camus' position is clear. By ad

hering to "la pensee de midi" he offers a revolt in the name 

of values on which the Western world seems to have turned 

its back. He reaffirms the need to find our way home from 

the world of absolutes and abstactions to the world of men. 

When we return to La Chute, it becomes clear that 

Camus deals with the same aspects of modern nihilism as those 

he explored in his philosophical essays. He does not use 
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the novel,'however, as a means to express his personal view

point, but rather as a means to push certain sensitivities 

of his time to an extreme, thereby revealing their ultimate 

consequences. We can see this process in Clamence who is, 

in many ways, a satirical portrait of the French rebel-intel

lectuals as Camus described them in L'Homme revolte -- mor-

ally shaken, guilt-ridden and led astray by twentieth-century 

abstract ideologies. If Camus' judgment seems somewhat 

harsh, we should keep in mind that he was born in Algeria, 

brought up in a proletarian milieu, and therefore in a better 

position to be an objective critic. As Germaine Bree notes; 

"Camus is thus astonishlingly free of the intellectual atti

tudes which most Frenchmen inherit from their long historical 

past and the milieu into which they are born."® This-may 

also explain why Camus consistently refused to belong to any 

systematic ideology. He was, in fact^ sharply critical of 

the all-or-nothing character of the French intellectual and 

political climate and on several occasions challenged the 

extremist position of either Left or Right. Camus' origins 

are impeccably left-wing, yet his reputation is as an enemy 

of Communism, a position which has led him for many years 

into sharp and continual polemics with his former friends, 

the Sartrian existentialists included. 

8. Germaine Bree, Camus (New Brunswick: Rutgers 
University Press, 1959) p.6. 
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x 

Camus' quarrel with the Left began with the publica

tion of L'Homme revolte (which was mostly seen as a whole

sale condemnation of Communism) and continued on a rather 

9 personal level with, the editors of Les Temps modernes. 

Camus charged Sartre and his co-editors with intellectual 

dishonesty since their Existentialist orientation led them 

to a programme of absolute freedom for man, while their ac

ceptance of the Soviet system committed them to a programme 

of oppression, even concentration camps: 

Liberer l'homme de toute entrave pour ensuite 
l'encager pratiquement dans une necessite historique 
revient en effet a lui enlever d'abord ses raisons 
de lutter pour enfin le jeter a n'importe quel parti, 
pourvu que celui-ci n'ait d'autre regie que l'effi-
cacite. C'est alors passer, selon la loi du nihi-
lisme, de l'extreme liberte a l'extreme necessite; 
ce n'est rien d'autre que se vouer a fabriquer des 
esclaves.^ 

Sartre's reply was to the effect that Camus was a 

reactionary bourgeois whose moral purity was irrevelant to 

the ambiguity of his time. The issues were joined, but the 

result for Camus was a long period of unhappy isolation and 

abuse. 

9. See Francis Jeanson, "Albert Camus ou l'Sme re-
voltee," in Les Temps modernes, No. 79 (May 1952) pp.2070-90 
Jeanson, "Pour tout vous dire...," No. 82 (August 1952) 
pp.354-383; Jean-Paul Sartre, "Reponse a Albert Camus," TM, 
No. 82 (August 1952) pp. 334-354; and. Camus' letter in the 
August issue, reprinted in "Actuelles II", in Essais, 
pp. 754-74. For a general discussion of the controversy see 
John Cruickshank, Albert Camus and the Literature of Revolt 
(Oxford, 1959) pp.120-127. 

10. Albert Camus, "Actuelles II", in Essais» p. 770. 
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La Chute reflects this controversy and satirizes the 

mode of thought that denies true freedom in favor of abstrac

tion. Clamence was initially an attractive figure who lived 

in Paris within the easily recognizable world of the liberal 

humanists: "Surtout je m'obligeais a visiter regulierement 

les cafes specialises ou se reunissaient nos humanistes pro-

fessionnels. Mes bons antecedents m'y faisaient naturel-

lement bien recevoir" (Ch, 108). He was admired as a 

brilliant defender of justice as well as of freedom: "Autre

fois je n'avais que la liberte a la bouche... J'assenais ce 

maftre mot a quiconque me contredisait..." (Ch, 153). 

It is doubtful, however, that Clamence knew the true 

meaning of freedom, if by this we mean the courage to do the 

generous act unseen by human eyes and regardless of the con

sequences. At the heart'of his confession is the suicide on 

the Pont Royal. Clamence had been an entirely free individ

ual when he chose to ignore the cry for help, and by this 

very choice gave the lie to his previous virtue and generos

ity. From that moment on he moved toward self-conscious 

freedom, and that was his fall: "Mais sur les ponts de Paris, 

j1ai appris moi aussi que j'avais peur de la liberte... Au 

bout de toute liberte il y a une sentence; voila pourquoi la 

liberte est trop lourde a porter..." (Ch, 157, 154). 

Freedom is an unbearable condition for man; and so, 

with God dead and the old tablets of the Law broken, we must 
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choose a new master who will command every act and who will 

distinguish clearly, although arbitrarily, between good and 

evil. It becomes Clamence's mission to prepare the way for 

"les maxtres et leurs verges" (Ch, 159). He chooses the 

name of Jean-Baptiste because he sees himself as a prophet 

of a new relition, but unlike his ancient forebear, his is a 

religion that promises not salvation but debasement and hu

miliation: "Tous reunis, enfin, mais a genoux, et avec la 

tete courbee" (Ch, 158). Perhaps this is the only religion 

Camus feels acceptable in an age where more and more people 

are willing to bow to authoritarian systems and ideologies. 

Clamence is a prophet, but without a Messiah, a "prophete 

vide pour temps raediocres" (Ch, 135). 

In one of his last interviews Camus described 

Clamence as a "tragic comedian".^ This is what Clamence 

essentially is, a tragic comedian playing with x*ords and 

ideas on the surface of life and unable to accept the ambi

guity of human nature. He has the type of mind that sees 

black and white superimposed one over the other, each con

cealing the other and never mingled together. When he was 

still a lawyer, he saw himself as the incarnation of human 

perfection and enjoyed his role as a defender of the "bons 

criminels" (Ch, 33). After his fall", however, the same 

11. Interview with Robert D. Spector published in 
Venture III, (Spring-Summer 1960) p.38. To Spector's ques
tionnaire Camus wrote his answers in December 1S59, about 
two weeks before his death. 
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courtroom where he had performed so brilliantly, changed 

into a court-trial in which he was the accused: "Mes sem-

blables cessaient d'etre a mes yeux l'auditoire respectueux 

dont j'avais l'habitude. Le cercle dont j'Stais le centre 

se brisait et ils se plagaient sur une seule rangee, comme 

au tribunal" (Ch,* 92). 

Clamence's feeling of guilt becomes so strong that 

he can no longer admit to the innocence of anyone. In his 

distorted view, even Christ is guilty since he was Implicated 

in the Massacre of the Innocents. Clamence comforts himself 

by seeing a parallel between his crime and that of Christ. 

Both failed to die when they should have, the one in Bethle

hem during the night the innocents were killed in his place, 

and the other during the night the girl jumped into the wa

ters of the Seine. To continue to live while others die in 

our place is the real crime: "...-ah! qui aurait cru que le 

crime n'est pas tant de faire mourir que de ne pas mourir 

soi-meme!" (Ch, 131). 

Clamence's version of our predicament is that we are 

all guilty but that we have neither God nor confessor to 

I 
12. In L'Homme revolte, Camus described the adven

tures of a small band of Russian terrorists who, unlike most 
terrorists, believed that they could only redeem their ac
tion by paying with their lives for those whom they killed. 
Camus dramatized their story in his play Les Justes, and 
their example helped him to formulate his own moral position 
vis-a-vis violence. Clamence's remark affirms this position. 
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It is like a dam-

nation without salvation, a Fall without a Redeemer. This 

situation is rendered all the more acute since guilt is ex

perienced t,Jithout reference to a law: "Celui qui adhere a 

une loi ne craint pas le jugement qui le replace dans un 

ordre auquel il croit. Mais le plus haut des tourments 

humains est d'~tre jugfi sans loi. Nous semmes pourtant dans 

ce tourment" (Ch, 136-7). Man will judge but since there is 

no available standard of innocence nobody is acquitted: 

"Simplement, on n'acquitte plus personne. Sur !'innocence 

morte, les j uges pullulent, les j uges de toutes les races ••• " 

(Ch, 134). Unfortunately, although we know full well our 

own failings, we cannot endure judgment. We therefore mul

tiply our judgments of others in order not to be judged our-

selves. No longer is there any question of changing our 

existence, of counteracting our faults with the little good 

that is left in us: "Nous n'avons ni l'energie du mal, ni 

celle du bien" (Ch, 98). We prefer to judge. 

But, Clamence warns us, condemning others is not 

enough to free oneself from guilt and judgment. The evidence 

is in the laughter which he had heard on the bridge and 

which had led him to an awareness of his own guilt: 

"Allais-je manter en chaire, comme beaucoup de mes contempo-

rains, et maudire l'humanite? Tres dangereux, 9a! Un jour, 

ou une nuit, le rire eclate sans gare. La sentence que vous 
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portez sur les autres finit par vous revenir dans la figure, 

et y pratique quelques degats'' (Ch, 159). This is the con

tradiction in which we are caught and for which Clamence has 

found a simple solution. Inasmuch as one cannot condemn 

others without judging oneself, one has to accuse oneself 

first in order to have the right to judge others. Since 

every judge ends one day as a penitent, one should travel 

the road in the opposite direction and practice the profes

sion as penitent to be able to end as a judge. 

This procedure is actually illustrated by Clamence 

during the course of his confession as he first unmasks his 

own guilt and then calls upon his companion to do likewise. 

In thus bringing others to confession our false penitent be

comes a self-appointed judge, dominating and ruling once 

again: "Alors je grandis, tres cher, je grandis, je respire 

librement, je suis sur la montagne, la plaine s'etend sous 

mes yeux. Quelle Ivresse de se sentir Dieu le pere..." 

(Ch, 165). Which is Clamence's way of coming out ahead of 

the next person, of permitting himself a double enjoyment --

first of experiencing the elation of God on the morning of 

the Last Judgment, and secondly of the freedom to abandon 

himself to his former weaknesses without hearing the sound 

of laughter. And this, as he admits, is most important to 

him: "de pouvoir tout se permettre, quitte a professer de 

temps a temps, a grands cris, sa propre indignation. Je me 
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permets tout, a nouveau, et sans rlre cette fois-ci" 

(Ch, 16A). 

Ironically, Clamence, seeking freedom to satisfy his 

desires, is instead making himself the perfect slave of man

kind. There is a passage in L'Homme revolte which may serve 

as an explanation; it contains a discussion on Nietzsche's 

thought on freedom. Camus points out that according to 

Nietzsche the moment that man denies God and immortality, he 

becomes free. This freedom is, however, inseparable from 

responsibility: 

A partir du moment ou l'homme ne croit plus en Dieu, 
ni dans la vie mortelle, il devient "responsable de 
tout de qu'il vit, de tout ce qui, ne de la douleur, 
est voue a souffrir"... Le chaos lui aussi est une 
servitude... Sans loi, point de liberte... Une lo-
gique plus profonde remplace done le "si rien n'est 
vrai, tout est permis" de Karamazov par un "si rien 
n'est vrai, rien n'est permis " (HR, 480-1). 

Clamence's freedom is similar to Ivan's "tout est 

permis" and this is a freedom without attachments, without 

principles or responsibilities: "La ou nul ne peut dire ce 

qui est noir et ce qui est blanc," Camus continues, "la lu-

miere s'eteint et la liberte devient prison volontaire" 

(HR, 481). Clamence leaves us indeed with the belief that 

he is eternally condemned to the concentric circles of Dante's 

Inferno, so aptly suggested by the canal structure of Amster

dam; that he is to remain in the last circle reserved for 

traitors: "Icl nous sommes dans le dernier cercle. Le cer-

cle des... Ah! Vous savez cela?" (Ch, 20). 
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Not the least of the novel's many Ironies is the 

fact that Clamence becomes more odious as his confession 

progresses, thereby proving his own theory: "Le sentiment du 

droit, monsieur, sont des ressorts puissants pour nous tenir 

debout ou nous faire avancer. Au contraire, si vous en pri-

vez les hommes, vous les transformez en chiens ecumants" 

(Ch, 25). Having become a "chien ecumant" himself, Clamence 

forgets that the truth of man is precisely his duplicity, 

that man is "ange et bete" and that by denying human inno

cence and goodness, he commits treason against his fellow-

men. 

Clamence carries his extremist position in regard to 

man's guilt over into the domain of justice with the inev

itable result that he becomes an advocate of absolute justice. 

What exactly do we mean by "absolute" justice? The term is 

most often used in religious context; according to the Holy 

Scriptures justice is an essential quality of God. Since God 

is the Absolute, His justice must be absolute. The Christian 

concept of justice is furthermore based on the fall of man 

and consequently on the doctrine of the original sin. This 

doctrin^e finds man not only sinful but also guilty; man is 

not simply the unfortunate victim of an act beyond his con

trol; he is responsible for it. This was unquestionably the 

dominant view in Christian circles well into the nineteenth 

century. 
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It has frequently been said, by Camus and others, 

that totalitarian regimes, in spite of their rejection of 

Christianity, have taken over these concepts which served 

the church so well in its role as oppressor. In declaring-

that justice stands above us, that it is presented £o us, 

not bjir us, and that it is legally binding for all people, 

they affirm the doctrine of absolute justice. By advocating 

that each person must acknowledge his share of guilt in the 

historic process, the traditional doctrine of original guilt 

is affirmed. 

Clamence, too, has visions of an absolute justice 

based on the universal guilt of man. This is obvious when 

he explains his method of judging: "Pas d'excuses, jamais 

pour personne... En philosophie comme en politique, je suis 

done pour toute theorie qui refuse 1'innocence a l'homme et 

pour toute pratique qui le traite en coupable" (Ch, 152-3). 

He also dreams of playing God the Judge and has visions of 

13. In an interview with Philip Thody, Camus re
marked that in La Chute he was principally attacking "the 
feeling of guilt which brings middle-class intellectuals not 
only to Catholicism but also to communism." Philip Thody, 
Albert Camus (New York, 1957) pp.79 and 147. In another 
interview, to the question: "Que pensez-vous de cette af
firmation que nous sommes tous coupables?" Camus answered: 
"Beaucoup d'ecrivains modernes, dont les existentialists 
athees, ont supprime Dieu; raais ils ont conserve la notion 
du peche originel. On a trop affirme l'innocence. Aujour-
d'hui, on veut nous accabler sous le poids de notre culpa-
bilite. II y a, je crois, une verite intermediaire." 
Interview with Franck Jotterand, published in La Gazette 
litteraire, March 27-28, 1954. For a general discussion on 
the subject, see Victor Brombert, The Intellectual Hero 
(Philadelphia, 1960) chapter VIII: "1930-1950: The Age of Guilt 
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distributing certificates of bad conduct on the morning of 

the Last Judgment: "je lis la .tristesse de la condition com

mune... Et moi, je plains sans absoudre, je comprends sans 

pardonner..." (Ch, 165). 

Most interesting in respect to justice and guilt is 

Clamence's story of the stolen painting. At the very end of 

his confession he makes a surprising revelation when he asks 

his companion to take a painting out of his cupboard in his 

room. The painting is the missing panel of the Van Eyck 

"L'Agneau mystique" altarpiece; the panel itself is entitled 

"Les Juges integres". A customer of the Mexico City had 

sold it to the bartender who hung it over the counter. 

Clamence warned him, however, against keeping it there and 

offered to hide it in his room. To Clamence this panel had 

become exclusively symbolic. "Les Juges integres" being 

prevented from adoring.the Lamb of God illustrated the def

inite separation of justice from innocence: "...de cette> 

fagon nous sommes dans l'ordre. La justice etant defini-

tivement separee de l'innocence, celle-ci sur la croix, 

celle-la au placard, j'ai le champ libre de travailler selon 

mes convictions" (Ch, 151). 

La Chute is ambiguous, more ambiguous than anything 

else Camus has ever written; one's interpretation must there

fore ultimately rest on his judgment of its irony. Camus' 

final attitude toward his central character leaves no doubt, 
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however, and Clamence's solution to "la tristesse de la con

dition commune" is firmly reje'cted. 



CHAPTER VI 

CAMUS AND HIS CRITICS 

Critical studies on Camus can be roughly divided 

into three groups: (1) "studies in depth" of Camus' indi

vidual works, (2) general summaries of Camus' thought and 

art, (3) studies of specific .themes concerning all or part 

of Camus' writings. Using another basis of division, we 

may distinguish between the philosophical, literary, and 

biographical approach to Camus' work. This chapter will 

correspond to the first grouping, and will therefore start 

out with the "studies in depth" of individual works, i.e. 

L'Etranger, La Peste, and La Chute. Within each sec

tion a distinction- will be made between the different ap

proaches used by the critics. 

Hundreds of articles and essays have appeared and 

continue to appear on Camus' work;* this chapter has there

fore no pretension of being exhaustive. The evaluation which 

follows is restricted to these works which I consider to be 

either of particular Interest to this study or representa

tive of the various trends in criticism. 

1. See Introduction, page 1. 
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Studies in Depth of Individual Works 

L 'Etranger 

Many studies on Camus' fiction have their origin in * 

Sartre's brilliant essay, "Explication de L'Etranger", which 

is a critique of both L'Stranger and Le Mythe de Sisyphe. 

Sartre's approach is partly philosophical, partly literary; 

he stays free, however, of some of the present critical 

fashion which tends to center around highly technical anal

yses of structure, time, and style. 

Sartre gives high praise to the novel which in the 

midst of the literary production of our time "Stait lui-

meme un etranger".^ He not only admires the originality but 

also Camus' art and technique: "...peu a peu l'ouvrage s'or-

ganise de lui-meme sous les yeux du lecteur, il revele la 

solide substructure qui le soutient. II n'est pas un detail 

inutile, pas un qui ne soit repris par la suite et verse au 

O 
debat." Sartre gives a detailed analysis of the techniques 

through which Camus conveys a sense of absurdity. The lack 

of causal conjunctions in Meursault's narrative (words like 

"because" or "since" are avoided), the juxtaposition of 

short, disconnected sentences, the deliberate simplicity of 

style and vocabulary, not only brings out the atomistic view 

2. Jean-Paul Sartre, "Explication de L'Etranger", 
Situations I (Paris: Gallimard, 1947) p.99. 

3. Ibid., p.120. 
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of the universe as it appears to the absurd man, it also 

shows the hypocrisy of social conventions. Sartre also 

analyzes the effect of Camus' use of the "passe compose", 

a tense not normally used in literary French. In contrast' 

to the "passe defini" which is a tense of continuity, the 

"passe compose" conveys a feeling of isolated moments and 

disconnected events. The result is that "une phrase de 

L'Etranser c'est une ile. Et nous cascadons de phrase en 

phrase, de neant en neant."^ 

Many readers and critics have raised the problem 

whether Meursault is or is not "l'homme absurde" as he has 

been explained to us in Le Mythe de Sisyphe. Sartre was the 

first to give a clear explanation of the relationship be

tween the essay and the novel. He believes that L'Stranger 

is a dramatic representation of the themes and consequences 
/ 

of the Absurd, a dramatic example of the absurd types (Don 

Juan, the actor, the conqueror) which were only sketched out 

in Le Mythe de Sisyphe. Because of the proximity of pub

lishing dates (both works were published in 1942) Sartre 

feels that- Le Mythe de Sisyphe is an explanation of L'Etranger 

"On pourrait dire que Le Mythe de Sisyphe vise a nous donner 

la notion (de l'absurde) et que L'Etranger veut nous inspirer 

le sentiment. L'ordre de partion des deux ouvrages semble 

confirmer cette hypothese; L'Strangert paru d'abord, nous 

4. Ibid., p.117. 
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plonge sans commentaires dans le climat de l'absurde; l'es-

sai vlent ensulte qui eclaire 'le paysage."^ Subsequent com

mentators on L'Etranger either accept or reject Sartre's 

hypothesis, but they invariably base their arguments on 

"L1 Explication de L'Etranger"• 

Another stimulating analysis of L'Etranger is Robert 

Champigny's Sur un heros paien.® Dr. Champigny also follows 
r 

a philosophical approach but, in contrast to Sartre, he does 

not refer to Le Mythe de Sisyphe or to any other work by 

Camus. Champigny describes Meursault as a pagan hero in op

position to a Christian society. In the final part of 

L1 Ilomme revolte Camus makes a similar distinction between 

the Mediterranean and the Nordic view of life; Meursault, 

the pagan, is in many respects the young Mediterranean whose 

innocence and happiness Camus held up as an example to the 

Nordic (Christian) discontent. 
t 

Champigny sees society as artificial and theatrical. 

Meursault is condemned to death because he does not believe 

in God. During the trial the Church and the Court of Law 

become a unity against Meursault; both institutions are 

based on a Christian morality; they form "le theatre" from 

which Meursault is excluded: "Cette ressemblance entre une 

* 5. Ibid., p.110. 

6. Robert Champigny, Sur un heros paxen (Paris: 
Galllmard, 1959). 
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attitude religieuse et une ceremonie sociale, ressemblance 

qui se fonde dans l'essence du theatre, fait l'unite de ce a 

quoi Meursault se heurte dans la seconde partie du recit. 

Le theatre l'exclut et l'on peut dire que c'est justice 

puisque Meursault a voulu exclure le theatre de lui-meme."^ 

Champigny deals with Meursault's innocence and guilt 

by contrasting the latter's morality (which Champigny defines 

as Epicurean) with the Christian morality. Meursault has 

opted for the earth; he lives with a feeling of innocence 

and a desire to find happiness. On the other hand, the 

Christian feels himself in exile in the natural world, he 

begins with a feeling of guilt, and tries to follow divine 

laws so that he may be favorably judged after death. The 

act of killing the Arab does not basically change Meursault's 

innocence. Champigny sees the shooting as an accident 

caused by natural forces. This is the explanation Meursault 

tells the Court and it is the only true explanation. He is, 

moreover, willing to take the consequences of his act: "II 

ne se sent pas coupable, il se sait criminel; il sait qu'il 

se place dans le champ d'application de la loi penale. 

C'est, en effet, l'attitude qu'il gardera au cours du 

ii 8 proces. ° 

•> . 

7. Ibid., p.116. 

8* Ibid., p.108. 
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In"the last chapter, entitled "Le Heros", Champigny 

shows how Meursault rises to a heroic stature at the final 

hours of his life when he assumes his identity as a human 

being and exalts his own life in the face of death: "Meur

sault exalte la vie, c'est-a-dire non pas la vie en gene

ral, mais la sienne... II atteint ainsi une integrite pure, 

une integrite ou les mots ne peuvent raordre. Meursault 

s'affirme, s'etablit, dans le silence et la plenitude d'une 

- i.9 nuit etoilee. 

The only other book-length study on L'Etranger is 

Hayden Carruth's After the Stranger.^ The book is original, 

well written, and arguable. After the Stranger is set up as 

a novel in which Camus becomes a fictional character. The 

author has succeeded, however, in attributing to Camus noth

ing, either in mood or in substance, which cannot be infer

red from Camus' own books. Some sketchy but precise 

references are made to the biography of the actual Camus. 

Mr. Carruth's approach to Camus' work is philosoph

ical. Through imaginary debates with Camus himself the 

author deals with Meursault's lucidity, his Intelligence, 

his innocence and guilt, the meaning of Meursault's death, 

and of death in general. A typical conversation runs as 

9. Ibid., p.190. 

t, 10. Hayden Carruth, After the Stranger (New York: 
MacMillan Co, 19 63). 
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follows: 

Aspen (the protagonist): Then it is possible... 
that Meursault fires the additional shots precisely 
in order to enforce his own criminality, which he 
now recognizes? Is it possible that he wishes to 
make his guilt totally unpardonnable? 
Camus: Not at all. The very essence of Meursault 
is his avowal of his own eternal innocence. 
Aspen: His own and everyone's. Perhaps the four 
shots aren't really so enigmatic, then. What can 
they be but x*hat they simply seem, simple despair? 

Carruth's opinion on Meursault's lucidity and revolt 

are arguable, however. He describes Meursault (through the 

imaginary Camus) as "largely unaware, suspended in a state 

of half-lucidity between the condition of the 'natural man' 

12 and the condition of the fully absurd man." At the trial 

Meursault's behavior lacks dignity and an attitude of revolt 

"...he is scarcely a person at all. He submits without 

demur to the wildest misinterpretations of the police mag

istrate and the court. Indeed, he is quite ambivalent in 

his feelings toward these people, he evens appears, at sev

eral points, to wish to make friends with them."-^ 

Contrary to what Carruth states, Meursault had al

ready gone through the experience of the Absurd before the 

story begins. In the course of a discussion on Meursault's 

lucidity, Sartre remarks: "Toujours est-il que son absurdite 

11. Ibid., P' 117 

12. Ibid., P* 59. 

13. Ibid.. P. 62. 
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ne nous paralt pas conquise mais donnee: il est comme 5a, 

voila tout. II aura son illumination a la derniere page, 

mais il vivait toujours selon les normes de M. Camus. S'il 

y avait une grace de l'absurde, il faudrait dire qu'il a la 

grace.Although Meursault's attitude may not seem a 

clear illustration of Camus' ideas on lucidity and revolt as 

expressed in Le Mythe de Sisyphe, he nevertheless lives out 

his destiny in accordance with these ideas. He repeatedly 

refuses the conventional attitudes of society. We see this 

on the occasion of his mother's funeral, and we see it at 

every step thereafter up until his violent revolt against 

the priest. We see it, moreover in the way he expresses 

himself in simple, direct language in opposition to the ab

stract, unprecise public language of the Court and the 

Church. If he shows little inclination to fight against his 

condemnation, it is because this would involve, if only tem

porarily, the acceptance of society's conventions. 

Even though we do not agree with Carruth's inter

pretation of L'Etranger, After the Stranger Is suggestive 

and helps to evaluate Camus' achievement as a novelist. 

Most critical writings on L'Stranger have focused on 

the philosophy and metaphysics it expresses. Carl Viggiani, 

in his article Camus' L'Etranger, uses a literary approach; 

14. Sartre, "Explication de L'Etranger", op.cit., 
p.109. 
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his main interest is the creative process in the novel. He 

takes up aspects that, he feels, have not yet sufficiently 

been studied, among them Camus' use of the time element, his 

use of structure as" thematic devices, the importance of myth, 

names, patterns of character and situation. Many references 

to others of Camus' writings are made "simply because the 

novel is incomprehensible except in the context of all his 

works". 

Dr. Viggiani explains the precise role the element 

of time plays in the development of the novel. Time is an 

integral part of the structure and meaning of L'Etranger 

since Meursault's decreasing awareness of exact time paral

lels an increase in lucidity. Before the murder Meursault 

gives many time references; at the end of the narrative, 

when he is imprisoned, time has stopped, and Meursault spec

ulates on the ultimate meanings of life and death. 

Viggiani also points out the symbolic overtones of 

the sea and the sun, not only in L'Etranger but in all of 

Camus' fiction. He believes that the sun and the sea are 

personified by Camus, and related to psychology. The sea 

bears the attributes of the mother: it signifies fertility, 

life, freedom, love, sexuality, but also death. The sun has 

characteristics of the father: it is the image of truth, it 

15. Carl A. Viggiani, "Camus' L1Etranger", in PMLA, 
Volume LXXI (December 1956), p.865. 
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overpowers arid destroys; moreover, it weds sea and earth. . 

Together, sun and sea become symbolic representations of the 

forces which dominate the fictional characters of Camus' 

novels and plays. 

By stressing the richness of imagery and allusion in 

L'Etranger, Viggiani shows that Camus' fiction is more than 

a simple illustration of his philosophy. It is unfortunate, 

however, that he extends his interest to the names Camus has 

chosen for his fictional characters. He maintains that, for 

Camus, the naming of people seems to be a conscious (or un

conscious) way of adding dimensions of meaning to the world 

he creates. For instance, two characters of La Peste, Rieux 

and Le Vieux seem to be slight phonetic deformations of 

"dieu". Dr. Castel's name suggests castle "fort" because he 

develops the serum against the plague bacillus. The names 

of the people who fight with Rieux against the plague are 

names that echo (with small distortions) the phonemes of the 

name Albert Camus. In L'E tranger, all the names starting 

with M (Marie, Maman, the old people's home located in Ma

rengo) give an echo of Meursault and with Camus' major theme, 

"la mort". The author admits that it may be coincidence: 

"But it is the kind of coincidence that is profoundly reveal

ing, and particularly for an understanding of L' Etranger. 

Although I believe that Dr. Viggiani overstresses the point 

16. Ibidi, p.874. 
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here, no one should quarrel with the critic's right to give 

hidden intentions and symbols'to a work of art. 

Louis Hudon, in The Stranger and the Critics, feels 

that L'Stranger has been corrupted by critics. He is dis

couraged by the fact that almost everyone has approached 

Camus bound by his own traditions and critical apparatus. 

The Catholic feels that Camus does not understand Christi

anity because he rejects the doctrine of original sin. For 

those who admire the verbosity of the nineteenth century, 

L'Etranger becomes a "slim chronicle". Mr. Hudon also shows 

how readers frequently turn into prosecuting attorneys them

selves, calling Meursault a "rudimentary being", with "base 

instinct".^7 His affair with Marie may be seen as a "shame

ful debauchery", or "naive indecency",etc. 

Mr. Hudon mentions the critic's prejudices as the 

main reason for corrupting the meaning of L'Etranger. An

other factor, which he does not bring out, is that numerous 

articles on L'Etranger are written by critics who know only 

the one novel and are content to infer from this Camus' 

philosophical position. 

Critics do not need to be entirely objective. It is 

doubtful whether objective criticism is even desirable or 

17. Louis Hudon, "The Stranger and the Critics", in 
Yale French Studies, No. 25 (Spring 1961), p.62. 

18. Ibid., p.63. 
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possible, especially where contemporary literature is con

cerned. But to describe Meursault in terms as mentioned by 

Hudon is to completely misunderstand the book. Critics 

sometimes commit another fallacy, namely that of identifying 

Camus with Meursault, Rene Girard, in Camus's Stranger 

Retried, remarks .that he does not confuse the creator with 

his creation; this is exactly what he does, however, and in 

a rather personal manner. He feels that Camus and Meursault 

have sworn to forsake all but the most superficial contacts 

with their fellow-men. The urge to escape solitude was too 

strong, however, and they betrayed the oath, Camus by writ

ing L1 Etranger and Meursault by murdering the Arab.- There 

is therefore a close analogy between the murder and the 

style of the novel: 

We feel that someonej on some fine day, handed Camus 
a pen and a piece of paper, and Camus did the natu
ral and mechanical thing to do, in such circumstan
ces, just as Meursault did the natural and mechanic
al thing to do, when you receive a gun, which is to • 
start shooting. The book, like the murder, appears 
to be the result of fortuitous circumstances. The 
overall impression is that L'Etranger was written in 
the same bored, absent-minded and apathetic fashion 
as the Arab was murdered... Can we really understand 
the murder of the Arab, the structure of the novel, 
its style, and the "inspiration" of the novelist as 
a single process? We can if we compare this process 
to certain types of immature behavior. Let us imag
ine a child...19 

19. Rene Girard, "Camus's Stranger Retried", in PMLA, 
LXXIX (May, 1966), p.529-30. 
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These seem strange and arrogant statements, far rer 

moved from Camus' true Intentions. Girard's objective is 

not so much to attack Camus as to demonstrate that Camus 

wrote his third nov.el, La Chute, as a means to repudiate 

L'Etranger. Clamence of La Chute becomes Camus, and openly 

rejects the conclusions of L'Etranger. In La Chute, Meur-

sault is retried and found guilty. 

Recent criticism of fiction is moving away from the 

philosophical (or biographical) approach toward the literary 

approach, or in some cases, to a combination of the two meth

ods. As Bernard Weinberg comments in his Introduction to 

Eugene Falk's Types of-Thematic Structure: 

We wanted to return to the text, to the poem, Ttfheth-
er a novel or a drama or a lyric... For we found the 
poem interesting and pertinent only to the special 
artistic delights that it was capable of giving us. 
We wanted to learn how to read it and understand it, 
to penetrate its meaning and discover its form, to 
evaluate it, to extract from it the maximum pleas
ure for which it was the instrument and the poten
tial.20 

Dr. Weinberg is dealing here with thematism, or the 

approach to fiction through the study of themes. Eugene 

Falk applies this method for his analysis of L'Etranger. 

His objective is to make the reader aware of the structural 

coherence of the work and, consequently, of its meaning. Dr. 

Falk never goes beyond the text, but he does make a few 

20. Eugene Falk, Types of Thematic Structure, (Chi
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1967) With an Introduc
tion by Bernard Weinberg; p.XI. 
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generalizations about the types of themes and the links be-

tween themes he discovers in the novel. For instance, in 

relating the theme of life to that of death he writes: 

Just as the day yields to the night, life yields 
when death approaches... Potential death being al
ways near, life is constantly at that point where 
it may be lived fully anew... That is the life he 
(Meursault) loved and lived instinctively, the life 
which at each moment holds out the promise of imme
diate fulfillment, the life made precious by ever 
present death. 

Yet this is the life for the love of which he 
is reproached. This is the life he is asked to 
deny for the sake of another, called eternity... 

Dr. Falk's thematic method has many advantages; it 

is complete and thorough; it is also objective: Dr. Falk 

approaches the work without prejudices, he does not stress 

themes that are of interest to him for political or philo

sophical reasons, nor does he place any direct judgments for 

of against Meursault, for or against L'Etranger. If we re

member that the important under-theme of L'Etranger is that 

all final judgments falsify in that they leave out the role 

of chanco.. then Dr. Falk's approach would be in accordance 

with Camv attitude to life. 

La Peste 

While Sartre openly praised L'Etranger in his early 

essay, editors of his magazine Les Temps modernes attacked 

Camus' second novel, La Peste. This is because Camus' 

21« Ibid., p.114-15. 
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concept of- the Absurd and of revolt developed In L'Etranger 

and Le Mythe de Sisyphe was greatly admired by Sartre and 

his existentialist friends, while the moderate revolt of La 

Peste and L'Homme revolte was felt to be conservative. Such 

9 2 critics as Roland Barthes, Jean Pouillon, and Etiemble are 

guilty of Interpreting La Peste with preconceived political' 

notions. Etiemble's concluding remarks in his review of La 

Pes te are an example of this tendency. He feels that in 

the next confrontation Rieux and Tarrou will not be able to 

enjoy a swim in the purifying Mediterranean because the Amer

icans will have polluted the oceans with radioactive materi-

a!.23 

For Roland Barthes the symbol Camus had chosen for 

the plague seemed too far removed from history. In his ar

ticle he asked Camus what he would do if faced with the 

destruction of human beings rather than with the destruction 

of microbes.2^ Camus replied that he and the other "resis-

tants" had already answered that question. They had found 

it necessary to take human lives, even though they had not 

cherished the idea. He was sure they would do it again if 

22. Roland Barthes, "La Peste, annales d'une epide-
mie ou roman de la solitude," Club (February 1955), pp. 4-13. 
Jean Pouillon, "L'Optimisme de Camus," Les Temps modernes, 
(November 1947), pp.911-20. Etiemble, "Peste ou peche?" 
Les Temps modernes, pp.921-29. 

23. Etiemble, "Peste ou peche?", op.cit. , p.920. 

24. Roland Barthes, "La Peste, annales..." op.cit., 
p. 6. 
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faced with any similar reign of terror: 

lis le referont sans doute., devant toute terreur et 
quel que soit son visage, car la terreur en a plu-
sieurs, ce qui justifie encore que je n'en ai nomme 
precisement aucun, pour pouvoir mieux les frapper 
tous. Sans doute est-ce la ce qu'on me reproche, 
que La Peste puisse servir a toutes les resistances 
contre toutes les tyrannies. Mais on ne peut me le 
reprocher, on ne peut surtout m'accuser de refuser 
l'histolre, qu'a la seule condition de declarer que 
la seule maniere d'entrer dans l'histolre est de 
legitlmer une tyrannle.^5 

Gaetan Picon, outstanding French critic in the field 

of contemporary literature, agrees that La Peste is inferior 

to Camus' earlier works: "Revolt in La Peste has lost its 

Promethean halo; far from justifying man's triumphant under

takings, it merely nourishes his desire for protection."^ 

Picon feels that Camus refuses to accept "dirty hands" in

volved in action: "Medicine and understanding, this is the 

ethic proposed. And this is certainly the only ethic free 

from danger, the only one which leaves us with perfectly 

clean hands,... 

Picon uses a combination of philosophical and liter

ary approach to the novel. He believes that La Peste is too 

abstract and schematised; dialogues are like stylised intel

lectual arguments; situation and character seem forced and 

25. Albert Camus, "Lettre a Roland Barthes", in 
Theatre, Recits, Nouvelles, pp.1966-7. 

26. Gaetan Picon, "Notes on the Plague", in Camus, 
A Collection of Critical Essays, edited by Germaine Bree 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1962), p.149. 

27. Ibid., p.150. 
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contrived,'and neither Rieux nor Tarrou nor Paneloux comes 

quite alive. While it is true that Camus' characters lack 

human density, it is also true that he did not intend to re

produce the rich flux of daily life. According to Camus' 

theory on artistic creation, the novelist seeks a particular 

situation that can symbolize the universal human condition. 

His symbols should be rooted in an observation of concrete 

reality, but the symbolic representation of life can be 

stylized and exaggerated. This stylization shows the art

ist's protest against the existing world. The greater the 

classicism and control of form and style, the more effective 

this protest will be.^8 in a short essay entitled ."L'Intel

ligence et L'echafaud" Camus approaches the subject of artis

tic form through a discussion of Mme de Lafayette whom-he 

greatly admired. In La Princesse de Cleves she communicates 

one basic experience and limits herself to variations on this 

theme. The plot and characters are centered around this 

general idea and arranged to make it re-echo indefinitely: 

"On reconnait ici l'idee profonde dont la repetition ob-

stinee donne son sens a l'ouvrage. C'est une idee de 

l'ordre... Etre classique, c'est en meme temps se repeter et 

savoir se repeter."^ 

28. See Chapter II under Rebellion and Art. 

29. Albert Camus, "L'Intelligence et l'echafaud", 
Theatre, Recits, Nouvelles, pp.1890-1. 
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The extreme order Camus imposes upon La Peste, the' 

absence of unnecessary detail, the repetition of a few basic 

themes, are in accordance with his own definition of artistic 

creation. In this connection, Germaine Bree comments: 

"Camus' so-called limitations are not necessarily his short

comings. As often as not they are, in fact, the boundary 

lines of his universe; they delimit it, marking off what is 

novel in his creation. They bear his signature and define 

his originality.""^ 

Like Gaetan Picon, Mme Bree is interested in the 

philosophical and literary aspects of La Peste. She feels 

that the "real" Camus is found in his literary production, 

and, consequently, she addresses herself to him as an imag

inative writer. In her article "Albert Camus and the Plague" 

she examines various aspects of the author's narrative tech

nique, advancing from external features like structure and 

form towards imagery which she feels lies at the.very heart 

of the work. Bringing out the symbolic nature of the blue 

sky and the sea, she writes: "The relentless light, the blue 

sky becomes signs of oppression; the immobility and limpidity 

of the air mark the boundary of a prison from which there 

seems to be no release. The breath of air from the sea, the 

sea itself, are what free Camus' world from the oppression 

30. Germaine Bree, "Albert Camus and the Plague", 
in Yale French Studies, No.8, (1951), p.95. 
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of death...11 ̂  

Stephen Ullman, in The Image in the Modern French 

Novel, uses a purely literary approach to La Peste. His 

main interest is style, and more specifically, the image. 

In an introductory statement he explains why he selected, 

among all the elements of style, imagery: 

Firstly, there is the factor of choice... In the 
field of imagery, the choice is virtually unlim-
mited... Secondly, it often happens that an author 
will rely on similes and metaphors to formulate the 
main themes of his novel with the maximum of preci
sion, concreteness and expressive force. Imagery 
may therefore take the critic by a straight route 
to the very core of the work of art,...32 

If the plague can be interpreted at three distinct 

levels (clinical, political, metaphysical), the images clus

tering around the plague theme are more ambiguous and most 

often apply to two levels of interpretation, or even three. 

For instance, a heavy concentration of medical images is 

brought into play in the description of the death of Philippe 

Othon, referring to the plague in its literal sense. At the 

same time, these images underline the moral and metaphysical 

implications of the plague: "by their stark realism and 

poignant concreteness they bring the reader face to face 

with the cruelty of an absurd universe."^ 

31. Ibid., p.96. 

32. Stephen Ullman, The Image of the Modern French 
Novel (New York; Barnes and Nobel, inc., 1963) Preface, 
p.vii. 

33. Ibid., p.259. 
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According to Ullmann, images are symptomatic of the 

personality of the character who uses them. As an example, 

Tarrou likes to see people as animals. Judge Othon and his 

family become a menagerie: the judge himself "1'homme-chouet-

te", Mine Othon "la souris noire" and the children "les deux 

caniches". After having noted these similarities, Tarrou 

continues identifying the people with the names of the ani

mals, and this simple substitution produces an ironical 

effect. It is only when tragedy strikes the family that 

these references disappear from Tarrou's vocabulary "and the 

figure of the judge passes from the ridiculous to the sub

lime".34 

A very different use of animal images is seen in 

Tarrou's description of the court trial where his father 

demanded the supreme penalty. The words came out of his 

father's mouth "comme des serpents". The accused becomes 

"un hibou rouge". Ullmann feels that here Tarrou's imagery 

serves to reinforce Camus' impassioned protest against cap

ital punishment. 

Camus' imagery has other important functions, all of 

which Dr. Ullmann discusses in a detailed and clear manner. 

His stylistic approach has the same advantages as Eugene 

Falk's thematism -- it is detached and thorough. 

34. Ibid., p.272. 
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By'dividing the characters of La Peste into 

"absolutists" and "relativists", Emily Zants brings to the 

foreground an important philosophical theme of the novel and 

35 one that Camus himself suggested in his Carnets. Her ar

ticle is well-written and thorough; however, by insisting on 

the conflict between the two groups, the individuals are re

duced to collective entities and become overly abstract. 

George Jagger, in Camus's La Peste, approaches the 
\ 

novel philosophically and his main interest is the problem 

of evil as presented in the novel; there are two alternative 

answers toward existing evil, one as given by Pascal in his 

description of the "Misere de l'homme sans Dieu", the other 

as proposed by Voltaire in Candide. That is to say, there 

is a rationalist answer which is symbolized by Candide's "il 

faut cultiver notre jardin". The hopelessness of Rieux1 

struggle against the plague recalls Pascal's exploration of 

man's fate, while Rieux' determination to keep fighting shows 

the heroic of the Voltairian position. As Jagger sees it, 

La Peste deals essentially "with man's fate as Pascal saw it, 

and as Vo.ltaire faced lt".^ 

35. Emily Zants, "Relationship of Judge and Priest 
in La Peste", French Review, volume xxxvii, No.4, pp.419-25. 

' ' ' N 

36. George Jagger, Camus's La Peste, Yale French 
S tudies, No.5 (Spring 1955), pp. 124-27. 
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La Chute 

Critical reception of La Chute reflects the uncer

tainty which the novel produces in the mind of readers. Up 

until the present day, much less has been written on La 

Chute than on either La Peste or L'Etranger — especially 

L1Etranger — and there is no significant accord among the 

critics as to what is going on, even at the most literal 

level. Nor do critics agree on the quality of the novel. 

To those who consider La Chute as inferior to L'Etranger and 

La Peste, are opposed, among others, Etiemble37 and Sartre 

who both feel that La Chute ranks higher artistically as 

well as philosophically. Sartre comments that La Chute is 

"peut-etre la meilleure, mais certainement la moins comprise 

des oeuvres de Camus". 

Critics tend to confuse Clamence, the narrator of 

La Chute, with his creator. But surely the epigraph from 

Lermontov to the American translation (a portrait, but not 

of an individual) suggests a more widespread target. The 

words of one of Camus' friends could be quoted: "Je voudrais 

relever en passant combien il est injuste et diffamatoire de 

juger la vie d'un romancier par son oeuvre. Faire de La 

Chute un auto-portrait est infame. Comme si on faisait de 

37. Etiemble, "La Chute de Camus," La Nouvelle 
Revue Frangaise (March 1960), p.167. 

38. Jean-Paul Sartre, "Albert Camus", France 
Observateur, (January 7, I960), p.17. 
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"Monsieur Ouine" un portrait de Bemanos."^ 

Roger Quilliot's "Un Monde ambigu" is the best study 

of La Chute that has appeared in France. Quilliot's approach 

is partly philosophical in the sense that he deals with the 

deeper meanings of the book, and partly biographical — he 

considers Clamence's narration as Camus' indirect confession, 

"une confession falsifiee".^® La Chute is mainly an echo of 

the controversy following the publication of L'Honime revolte, 

according to Quilliot. This viewpoint is shared by Germaine 

Bree who notes that "the book is still ringing with bitter 

personal controversy, still ringing with bitter personal 

experience".^ Adele King goes a step further and mentions 

the name Sartre;^ the simplest way to approach the novel, 

she feels, is by considering "Clamence as a caricature of 

Camus, seen through Sartre's eyes, who then accepts Sartre's 

criticism of himself, and becomes finally a spokesman for, 

39. R.L. Bruckberger, "Une Image radieuse", in La 
Nouvelle Revue Franqaise, 1960, p.159. J.H. Matthews has 
also indicated this dissociation of Camus from Clamence in 
his article "From The Stranger to The Fall: Confession and 
Complicity", Modern Fiction Studies, 1964 (autumn), 
pp.265-73, especially p.273. 

40. Roger Quilliot, "Un Monde ambigu", in Preuves, 
(April 1960), pp.28-39, especially p.31. 

41. Germaine Bree, Camus (New Brunswick, N.J., 1959) 
p.130. 

42. Adele King, "Structure and Meaning in La Chute," 
in PMLA, LXXVII (1962), pp.660-7. 
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and practitioner of, Sartre's own methods."43 

If Quilliot sees La Chute as a confession on the 

part of the author, he warns us against reading the book 

simply as an act of self-accusation. There is such self-
I 

accusation, a recognition by Camus that he may have assumed 

too readily the role of the noble defender of the innocents 

against the ruthless mechanism of society. However, we 

should not forget one highly important element: that of 

irony. As Quilliot says: "Que celui qui n'a jamais peche me 

jette la premiere pierre.Camus' confession thus becomes 

ours. Those who reproach him for having put into practice 

his humanistic ideas, what were they themselves but "huma-

nist'es professionels", people who sign manifestoes to clear 

their conscience? 

La Chute is not only-a confession, it is also an act 

of purification, according to Quilliot. It was an attempt 

on the part of Camus to regain his innocence, or at least a 

certain innocence which he had always wanted to preserve: 

"Decharge du manicheisme dont on pretendait l'accabler, 

Camus respire. Rien n'est pur, certes; rien ni personne 

n'est innocent; mais personne non plus n'est tout a fait 

coupable...1'ambiguite n'est plus mensonge, la complexity 

\ 

43. Adele King, "Structure and Meaning...", op.cit. , 
p.661. 

44. Quilliot, "Un Monde ambigu",- op . cit. . p. 32. 
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n'est plus complicite. " 

If Qullllot refers to La Chute as a classical work 

of art, W.D. Redfern calls the novel boring, disconcerting 

and confusing. Redfern's approach to La Chute is neither . 

literary, nor biographical, nor philosophical; it is perhaps 

moral, and it is clear from what he writes that he does not 

like Camus' morality. Nor Gide's, nor Sartre's, as the fol

lowing remarks indicate: "Camus could no more turn over new 

leaves than could Gide. It fills some of the gaps left by 

its sentimental and simplistic predecessor."^ Comparing 

Camus to Sartre, Redfern observes: 

Camus a sensualist, Sartre a puritan with bizarre 
neuroses; Sartre an Alsatian, dogged and often vi
cious; Camus a Mediterranean pariah, rather indolent 
and homeless. A Pascal would have made critical 
mincemeat of all the logorrhea and logic-chopping of 
their polemic, their pseudo-political theologis-
sing."47 

Why all these insults? And why would anyone want to examine 

a "boring" novel? This last question is answered by Redfern 

himself: "...the reader is tempted to wonder what all the 

fuss is about. Nevertheless, .L^Ctiute has an ambivalent 

flavor, and in addition we may wonder whether this work was 

an enforced swan-song, or a distress-call. Even if this 

45. Quilllot, "Un Monde ambigu", op.cit., p.35. 

46. W.D. Redfern, "Camus and Confusion", in 
Symposium (Winter 1966), p.329. 

47. Ibid., p.333. 
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call comes through blurred, the real pain prompting it de

serves attention."4® 

Fortunately, Redfern's commentary is not typical. 

Even if critics do not agree with the ideas the writings ex

press, they find pleasure in reading them and pay tribute to 

Camus' powers as an artist. Most critics, moreover, are 

quite familiar with the work (or works) they interpret. I 

do not believe Dr. Redfern has read La Chute carefully, nor 

any of the other works of Camus he mentions in his article. 

This is made clear by his following statement: 

For all the opposition between La Chute and La Peste, 
Camus' favoured notion of the "beneficial plague" is 
equally fishy in bolth works. Testing times may/ 
bring profit, in the famous long-run, but, in the 
moment, they are simply living hell. This should be 
remembered to avoid the trap of Camus' double-
talk."49 

But there is no double-talk. Camus makes Rieux say 

quite the opposite: "...quand on voit la misere et la douleur 

qu'elle (la peste) apporte, il faut etre fou, aveugle ou 

lache pour se resigner a la Peste. 

Several critics have noticed the Dantean atmosphere 

La Chute. The parallel to Dante's Inferno and the final 

identification of Clamence with Satan have been brought out 

48. Redfern, op.cit., p.330. 

49. Ibid.» p.338. 

50. Albert Camus, "La Peste", in Theatre, Nouvelles, 
Recits, p.1320. 
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by Alfred Galpin in his interesting article "Dante in Amster

dam".^'1' By studying the images and relationships between 

groups of images, F.W. Locke sees La Chute as a modern Infer

no into v/hich other strands of allusions have been woven, . 

especially the Biblical parallels to the Fall from Eden and 

to the career of John the Baptist. He emphasizes Clamence's 

many metamorphoses and his ability to "create roles for him

self and then to turn his 'characters' in the direction of 

5 2 Satan". Both Galpin and Locke use a literary approach to 

La Chute. The study of images and symbols permits them, at 

the same time, to better understand the main themes of the 

novel. 

Adele King applies a similar method in her analysis 

C O 
o f  L a  C h u t e . S h e  e x a m i n e s  i n  d e t a i l  t h e  m a n y  a l l u s i o n s  t o  

Dante's Inferno and attempts to clarify the deeper meaning 

of La Chute by interpreting the relationship between the 

echoes of Dante and those of L'Homme revolte. By means of 

precise references, she demonstrates that the spiritual de

scent of Clamence bears certain similarities to the arrange

ments of sin in a descending order in the Inferno, but is 

51. A. Galpin, "Dante in Amsterdam", Symposium, XII 
(1958), pp.65-72. 

52. F.W. Locke, "The Metamorphoses of Jean-Baptiste 
Clamence", Symposium (1967), p.312. 

53. Adele King, "Structure and Meaning in La Chute", 
op.cit. (see footnote 39). 
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more closely related to the historical movement of revolt as 

analyzed in L'Homme revolte. Her final conclusion is that 

La Chute is a picture of a contemporary Hell created from 

the perversion of rebellion. 

Because Clamence's name (Jean-Baptiste) recalls the 

prophet who announced the coming of Christ, and also because 

of the title of the book which keeps before us the image of 

the first man and his fall from innocence, many Catholic 

writers see in La Chute signs that Camus was approaching a 

conversion to the Christian faith. Even Pierre-Henri Simon, 

on of the most perceptive and sympathetic of Camus' critics, 

feels that the preoccupation with sin and redemption of the 

novel is not merely on the surface: 

Ainsi, par un etrange paradoxe, le plus sartrien 
des livres de Camus est celui qui le place a la 
moindre distance de la theologie chretienne... , 
on peut reconnaitre que l'aventure de Clamence con
fine mieux ici la pensee du chretien: elle impllque 
la decouverte d'une culpabilite immanente de la 
nature et d'un univers du peche."^^ 

To read the novel in this way, one must discount its 

satirical implications. It seems that Camus chose the image 

of the biblical fall to challenge the Christian position on 

universal guilt. Camus confirms this when he states: "Nous 

54. Pierre-Henri Simon, 
A.G. Nizet, 1962), p.172. 

Presence de Camus (Paris: 
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sorames le resultat de vingt siecles d'iraagerie chretienne. . 

Depuis 2000 ans l'homme s'est'vu presenter une image humi-

liee de lui-raeme."^ 

Carl Viggiani, in his article "Camus and the Fall 

from Innocence" suggests that La Chute has a religious char

acter but is anti-Christian. Viggiani applies a literary 

approach to the novel and studies the structure and images. 

He remarks that, until La Chute, Camus used primarily mythic 

symbols — the sea, the wind, the sun, the sky. In La Chute, 

the sea remains but only to convey the grey and gloomy at

mosphere of Clamence's narrative. All other symbols are 

taken from the Judeo-Christian tradition, and this is so 

because, according to Viggiani, the main themes of the book 

are religious; guilt, judgment, redemption. But Clamence's 

solution to the problem of guilt and judgment is "not only ' 

not Camus', but it is the very thing that Camus is condemning. 

Guilt, for Camus, has always been accidental and relative, 

not an ontologlcal reality". Viggiani's interpretation 

seems to be close to Camus' intention; it is in accordance 

not only with the satirical element of the book, but also 

with the humanistic inspiration of Camus' earlier works. 

55. Albert Camus, "Carnets", in Theatre, Nouvelles, 
Recits, p.2003. 

56. Carl Viggiani, "Camus and the Fall from Inno
cence", in Yale French Studies, (Spring 1960), p.69. 
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General Summaries of Camus' Thought and Art 

Studies in French 

Most full-length studies on Camus present an analy

sis of his thought as seen in both his literary and philo

sophical writings. In France, however, a tendency exists to 

explain Camus' works in terms of his personality and his 

actions. Anne Durand is a good example, and it is clear 

from her book Le Cas Albert Camus that she is more fasci

nated by Camus himself than by his work. Miss Durand makes 

many unpleasant statements on Camuscharacter and motives; 

her analysis of his work is superficial and prejudiced. 

L'Etranger is described as "le seul livre lisible de 

Camus". -*7 Meursault makes the serious mistake of talking 

about his mother as "maman" instead of the more correct form 

of "ma vaere": "Est-ce une erreur? C'est pire que du procede, 

c'est impardonnablement maniere."^® 

Praise is sometimes equally extreme. Camus had a 

strong moral influence on young intellectuals (something he 

neither sought nor wanted), and several wrote laudatory ar

ticles on his work and personality. After Camus' death, 

59 Jacques Chauvire wrote a novel in which the protagonist is 

57. Anne Durand, Le Cas Albert Camus (Paris: 
Fischbacher, 1961), p.73. 

58. Ibid. , p.74. 

59. Jacques Chauvire, Les Passants, (Paris: Albin 
Michel, 1961). 
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given moral guidance by imaginary letters from Camus. It 

seems, however, that Camus has always refused to be the "mor

al conscience" of his time, being aware that the answers he 

proposed were of a relative nature. 

The biographical approach to literature is a valid 

and well-established technique. The assumption of biograph

ical criticism is that the chief clues to a man's work can 

be found in the study of his life, personality and character. 

However, when the center of the critic's attention shifts to 

the human personality rather than to the art, as in Miss 

Durand's book, then the biographical method takes us too far 

from the literature itself. As Rene Wellek remarks: "The 

relationship between the private life and the work of a poet 

is not a simple relation of cause and effect. 

The best general work on Camus in French is Roger 

Quilliot's La Mer et les prisons. Quilliot applies a bio

graphical method but in a modest way. His aim is to estab

lish some degree of relationship between Camus, his writings 

and the conditions, under which they were produced. Quilliot 

appraises Camus' different works in light of the author's 

close ties with Algeria. The title La Mer et les prisons 

refers to Camus' dual attitude to life which, according to 

Quilliot, goes back to Camus' early experiences in Algeria. 

60. Rene Welek and Austin Warren, Theory of Litera
ture (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1956), p.77. 
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The poverty of Belcourt, the mother's small flat; but a few 

kilometers away the sea which carries with it a sense of 

freedom and beauty. "L'envers et l'endroit du monde, il 

faut tout accepter; entre oui et non, 'je ne peux pas me 

resoudre 3 choisir'. Chez Camus, l'equilibre est au commen

cement."®''' M. Quilliot has a clear style, a sense of the 

relative importance of the various works, and a real appre

ciation of Camus' major productions. 

Jean-Claude Brlsville, a personal friend of Camus, 

wrote a good introductory work to Camus' thought and art. 

It includes an interesting biography, a stimmary of each of 

Camus' works as well as an interpretation, a rather exten

sive bibliography, several personal interviews with Camus, 

f\ 9 and selected pages from the actual text of the author, 

Contrary to Sartre's and Picon's opinion, Pierre-

Henri Simon feels that the real Camus is to be found in 

La Peste and L'Homme revolte: "Avec La Peste...le classique 

n'est plus seulement dans la forme: il a pris possession de 

la pensee, qui se modere, s'humanise, gagne en etendue et en 

profondeur ce qu'elle perd en paradoxe et en parti pris." 

61. Roger Quilliot, La Mer et les prisons (Paris: 
Galllmard, 1956), p.37. 

62. Jean-Claude Brisville, Camus (Paris: Gallimard, 
1959). The book is part of the series "La Bibliotheque 
ideale" edited by Robert Mallet. 

63. Pierre-Henri Simon, La Presence de Camus (Par
is: Nizet, 1962), p.68. 
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The reason Is probably that La Peste is more acceptable to 

Catholics (although it is Camus' most openly anti-Christian 

book), who see in it a return to more traditional humanistic 

values with which the Church can sympathize. 

Simon's study of Camus is primarily philosophical. 

Simon writes very well, but he sees Camus too much as a 

writer in search of a God or salvation: "Camus a ecrit un 

tres grand livre qui s'appelle La Chute; aurait-il pu ecrire 

a 64 un jour un plus grand livre qui se fut appele La Grace?" 

To talk seriously in this context is to misinterpret Camus' 

thought, I believe. Camus is the "godless" man who accepts 

no illusions, no myths. He cannot take Christianity seri

ously, its sacraments and dogmas, its mystery of afterlife 

and the doctrine of original sin. 

One of the most complete general studies on Camus is 

Les Innocents et les coupables by Carina Gadourek. Her ap

proach is essentially literary although she recognizes that 

Camus' novels and plays can be fully understood only in the 

light of his philosophy. Miss Gadourek bases her analysis 

on a simple statement made by Camus in 1952 and which she 

quotes in her Preface: "Chez certains ecrivains il me semble 

que leurs oeuvres foment un tout ou chacun s'eclaire par 

fi C 
les autres, et ou toutes se regardent." Each of Camus' 

64. Ibid., p.177. 

65. Carina Gadourek, Les Innocents et les coupables, 
(The Hague: Mouton and Co., 1963), p.12. 
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works is therefore examined in the light of his other writ

ings, preceding as well as following. 

Miss Gadourek feels that the single, changing 

thought underlying Camus' works is something more concrete 

than the notion of absurdity; it is Camus' attitude toward 

the eternal problem of evil in the world, and therefore the 

problem of man's innocence and guilt. Although Camus has 

always held on to a certain innocence of mankind, Miss Ga

dourek believes that in his later works he became more aware 

of man's participation in guilt, inasmuch it is man who cre

ates the oppressive conditions on earth: "Vingt-cinq ans plus 

tard, il croit moins a 1'innocence... La conclusion de Camus 

est que tous les vivants, plus ou moins responsables de leur 

epoque, sont coupables . 

The strong point of Miss Gadourek's book is her con

cern with language and images in Camus' fiction. She treats 

each novel or play as a stylistic unity, but attempts to 

trace the evolution of imagery through Camus' entire work. 

Once in a while the author allows her imagination free rein 

6 7 — Salamano's dog becomes "la voix de la non-injustice" ; 

Clamence "le roi du monde" hears the cry of the drowning 

girl on the Pont Royal -- but, in general, Les Innocents 

66. Ibid., p.232-3. 

67. Ibid. , p.57. 

68. Ibid.t p.194. . 
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et les coupables is an excellent assessment of Camus' 

achievement. 

Studies in English 

The first book on Camus in English, Philip Thody's 

Albert Camus (1957),. is a somewhat oversimplified explana- • 

tion for English readers of Camus. Thody's second book, 

Albert Camus; 1913-1960 (1961) is a much better analysis of 

the development of Camus' thought and art. Thody examines 

Camus' work in the context both of his life and of the 

French background, literary and political; He shows Camus' 

love of physical life, his hatred of unauthentic living and 

totalitarian systems. 

Although Thody is a great admirer of Camus' work, he 

does not hesitate to point out its limitations. He feels 

that the limitations are most obvious in the two philosophi

cal essays (Camus presents emotional experiences in rational 

and philosophical terms), less so in his plays (Thody quotes 

Gide's remark that "C'est avec de bons sentiments qu'on fait 

Q 
de la mauvaise litterature ), and least of all in his lyr

ical essays and novels. Many critics agree with Thody's 

evaluation; personally I feel that Camus' plays are the 

weakest part of his work and, as Thody says, his novels the 

best. 

69. Philip Thody, Albert Camus (New York: Grove 
Press, Inc., 1961), p.106. 
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Thody's interpretation of the three novels — especi 

ally of L±E tranger — is perhaps the best and most penetrat

ing that has been written in English. For instance, whereas 

many critics are disturbed by the two contrasting styles 

Camus ases side by side in L'Etranger and La Peste, Thody 

reveals, in a short paragraph, the true significance of this 

stylistic technique:. 

Camus's deliberate refusal to use any other but the 
most precise and simple words in most of the de
scriptive passages enables him to throw into high 
relief those scenes to which he wishes to attach a 
special significance... Like the murder of the Arab 
in The Outsider, the death of the child is one of 
the most Important incidents in The Plague, and like 
the shooting of the Arab it is described in an in-
tensily poetic passage. ® 

John Cruickshank's Albert Camus and the Literature 

of Revolt also contains a good analysis of Camus' thought. 

Since Cruickshank is careful not to use Camus' fiction for 

the purpose of illustrating his philosophical views (and 

vice versa), the book deals separatedly wifn the essays and' 

fiction. In Cruickshank1s opinion, revolt is the theme and 

the feeling which dominates Camus' thought. Obviously, 

Camus' works, like those of any great writer, did not sud

denly blossom forth in a unfavorable climate. In the In

troduction Cruickshank makes clear to what extent revolt is 

70. Ibid., p.116. 

71. John Cruickshank, Albert Camus and the Litera
ture of Revolt, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1960). 
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a prominent feature of contemporary literature. It started 

out in the 1930s with the nihi-listic surrealism and is still 

continuing today, although in a less absolute form. Revolt 

in contemporary literature has three main characteristics 

according to Cruickshank: a lack of distinction between good 

and evil, an emphasis on concrete situations rather than 

abstract attitudes, and a continual insistence on the fact 

of human responsibility. 
v 

In the first part of the book Cruickshank traces 

Camus' thought from his early revolt of Noces and Le Mythe 

de Sisyphe to his more tolerant position and greater desire 

for solidarity of L'Homme revolte. When he turns to Camus' 

fiction, in the second part, he changes his approach and 

deals with the technical achievement of the works rather 

than with their ideas. He does this because novels or plays 

are primarily works of art and not statements of philosoph

ical viewpoints. A further reason is that Camus himself 

insists that the novel poses aesthetic questions first of 

all. Cruickshank's discussion on the novels contains an 

excellent study of the various literary devices — the narra

tive method, the use of language, the unity of form and con

tent, the treatment of time, etc. 

Cruickshank1s explanation of Camus' two styles is 

different from Thody's. He feels that Meursault's tempo

rary use of rhetorical prose just before shooting the Arab, 
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conveys a confused state of mind; it creates a noticeable 

impression of hallucination. As the metaphors accumulate, 

so does Meursault's mental confusion: "The point at which 

Meursault's language becomes fanciful and metaphorical is 

also the point at which he wrongly interprets experience — 

as distinct from simply failing to understand it -- and 

7 2 becomes a murderer. If.this is true, then how do we ac

count for the metaphorical language used by Meursault on the 

last page of his narrative, or Rieux' change of style at the 

scene of the little boy's death? This is a minor point, 

however, and does not distract from the importance of the 

book. 

Studies of Specific Themes 

In La Liberte dans la pensee d'Albert Camus, Germain-

Paul Gelinas traces the theme of freedom through the entire 

work of Camus. It is a scholarly, well-organized work. The 

7 3 first part deals with "les ennemies internes de la liberte" 

the enemies being Caligula's passion for the absolute, Jan's 

hesitations (Le Malentendu), Meursault's unawareness, and 

"le sentiment de l'absurde"^ of Le Mythe de Sisyphe. The 

72. Ibid. , p.158. 

73. Germain-Paul Gelinas, La Liberte dans la pensee 
d'Albert Camus (Fribourg: Editions universitaires, 1965). 

74. Ibid., p.54. 
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last two points are highly debatable. Meursault's lack of . 

consciousness is only apparent and partly the result of 

Camus' technique of narration. M. Gelinas describes Meur-

sault as follows: "C'est le type de l'habituel oui, qui ne. 

dit non qu'au moment ou son oui peut etre interprets comme 

signe d'une activite."^ Meursault is indeed passive in 

matters he does not consider important, but when the lawyer 

asks him to tell a lie about his mother, or when the priest 

asks him to repent, Meursault shows great courage in saying 

no. The true enemy of freedom is not Meursault, but soci

ety. Gelinas' interpretation of Le Mythe de Sisyphe shows 

the same flaw. The awareness of absurdity could not possi

bly be the enemy of freedom, since freedom is one of the 

consequences of awareness; in Le Mythe de Sisyphe Camus 

describes the freedom of the man who wagers for the Absurd 

as the only real kind. 

The second part of the book deals with "les ennemis 

externes de la liberte"^, the third part with a search for 

freedom (L'Homme revolte), and the last part with freedom 

itself (La Chute). In the concluding part Gelinas demon

strates that the theme of freedom is closely related to the 

theme of happiness in Camus' writings: freedom is the main 

vehicle to happiness. Both freedom and happiness are within 

75. Ibid., p.51. 

76. Ibid., p.77. 
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man's reach, but they are not offered to him: "La tendance-

au bonheur est naturelle et inscrite en tout homme. Mais la 

satisfaction de cette tendance requiert une part active de 

l'homme. Cette participation active est possible. Le bonr 

7 7 heur n'est done pas resultat de hasard' It is true, 

of course, that values like freedom or happiness or justice 

are not given; they are to be constructed by a continual 

struggle of individuals. However, I would not go as far as 

M. Gelinas in stating that happiness is not the result of 

chance. In Camus' thought, chance plays an important role 

in man's search for happiness; the chance of being born under 

the sun, for instance. In his 1957 -- Preface of L1Envers 

et l'endroit, Camus writes: 

On trouve dans le monde beaucoup d'injustices, mais 
il en est une dont on ne parle jamais, qui est celle 
du climat... Lorsque la pauvrete se conjugue avec 
vie sans ciel ni espoir, alors l'injustice derniere, 
et la plus revoltante, est consommee. Ne pauvre, 
dans un quartier ouvrier, je ne savais pourtant pas 
ce qu'il etait le vrai malheur avant de connaltre 
nos banlieues froides.78 

If M. Gelinas' book thus falls short of presenting 

a fully satisfactory treatment of Camus' thought, it never

theless is a well-written work, informative in nature and 

challenging to the reader. 

77. Ibid., p.16 7. 

78. Albert Camus, L'Envers et l'endroit, new edn. 
with a preface by Camus (Paris: Gallimard, 1958), p.16-17. 
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When Camus was asked in an interview whom he con

sidered to be the best critic of his work, his answer was 

79 Mme Rachel Bespaloff. Camus is referring here to Mme Bes-

paloff's essay entitled Le Monde du condamne a mort, x^ritten 

shortly before her death in 1950. The essay has as its 

basic assumption that the motivating concept of Camus' 

thought is that all men are condemned to death; the early 

phase of Camus' work reflects on "my" death, whereas the 

later thought begins with the problem of the inflicted 

death of others. Mme Bespaloff recognizes the new elements 

of revolt an.d the solidarity of men around a common value. 

Of great interest is Mme Bespaloff's discussion of 

the freedom of the man condemned to death. She feels that 

Meursault finds his true freedom in prison at the moment of 

his revolt: "...la revolte qui fait surgir la liberte dans 

la prison d'un destin etroitement borne par la mort."^ 

Dealing with La Peste she explains how the ethics of rebel

lion relates to freedom. It is the freedom of Adam and Eve 

banished from paradise, "au moment ou ils assument, seuls et 

sans protection, le poids de leur existence terrestre. Elle 

n'est pas sans amour cette liberte mutllee d'apres la chute, 

puisqu'elle engendre la solidarite de ce premier nous en 

79. Interview with G.-P. Gelinas in 1954, see La 
Liberte dans la pensee d'Albert Camus, op.cit., p.10. 

80. Rachel Bespaloff, "Le Monde du condamne a mort", 
Esprit (January 1950), p.4. 
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face d'un monde hostile. Nous retrouverons en elle notre ef 

frayante liberte d * auj ourd' hui.. . " 

But what freedom can there be (in the fullest sense) 

without assurance of eternity? What freedom is there for ; 

the man condemned to death? Mmfc Bespaloff believes that 

those who accept the Christian ethic have a truer freedom 

than those who deny the assurance of eternity. Without 

wanting to pit these two ethics against each other (because 

one does not choose an ethic as one chooses a coat) she 

nevertheless remarks at the end of her article: "On peut se 

demander si la liberte y a gagne, si vraiment Sisyphe remon

tant son rocher est plus libre que le chretien portant sa 

croix."82 

Mme Bespaloff insists on the metaphysical rather 

than on the aesthetic value of Camus' work. In this she is 

representative of the majority of Camus' critics; her essay 

is, however, one of the most penetrating studies yet written 

on Camus. 

81. Ibid. , p.11. 

82. Ibid.» p.10. 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

"On vit avec quelques idees familieres. Deux ou 

trois. Au hasard des mondes et des hommes rencontres, on 

les polit, on les transf orme. We have followed the "few 

familiar ideas" and we have seen them "polished" and "trans

formed" during two decades of Camus' art and commitment. 

The ideas Camus calls his own spring from his early concern 

with the relation between man, as an individual, and the. 

universe; within this context Camus maintains that this re

lationship is characterized by absurdity. Man, the world, 

and the Absurd, these are three inseparable components of 

the problem of existence. 

Camus',early concern with the Absurd retains its 

validity throughout the different stages of his development. 

The ideal man of his essays and novels, beginning with L'En-

vers et l'endroit and continuing through La Chute has re

mained this "absurd" individual. One is struck, in fact, by 

the inner coherence of Camus' writings, by the recurrence of 

images, themes, and patterns within each work and from one 

work to another, Camus himself insists that the work of a 

1. c.f. first page of chapter II. 
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creative writer should not be looked upon as a sequence of 

isolated images since a fundamental idea unites it in a con-

O 
ceivable whole. 

Viewing Camus' work in its totality, it seems that 

the fundamental idea underlying his thought is something 

more concrete and positive than the notion of absurdity. 

Camus' early concern with man's relation to the world has 

led to another dimension, one that opposes and eventually 

surpasses the Absurd. This dimension is revolt. Camus' 

revolt is at the core of his thinking; it provides a key to 

his ideas in general as well as to his concept of justice in 

particular. 

There are two rather distinct phases in Camus' re

volt. What we may call "metaphysical" revolt accompanies 

the awareness of absurdity; the other phase is more obvious

ly rebellious and may be termed "social" revolt. The two 

phases correspond to Camus changing attitude in regard to 

his concern with justice. His early works, L'Etranger et 

Le Mythe de Sisyphe, present a personal and rather violent 

revolt against the injustice of our human condition. At 

this stage it means a refusal of the solutions offered by 

religion or any other absolute ideology. It is this refusal 

that characterizes Sisyphus in the face of the gods and Meur-

sault in the presence of the priest. Revolt, in this 

2. Chapter II, under "Rebellion and Art". 
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context, is a somewhat sterile notion which serves to bring 

a greater intensity to the sensation of being alive. 

Sometime between 1942 and 1945 Camus reached a new 

level of development which, as he suggests in his Lettres a 

un'ami allemand, was largely a result of his experiences 

during the Occupation. His works belonging to the cycle of 

revolt, including La Peste and L'Homme revolte, go consider

ably beyond the crisis of the individual and deal with soli

darity and involvement. Camus' vision has expanded to 

include the injustices of war, oppression, and murder. We 

may speak of a "social" phase in Camus1 literary career, 

while La Chute marks a return to the more restricted area of 

L'Etranger the themes of which it restates in a different 

context. 

The term "revolt" is not used by Camus in the gen

erally accepted sense; it is not an attempt to radically 

transform the nature of the world; it is rather a commitment 

to oppose injustice in whatever form it appears. Camus in

sists on moderation, on a balance between man's consent to 

the earth and his will to change it. We may note in this 

connection that Meursault rejects the world that man has 

created but not the world of nature. Like Camus of Noces» 

he is genuinely happy x^hen in contact Xi?ith the earth. The 

things he misses most in prison are the sea, the sun, and 

Marie's smile, relatively simple pleasures but nevertheless 
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pleasures which indicate his communion with nature. One of 

the original features of L' Etr'anger is the fact that it is 

set against the background of the Mediterranean sunshine. 

Camus has always insisted that a personal response to hap

piness is a central theme of his work: "Au centre de mon 

3 
oeuvre, fut-elle noire, rayonne un soleil inepuisable..." 

Interpreters of Camus' thought have frequently ob

served that there is a certain contradiction in his philo

sophical positions; his notion of absurdity leads to a 

belief in "meaning" (Lettres a un ami allemand) and his 

revolt to "moderation". The conflict in Camus' thought is 

only apparent, I believe. Already in Le Mythe de Sisyphe 

Camus makes it clear that his acceptance of the Absurd was 

provisional. He considered it a negative attitude which 

could eventually provide him with positive recommendations. 

The contradiction between revolt and moderation can be ex

plained by Camus' own concept of revolt. When Camus speaks 

of revolt he does not mean political revolution -- in fact, 

revolutions become the main subject of his criticism in 

L'Homme revolte — but a revolt in the name of values on 

which our society seems to have turned its back. 

Camus is a man from the south, a mediterranean. His 

allfegcance is given to certain values associated with the 

pre-christian civilizations, especially Greek.. What he 

3. Camus, "L'Ete", in Essals, p.865. 
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admires mostly in the Greeks is their ideal of moderation, 

their love of nature, their stoicism. By adhering to these 

values, to what he calls "la pensee de midi" or "la pensee 

solalre", Camus gives a positive character to revolt. He 

frequently mentions the term "renaissance" in his essays; 

and this is not merely rhetorical on his part. He proposes 

to return once more to the ancient Greek ideals that were 

held in such high esteem during the Renaissance and that 

have continued, to a remarkable degree, on the shores of the 

Mediterranean. 

L'Etranger brings us, without any comments, into the 

climate of the Absurd. As explained in chapter II, the 

Absurd means divorce, a divorce betv/een man's longing.for 

unity and the dualism of mind and nature, between man's as

pirations toward the eternal and the certainty of death, 

between his ambitions (the very essence of man) and the 

vanity of his efforts. L'Etranger is a book of divorce, of 

discrepancy; hence its dual construction. We have on the 

one hand the reality of life — Meursault buries his mother, 

goes out with Marie, and commits a murder — and, on the 

other, the interpretations of this reality by society. The 

contrast between the prosecutor's conclusions and the actual 

circumstances of the murder leaves us with the impression 

of an absurd justice, incapable of making the least contact 
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with the crime it \*ants to punish. 

If L'Etranger is first and foremost a statement of 

the basic absurdity of things, it contains, in the second 

place, a Rousseau-like condemnation of society. A man is 

sent to the guillotine not because he killed another man but 

because he did not weep at his mother's funeral. Meursault's 

judges are shown as prejudiced and revengeful, the court 

conviction itself as dependant on the prosecutor's desire to. < 

lead up dramatically to the parricide case to be held the 

next day, the prison chaplain as well-intentioned but shal

low, and the defense lawyer as lifeless and mechanical, en

tirely unable to understand his client. 

In L'Etranger, as in the other novels, it is through 

Camus' treatment of the judges that he makes his case 

against human justice. We can feel Camus' irony when he 

makes the prosecutor ask for Meursault's head "au nom du 

peuple frangais" (E, 1199). Meursault calls the formula 

"bizarre" (E, 1199) and comments that the prosecutor could 

just as well have said "allemand ou chinois" (E, 1201). 

Although L'Etranger deals extensively with legal 

justice, it is not a novel with a message. Camus simply 

describes the Absurd and he is not concerned with justifi

cations. La Peste, on the other hand, is centered around 

problems of action and of the service of humanity. The 

difference lies in Camus' changed attitude toward revolt, 
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and in the field of its application. In L'Etranger it is 

essentially a personal sensation, it is the affirmation of 

man's dignity against his surroundings. Revolt, in La Peste, 

is a call to action, a call to reduce the injustices of the 

world and socicty. This difference becomes most obvious 

when we compare Meursault with Tarrou or Rieux, both com

mitted to fight the "plague". 

In Camus' work the quality of commitment depends on 

the degree of alienation from the world, from society, from 

the self. Meursault exemplifies exile in its pure state. 

It is the exile of an isolated individual who lives without 

illusion, without hope, without a future, and who refuses to 

attribute false meanings to the present. The only certainty 

Meursault has is the value of his own existance; he does not 

involve himself with the lives of others, nor with questions 

connected with society,. The intricates of external justice 

-- though Important to everyone else -- do not touch him, 

even when they eventually lead up to his condemnation. Camus 

says of Meursault: "II s'agit d'une verite encore negative, 

la verite d'Stre et de sentir, mais sans laquelle nulle 

conquete sur soi et sur le monde ne sera jamais possible."^ 

In his final insight, Meursault expands his view to the ex

tent that all men are equally guilty, equally deprived, and 

equally condemned. 

4. Camus, "Preface a l'edition universitaire 
americaine", Theatre, Recits, Nouvelles, p.1920. 
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La'Peste permits several interpretations some of 

which were discussed in chapter IV. The most general inter

pretation comes from Tarrou. In his eyes the plague stands 

for all that oppresses and murders men; and this is not 

simply the evil of the external world, but also the evil of 

men, armies, and regimes. Tarrou's concern with the plague' 

changes the emphasis from death caused by disease to death 

codified by society. His fight against evil is Camus' own 

fight against the legalizing of murder -- particularly against 

the institution of capital punishment. 

Camus is not unique in his preoccupation with the 

death penalty; the theme has absorbed many novelists — as 

was briefly discussed in chapter III -- but Camus approaches 

it in a different way. At the source of his concern is a 

personal experience which he relates in his essay on capital 

punishment. His father had, one day, decided to go and wit

ness the execution of a man who had killed an entire family, 

children included. Before the execution took place Camus' 

father found that the guillotine was too good for the killer. 

But afterwards he never could bring himself to describe what 

happened at the execution. He tore into the house, his face 

stricken with horror, lay down on his bed, and became vio

lently sick. Camus comments: "II venait de decouvrir la. 

realite.qui se cachait sous les grandes formules dont on la 

masquait. Au lieu de penser aux enfants massacres, il ne 
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guilty. Therefore, no one is fully responsible either for 

the good or for the evil he does. Even in error, mankind 
r 

is a community. The death sentence is absolute and irre

parable but the guilt it punishes is, of necessity, relative. 

Before passing sentence on an individual, the judges must 

be certain that they have the right to do so. Only complete 

innocence would give them a right to kill. Tarrou's story 

about his father's adventures shows that the judge may have 

been living within the letter of the Law but that he was not 

without blemish. 

The judges must, moreover, be certain that their 

judgments are free from error. Given the essentially limit

ed nature of human knowledge -- in both general, philosophi

cal matters and in the practical details of evidence — this 

condition can never be met. L'Etranger illustrates this 

point. Various facts of Meursault's life are related by 

witnesses at his trial, and they are put in order by the 

prosecutor. Meursault has the impression that they are talk

ing about somebody else. The climax comes when Marie bursts 

out crying on the witness stand saying that she was forced 

to tell the opposite of what she really thought. In details 

of evidence the prosecutor was right; he erred, however, 

when he arranged the facts in according to his "infallible" 

logic. 
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The relative nature of our knowledge does not mean 

that we cannot punish (although any act by which men are 

deprived from their freedom is repugnant to Camus). 

Clamence of La Chute says: "On ne peut pas nier que, pour le 

moment, du moins, il faille des juges,..." (Ch, 1482) It 

implies, however,, that we are not justified in taking away 

a man's life. By standards of our non-religious society, 

the death penalty destroys the criminal beyond recall and, 

with him, any chance to justify himself. 

Camus' strong stand on capital punishment typifies 

his general attitude toward justice. He was equally dis

turbed by the idea of men legally judged by society and 

condemned to remain in isolation for an indefinite period. 

The extent to which the problem obsessed him is demonstrated 

in a dramatic account he gave of a French convict ship that 

was docked in Algeria on a stage of its voyage to a penal 

colony. Camus describes the antiseptic cleanliness of the 

ship, the sinister silence of the officers and men, and the 

criminals locked up in cages in the hold of the ship: "II ne 

s'agit pas ici de pitie, mais de toute autre chose. II n'y 

a pas de spectacle plus abject que des hommes ramenes au-des-

n 
sous de la condition humalne... Camus was particularly 

moved by the sight of some prisoners who, in an attempt to 

7. Alger-Republicain, (1-2-38), p.2. 
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catch some light, were hanging by their fingertips from the 

edges of the portholes. This image reoccurs in L'Etranger: 

"C'est un jour que j'etais agrippe aux barreaux, mon visage 

tendu vers la lumiere,..." (E, 1175). 

Faced with such spectacles, Camus felt humiliated 

and ashamed but he was not prepared to close his eyes to it. 

He made up his mind to explore the areas of justice and 

freedom and to give the world a .formulation of his views 

through his essays and fiction, especially through the lat

ter. He shows us that the right way to protest against the 

injustice, the cruelty, and disorder of the world is to em

phasize those positive human qualities of order, compassion, 

and justice. I believe that it is in Dr. Rieux that he of

fers us an image of the kind of commitment that is possible 

in a time when God is absent. Rieux does not attempt to 

invent an ideal of salvation, parallel to or rivaling with 

that of religion. He is, like Camus, a rationalist who 

knows that reason is not all-powerful but that the rejection 

of reason, allowing fanaticism and stupidity to occur, is 

infinitely worse. In simply doing his job well, Rieux is 

faithful to Camus' insistence always to serve man in a lim

ited way without aspiring to the absolute. Health is rela

tive and attainable, salvation "un trop grand mot" (P, 1395), 

and Camus' preference is given to the first. 
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The most striking aspect of La Peste is the modesty 

of its message. Healers and 'fighters, the stubborn men of 

Oran remain subjected to the community of mankind of which 

they are and want to be a part. Attempting to do without 

God, they do not aspire to become gods themselves. When 

Rieux watches Tarrou die and stands "sur le rivage, les 

mains vides et le coeur tordu, sans armes et sans recours, 

une fois de plus, contre le desastre", Camus expresses the 

impotence of men of good will in the seemingly hopeless 

situation of our world. But at least, he seems to be saying 

we may struggle for men and against anything that would 

threaten his humanity. The world cannot be transformed, but 

it can be resisted. 

This message is not at all impaired by the ambiguity 

of La Chute. Clamence's insistence on our hypocricy, our 

duplicity, and cruelty does not imply that we give up all 

attempts to fight for a better world. La Chute deals with 

man's imperfection, and shows the tragic consequences result

ing from the negation of man's relative innocence on which 

Camus has always insisted. Although La Chute is ambiguous, 

Camus' final attitude toward Clamence leaves no doubt, and 

the latter's solution to "la tristesse de la condition 

humaine" is firmly rejected. Camus believed in a compensa

tory world, a liberal democracy from which excesses are 

banished. His justice is therefore a justice of tolerance, 
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a justice based on man's innocence and guilt: "II n'y a pas 

de justes, mais seulemerit des .coeurs plus ou moins pauvres 

en justice."® 

Perhaps the most direct plea for tolerance made by 

Camus occurred in an interview. Camus mentioned Don 

Quichotte as one of his favorite books: 

L'Homme est de plus en plus attaque, or, nous avons 
tellement besoin d'indulgence! Vous rappelez-vous 
ce passage ou l'on voit Sancho Pansa, nomine gouver-
neur d'une £le, qui doit rendre la justice? L'af-
faire est tres embrouillee. Sancho s'ecrie: 
"Puisque nous ne pouvons rendre une justice claire, 
faisons du moins appel a la misericorde." 

Camus then added: "Allez parler aujourd'hui de misericorde 

dans les rues de Paris..." 

Camus*arguments are complex and difficult at times. 

But his writing is beautiful and "to the point" as little 

else is in our time. 

8. Albert Camus, "Reflexions sur la guillotine", in 
Essais, p.1052. 

9. Interview with Franck Jotterand, published in 
La Gazette litteraire (March 27-28, 1954), p.8. 
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